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ABSTRACT 

Benito P&rez Gald6s devoted an important part of 

his novelistio endeavors to the depiction of the tragic 

essence of life in all its manifold aspects. This study in

vestigates, interprets, and analyzes the tragic import in 

his novels, both with regard to form and content. Despite 

the profusion of critical analysis to which his novels have 

been subjected in recent years, no overall study of the 

relationship and importance which the tragic bears to 

his novelistic output exists, and the present inquiry pro

poses to fill an obvious need. 

The tragic essence is omnipresent and omnipotent in 

Gald6s' novels from La Fontana de Pro (18?0) to Casandra 

(1905). An examination of plots, characters, themes, and 

Ideologies reveals an almost total concern with the tragic 

substance of life. 

Gald6s* role as tragedian is clearly seen by com

paring him with some of his traditionally-minded contempo

raries, such as Juan Valera and Jos£ Maria de Pereda, who 

wrote novels that emphasized idealized heroes and extolled 

the virtues of "art for art's sake." By contrast Gald6s 

vi 
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portrayed the conflict of fundamental passions in non-heroes 

and the turmoil that transcendental problems create within 

the psyche. 

Certain aspects of the tragic as delineated by 

Aristotle, Hegel, Schopenhauer, Nietzsche, and Kierkegaard 

are related to Gald6s* tragic essence. Thus Aristotle*s 

concept of hamartla, and Hegel's "reconciliation,tt 

Schopenhauer's "suffering and misery," and Kierkegaard's 

"anguish,M all are exemplified in Galdos' characters. 

Characterization Is an area where the tragic ex

perience is powerfully demonstrated; both the major and 

minor characters carry within themselves the ingredients for 

tragedy. Characters with physiological, religious, and psy

chological problems are studied along with the part played 

in the tragic outcome by delusions, physical and mental 

aberrations, alienation, and Inflexibility. Personal vital 

fiction is shown to be an integral part of many personages1 

lives. The tragic end for many of these characters is a 

ceasing to exist—often brought about by physical or spir

itual suicide. What Gald<5s stresses in his characters is 

that their tragedies are caused by forces within themselves 

rather than by Fate or other outside events. 

Throughout his career many themes vital to Galdos* 

tragic orientation consistently reappear. Thus the conflict 

between fantasy and reality, between money and spiritual or 
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ethical values, between religious dogma and sensuous incli

nations, are fully explored in his novels, and the tragic 

consequences which are the result of these struggles form 

the leitmotif around which the tragedies revolve. In addi

tion other themes such as unrequited love, adultery, and 

moral hypocrisy play a significant role in the tragic ends. 

The year 1880 is a significant milestone in 

Galdos1 concept of the tragic. Before that date the author 

wrote tragedies which~were strongly influenced by romantic 

concepts demonstrated in his use of chance, tight plot 

structures, palpable theses, and the portrayal of a rebel

lious hero. Afterwards his tragedies are realistic, em

ploying a loose plot structure, little use of fortuitous 

elements, causality, and Instead a placing'of more empha

sis on the revelation of character. 

GaldiSs* tragic import is a significant part of his 

world vision, his Weltanschauung. This tragic vision is 

composed of many elements, but essentially two aspects pre

dominate: the responsibility of man to himself alone; the 

impossibility of outside axiologlcal systems motivating man 

where these systems are in conflict with primordial passion. 

Man must suffer tragically, Gald6s says, because this is an 

essential part of the human condition. 



INTRODUCTION 

"Sus espanoles son tan universales como los de 

Cervantes, pues su vida es un tejldo de los tres hilos 

eternos: el Amor, el Destino, la Muerte."^ This succinct 

and perceptive statement of Salvador de Madariaga points out 

the constant preoccupation of Benito P^rez Gald<5s with 

transcendental themes and fundamental human passions, which, 

as the present study will attempt to show, constitute an 

integral part of the tragic import in his novels. Concern

ing Itself primarily with indicating, analyzing, and evalu

ating the many aspects of the tragic essence in his novels, 

this investigation will direct its attention toward estab

lishing their significance as motivating and uniting powers 

in Galdtfs* fiction. 

It is perhaps perplexing, in view of the fact that 

some discerning critics and scholars have been aware that 

within Gald6s* novels, especially within the "Contemporary 

Series,n there was a residue of "bitter, unpleasant, and 

tragic matter, that this extremely Important side of Gald6s* 

novelistlc production has heretofore "been scarcely explored. 

1. Salvador de Madariaga, Semblanzas llterarias 
contempordneas (Barcelona, 192&), p. 

1 
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As long ago as 1897 the eminent critic, Marcelino Men^ndez y 

Pelayo, in his speech welcoming Gald6s into the Spanish 

Academy of Letters, made the following observations: 

Pero no se puede negar que la impresi6n general de 
estos libros es aflictiva y penosa, aunque no toque 
en los lindes del pesimismo; y que en algunos la 
fetidez, el hambre y la miseria, o bien las 
angustias de la pobreza vergonzante y los oro-
peles de una vanidad todavfa m£s triste que 
ridfcula, est£n fotografiados con tan terrible y 
acusadora exactitud que danan a la impresi^n 
serena del arte y acongojan el £nimo con vi si ones 
nada pl£cidas. 

Other critics through the years have seen the 

increasing Importance which the tragic elements played in 

his works, as is attested to by the following observation: 

MY sin embargo, la evoluci6n de Dona Perfecta a La fami11a 

de Le6n Booh, revela una purificaci^n gradual de su pasi6n 

6tica y un esfuerzo para elevar el conflicto por encima 

de los prejuicios hasta el nivel de la tragedia."^ 

While some critical observers thus were cognizant 

of the dark side of the Galdosian novels, the preponderance 

of critical thought and investigation has been directed to 

other spheres. Since the centenary commemoration of his 

birth in 1943, a great deal of critical as well as bio

graphical effort has been devoted to Gald&s. H. Chonon 

2. Marcelino Men^ndez y Pelayo, Piscursos lefdos 
ante la Heal Academla Espanola (Madrid, 1897), PP» 84-85. 

3, Madariaga, Semblanzas llterarlas . . . , p. 75. 
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Berkowitz has written the most complete and definitive 

biography on Gald6s, a study most Informative with regard to 

the author's creative process, the politics of the era, and 

the tragic events of his last years.^ Joaqufn Casalduero 

has investigated and analyzed the abstract qualities in his 

novels, as well as noting the influences of Auguste Comte in 

Marianela. a$d those of Schopenhauer and Hegel In other 

works,5 Sherman H. Eoff reads diverse philosophic and 

social influences in the Galdosian novels; he sees influ

ences of the psychologist, Wundt, and the cosmic and harmo

nizing ideas of Hegel.^ Other critics have turned their 

attention to the influences of Krauslsm,'' while religious 

symbolism in his works has been the subject of an e:ihaustive 

study.^ Galdos' world of fantasy and dreams has occupied 

the attention of Joseph Schraibman, who has probed the part 

that the unconscious plays in the areas of characterization 

4. H. Chonon Berkowitz, P&rez Gald6s. Spanish 
Liberal Crusader (Madison, 1948), pp. 104-118, 196-214, 
432-462. 

5. Joaqufn Casalduero, VIda y obra de Galdos 
(Madrid, 1951)i PP. 225-246. 

6. Sherman H. Eoff, 'ffhe Modern Spanish Novel 
(New York, 1961), pp. 120-147. 

7. Walter T. Pattlson, Benito P^rez Gald6s and 
the Creative Process (Minneapolis, 1954), pp. 37-58. 

8. Gustavo Correa, El simbollsmo religloso en las 
novelas de FSrez Galdos (Madrid, 1962), pp. 49-62. 
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and plot.9 Angel del Rio has illuminated many of Gald6s* 

ethical and moral ideas.3-0 

On a less ideological and more literary plane, 

Bicardo Gull^n notes the startling innovations made by 

Gald<5s in both form and content, singling out as especially 

noteworthy Gald^s* use of the inner monologue, his adoption 

of the more intimate narrator-witness point of view, and his 

use of the theme of bureaucracy.H Jaime Torres Bodet,s 

comparative study of Gald6s, Stendhal, and Dostoevsky, 

unfolds many areas of similarities hitherto undetected in 

the works of these three great novelists.3-2 The noted 

French critic, Robert Ricard, has pointed out parallelisms 

that exist between Gald6s, Flaubert, and Alphonse Daudet. 

He also has explored, in depth, the theme of evasion in 

several Galdosian works.3-3 

9. Joseph Schraitman, Dreams in the Novels of 
Gald6s (New York, i960), pp. 27-55. 71-126. 

10. Angel del Rfo, Estudlos galdoslanos (Zaragoza, 
1953), PP. 14. 17. 19, IM-TZT. 

11. Ricardo Gull6n, Gald^s. novellsta moderno 
(Madrid, i960), pp. 43-53. 158-159, 247-256. 

12. Jaime Torres Bodet, Tres inventores de 
realldad: Stendhal. Dostoevsky. P5rez Gald6s (Mexico. 
1955), PP. 209-210. 

13. Robert Ricard, Gald6s et ses Romans 
(Paris, 1961), pp. 44-51, 65-70. 
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All the above studies, wnile valuable contributions 

to Galdosian criticism that have illuminated many previously 

neglected areas, nonetheless have left the important tragic 

essence relatively unexplored. It is only recently that a 

study was published devoted explicitly to the investigation 

and significance of the tragic in Fortunata y Jaclnta.^ 

No overall study exists, however, and it is hoped that the 

present inquiry will shed new light on this neglected 

sector. 

With respect to the material to be covered, this 

study will limit itself to analyzing the non-historical, or 

as they are usually called, the social novels, of Gald6s, 

excepting, therefore, the "Episodios Nacionales." In the 

main, the standard division of his novels will be followed, 

i.e., "Novelas de la primera £poca," which include the 

novels written before 1880, and "Las novelas 

contempor£neas," which make up all the narratives written 

after that date.1^ Of the thirty-one social novels of 

Gald5s, twenty are dealt with in detail; these Include the 

first one he published, La Fontana de Pro. 1870, and the 

1*J-. Anthony Zahareas, "The Tragic Sense in 
Fortunata y Jaclnta," Symposium, XIX (1965)* 38-^9. 

15. This classification is the one found in Sainz 
de Robles* edition of Gald&s1 works, Obras completas. 6 vols. 
(Madrid, 1960-61), which is considered the definitive and 
most complete edition of his works. All future references 
to Gald6s' works will refer to this edition, and will be 
abbreviated as Gald6s, O.C. 



last one that deals with the tragic experience, Casandra. 

1905. 

Inasmuch as Gald6s has been adequately situated in 

time and place by Berkowltz, Casalduero, and other critics, 

no attempt will be made to duplicate these efforts in this 

investigation.1^ This is not to imply, however, that his

torical evidence will be ignored, or dimensions of time and 

space diminished. Instead, such matter as applies to the 

tragic import will be thoroughly discussed and evaluated. 

In dealing with the tragic import the problems of 

the similarities and relationships between the tragic and 

tragedy are crucial. The inquiring reader of this study 

will, no doubt, have wondered about the similar contacts 

between the two. It should be made clear from the beginning 

that when dealing with a narrative form, the classical 

definitions of tragedy do not apply. Unlike tragedy, which 

traditionally concerns itself with a "literary composition, 

capable of performance in a theater . . . and comprising a 

beginning, a middle, and an end,"17 the tragic is much wider 

in scope, much more difficult to define. No attempt, 

16. Berkowltz, P€rez Gald6s . . . « pp. 3-103» 
and Casalduero, Gald6s. vlda y . . . , pp, 9-4-1 • 

17. Zygmunt Adamczewski, The Tragic Protest 
(The Hague, 1963), p. 3. 
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therefore, will be made in this study to define the tragic 

per se, although some traditional definitions of tragedy and 

the tragic will be put forth in order clearly to indicate 

the basis of the tragic in classical and traditional con

cepts of tragedy. With these points in mind I intend to 

review briefly some important definitions and aspects of 

tragedy as they are found in Aristotle, Hegel, Schopenhauer, 

Nietzsche, and Kierkegaard. 

In any survey of tragedy, Aristotle*s definition 

must serve as the first clear-cut conception of the genre. 

What must be kept in mind, however, is that it is only one 

of many interpretations of tragedy, and not in any manner 

the only way of conceiving of tragedy, or of the tragic 

vision. The salient points of the Aristotelian concepts 

follows 

A tragedy, then, is the imitation of an action 
that is serious and also, as having magnitude, 
complete in itself; in language with pleasurable 
accessories, each kind brought in separately in 
the parts of the work; in a dramatic, not in a 
narrative form; with incidents arousing pity and 
fear, wherewith to accomplish Its catharsis of 
such emotions. ... Tragedy is essentially an Imi
tation not of persons but of action and life, of 
happiness and misery. 

18. Aristotle, "De Poetica," Introduction to 
Aristotle« ed. Richard McKeon (New York, 19^7)» 
pp. 631-632. 
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With regard to the tragic hero, Aristotle has this 

to says 

A good man must not be seen passing from happiness 
to misery, or a bad man from misery to happiness • • • 
Nor, on the other hand, should an extremely bad man 
be seen falling from happiness into misery . . • 
There remains, then, the intermediate kind of 
personage, a man not pre-eminently virtuous and just, 
whose misfortune, however, is brought upon him not 
by vice and depravity but by some error of judgement, 

reputation and prosper!^ ... 

Thus we see that Aristotle addresses himself to 

the form of tragedy as it was practiced in his day, and to 

its content, and to what pleasure the spectator derives from 

witnessing a performance of tragedy. As to the order of 

importance of the several elements he discusses, they are 

put in the following sequences "The constituent elements 

of tragedy ... are, in order of importance plot, charac

ter, thought, diction, melody, and spectacle.w20 

that are totally at variance with those of Aristotle. 

Friedrich Hegel, for example, developed the idea that tragic 

conflict was between "good and good" not good and evil, and 

that the opposing claims of filial piety, or love and duty 

to state or cause, were as important in tragedy as the 

19. Ibid., 639-640. 

20. Henry Alonzo Myers, Tragedy: A View of Life 
(Ithaca, N. Y., 195^), p. 33. 

of the number of those 

In the nineteenth century, views of tragedy emerge 
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struggle between good and evil or the decline of an 

important person due to "bad judgements—the Aristotelian 

tenets. The nucleus of Hegel's ideas are to "be seen in the 

following statements: 

The genuine content of tragic action subject to the 
alms which arrest tragic characters is supplied by 
the world of those forces which carry in themselves 
their own justification, and are realized substan
tively in the volitional activity of mankind. • . • 
It is of a soundness and thoroughness consonant with 
these that the really tragical characters consist. 
They are throughout that which the essential notion 
of their character enables them and compels them 
to be.21 

Another important contribution which Hegel made to 

the new outlook toward tragedy is his idea of reconcilia

tion; that is, the synthesis which takes place between two 

opposing extremes: 

Over and above mere fear and tragic sympathy we 
have therefore the feeling of reconciliation, which 
tragedy affords in virtue of its vision of eternal 
justice, a justice which exercises a paramount force 
of absolute constringency on account of the relative 
claim of all merely contracted aims and passions. 

Hegel thereby sees a positive factor operating in the 

reconciliation of opposing contradictions which provides 

the haimony and substance lacking beforehand: 

21. Priedrich Hegel, "The Philosophy of Fine Art,M 

Tragedy: Vision and Form. e<i« Robert W. Corrigan (San 
Francisco, 1965)* p# 428. 

22. Ibid.. 431 
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The final results, then of the development of 
tragedy conducts us to this Issue and only this, 
namely the twofold vindication of the mutually con
flicting aspects is no doubt retained, but the 
one-sided mode is cancelled, and the undisturbed 
ideal haxmony brings back again that condition of the 
chorus which attributes without reserve equal honour 
to all the gods. The true course of dramatic develop
ment consists in the annulment of contradictions 
viewed as such, in the reconciliation of the forces 
of human action, which alternately strive to negate 
each other in their conflict.23 

Arthur Schopenhauer, in contrast to the positive 

and optimistic views entertained by Hegel, instead brought 

to tragedy his own negative and pessimistic outlook. He saw 

man's subjugation to will and his individuation as evil 

forces which kept him in an impasse, preventing him from 

realizing his true potential while submerging him in 

suffering: "Since to will is to suffer, the solution can 

be only to cease to will. But inasmuch as existence is 

will, cessation of willing or the will not to will amounts 

to the wish for self-annihilation. Schopenhauer*s dark 

vision of the world extended to the physical pain and 

stiffering which he witnessed all around him and which 

clouded his thoughts, as Hazel E. Barnes has noted: 

"Schopenhauer's pessimistic description of human existence 

is based partly on objective data. He points to physical 

23. Ibid., 438. 

24. Arthur Schopenhauer, The Pessimist's Handbook; 
Introduction by Hazel E. Barnes (Lincoln, 1964), p. xvli. 
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pain, disease, insanity, the debilities of old age, the 

seemingly inevitable social evils of war, poverty, slavery, 

oppression."25 The core of his philosophy can be summarized 

in three factors: (1) the will is an evil force; (2) misery 

and suffering are omnipresent in man's life; (3) death 

insures that life Mis shipwrecked at the end."26 

Frledrich Nietzsche, unlike Schopenhauer, did not 

have so gloomy a vision of life. Instead, while agreeing 

with Schopenhauer regarding the evil force of will, he saw 

tragedy as revealing the mystery of life as it divulged the 

common base of all existence: "The fundamental knowledge of 

the oneness of all existing things, the consideration of 

individuation as the primal cause of evil, and art as the 

joyous hope that the spell of individuation may be broken, 

as the augury of a restored oneness."27 Nietzsche likened 

true tragedy to the Dionyslan branch of Greek culture which 

emphasized music: "The joy that the tragic myth excites 

has the same origin as the joyful sensation of dissonance 

in music. The Dionyslan, with its primitive joy experienced 

25. Ibid., xv. 

26. Ibid., ix. 

27. Priedrich Nietzsche, The Birth of Tragedy 
(London, 1909)* P. 83* 
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in pain itself, is the common source of music and tragic 

myth."28 

As the last addition to this compendium on tragedy 

the important contributions of Sgfren Kierkegaard cannot he 

omitted. With his concepts of "fear and trembling," and his 

advocation of a "leap into faith," he encompasses a vital 

position in the thinking of nineteenth-century man. In 

contrasting Aristotle's concepts of the protagonist with 

those of his own philosophic school he sheds light on some 

important differences that are vital to the comprehension of 

the modern concept of tragedy: 

In modern times, therefore, situation and character 
are really predominant. The tragic hero Is subjec
tively reflected in himself, and this reflection has 
not only reflected him out of every immediate rela
tion to state, race, and destiny, but has often even 
reflected him out of his own preceding life. We are 
interested in a certain definite moment of his life, 
considered as his own deed. Because of this the 
tragedy can be exhaustively represented in situation 
and dialogue, since nothing of the more immediate is 
left behind. Hence, modern tragedy has no epic 
foreground, no epic heritage. The hero stands and 
falls entirely on his own acts. ° 

Kierkegaard, therefore, sees character and situation pre

dominating in modern tragedy, with modern man shown to be 

naked, vulnerable, and entirely responsible for his own 

28. Ibid., 183. 

29. Sjrfren Kierkegaard, "The Ancient Tragical Motif 
as Reflected in the Modern," Tragedy: Vision and Form 
(San Francisco, 19&5)» P« 
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actions. His position is closely akin to that of Gald6s, as 

this investigation will strive to prove. 

In this study, an attempt will be made to sustain 

the idea that Gald^s1 conception of the tragic cannot be 

limited to the then-established theories, that it encom

passes a much wider scheme. Often hidden by humor, irony, a 

multitude of details, and at times by a slow-moving story, 

the tragic essence proves elusive and difficult to pin

point. While certain aspects of the tragic import remind 

one of classical and traditional theories of the tragic, it 

would be difficult to establish a direct relationship or 

obvious pattern between the tragic essence in his narratives 

and these theories. An effort will be made, however, to 

establish points of contact between the theories and Galdos1 

tragic essence. 

The most important aspect of the tragic import, 

however, is that it is crucial to the complete understanding 

of his prose works. Thus the tragic plays a cognitive role 

in illuminating the characters* personalities, as well as in 

binding together all the diverse elements in his novels, 

giving each novel a dynamic and cohesive force that it 

would otherwise lack. Galdos1 tragic import places the 

full responsibility of the tragic experience upon the 

shoulders of each personage. In this respect Gald6s differs 

from both the naturalists and the romanticists. One of the 
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prime tenets of this study will be that this posture of 

Gald6s makes him unique and therefore makes his contribution 

to the tragic genre original and Important. 

The following statements deal with a brief summary 

of the remaining chapters of this study. Chapter One places 

Gald6s in perspective with relation to some outstanding 

contemporaries, both dissimilar and similar with respect to 

artistic and aesthetic notions, with the aim of revealing 

certain tendencies regarding his view of the tragic experi

ence. Chapters Two and Three deal with characterization. 

In these sections Gald6s* personages are scrutinized In 

directions designed to shed new light on their natures while 

uncovering their relation to the tragic. Chapter Four deals 

with plot, ideologies, and symbolism. These important 

factors are studied before and after 1880, with the 

intention of underlining a basic difference in attitude 

shown by the author before and after this date. Chapter 

Five examines the tragic themes of chief importance. 

Certain ideas reappear that sharply focus Gald6s* constant 

preoccupation with the tragic. 

The next chapter concerns itself entirely with the 

tragic vision. Point of view, and its role in helping to 

make the reader a part of the author's novelistic plan, is 

also examined, along with the writer's overall philosophy 



toward the tragic, and his position with relation to other 

tragic writers. 

The Conclusion will review the role of the tragic 

in his narratives, suggest further areas of study, and indi

cate the possible didactic role of the tragic experience. 

The contribution of the tragic towards making Galdos* novels 

universal in scope and eternal in time, thereby placing him 

among the outstanding writers of the modern era, will be 

one of the more important considerations of the Conclusion. 

It is intended that this study, because of its 

exposure to new light on Gald6s* tragic essence, will serve 

as a stimulus for further study of this outstanding factor 

in his narratives. In this way a reappraisal can occur 

that will reinforce his position as a significant writer in 

the tragic g^nero, deserving of more international recogni

tion than he has yet been accorded, while at the same time 

demonstrating his link with the great authors of the tragic 

of the past and present. 



CHAPTER I 

TRAGIC PERSPECTIVE: GALD0S AND HIS CONTEMPORARIES 

The tragic import which seems to be implicit in the 

novels of P£rez Gald5s may perhaps "be grasped more readily 

in terms of a contrast with two of his illustrious con

temporaries, Juan Valera and Jos£ Marfa de Pereda. I shall 

"begin "by comparing and contrasting the endings of various 

of their novels. This method will graphically illustrate 

the basic differences that exist between them and Gald6s. 

Next, the novellstlc and artistic theories of these writers 

as well as those of other eminent, traditionalist critics 

will be placed side by side, in order that the aesthetic 

ideas that they advocate may be juxtaposed with those of 

Gald6s, further highlighting the dissimilarity that exists 

between them. 

Since many critics have indicated certain paral

lelisms that exist between Gald^s and Charles Dickens, a 

separate section of this chapter will deal with these two 

outstanding nineteenth-century novelists. This study will 

not Include the relatively slight similarities that are 

apparent (these are mainly in foim), but will give, Instead, 

ample space to the aspects that separate them. Another 

16 



sub-chapter will be devoted to Gald^s' affinity to other 

contemporary writers who espoused the tragic literary 

position. Common elements that bind Gald6s to these authors 

will be investigated thoroughly. Finally, the different 

approaches used in this chapter illustrate the direction 

further examination will follow in subsequent chapters, so 

that the many facets of the tragic import may be fully 

clarified. 

Triumphant and Tragic Endings 

One of the most distinguishing features of Juan 

Valera1s novels is their generally happy and exultant 

endings. In Pepita Jimenez, his first novel, the problems 

of the main characters are neatly resolved at the end by 

means of a well conceived, though fairly common, procedure— 

marriage. The author is not content with merely uniting 

them in wedlock, however, but feels the need to assure the 

reader of their happiness for many years to come: 

A nadie debe quedar la menor duda en que don 
Luis y Pepita, enlazados por un amor irresis
tible, casi de la misma edad, hennosa ella, £l 
gallardo y agraciado, y discretos y llenos de 
bondad los dos, vivieron largos alios, gozando de 
cuanta felicidad y paz caben en la tierra . • • 

Another novel of Juan Valera, El Comendador 

Mendoza, deals with a topic of considerable interest to the 

1. Juan Valera, Pepita Jimenez (Buenos Aires, 
1965), p. 152*. 
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author: the love between an older man and a young, beauti

ful woman. Inasmuch as they are mutually attracted from the 

beginning, the denouement is joyous, with marriage serving 

the role of the purveyor of everlasting happiness. Still 

another novel of Valera that concerns Itself with the theme 

of rapprochement between old age and youth is Juanita la 

Larga. In this novel the obstacles to the love between Don 

Paco and Juanita are of sterner stuff than in the former 

work. The reader's attention is diverted to the problem of 

whether Juanita will be won by the young dandy or the old, 

stalwart aristocrat. The ending resolves what suspense has 

been engendered; the disparately-aged couple are married, 

and the epilogue confirms the good fortune that is theirs.^ 

By contrast, the conclusions of P£rez Gald&s' 

novels stand in almost complete opposition to those of 

Valera, being usually tragic, bitter, and disheartening. 

In Fortunata v Jaclnta. the problems of the major personages 

are not answered; instead the characters meet uniformly 

calamitous endss death, insanity, desertion, and 

despondency. 

Mlau ends with the suicide of the protagonist, 

Bam&n Villamil, in a truly macabre finale, while Realldad 

2. Juan Valera, Juanita la Larga (Mlxico, 1957)*  
p. 216. 
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also deals with suicide, in the latter instance made even 

more gruesome by Federico Viera's frustration and pain in 

merely wounding himself in the first attempt. GaldtSs * 

endings often underline the character's complete Inability 

to continue living in the face of some overwhelming problem. 

Gald6s also addressed himself to the theme of an 

older man's love for a young woman in the novel El amlgo 

Manso. Nevertheless, the finish dramatizes these two 

novelists* opposite viewpoints. While in Juanlta la Larga 

the protagonists bask in an aura of happiness, on the 

contrary, in Gald6s' novel Maximo Manso reflects pessimis

tically that the two young lovers have everything, while he 

can look forward to loneliness and death.3 

Jos4 Marfa de Pereda, like Valera, terminated his 

novels on a happy or hopeful note; in Penas arriba, the 

ending underscores the basic theme of menospreclo de corte 

y alabanza de aldea. The protagonist, having realized how 

serious his former follies were, undergoes a complete change 

of heart in which he renounces his former abode, marries the 

village girl and lives the placid, carefree life of a 

country squire. Again, the epilogue is used as a future-

time reference from which the narrator recalls his long and 

3. Galdtfs, O.C.. IV, 1289. 
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fruitful existence in his mountainous Shangri-La, 

El sabor de la tierruca is a bucolic tableau 

demonstrating Pereda's ability in the novela de costumbres. 

Although minor crises are revealed, in the end the person

ages recover, learn from their mistakes, and find happiness. 

The omniscient author sermonizes, and adroitly sums up his 

sentiments in the following manner: wXa ve el lector como 

va acabando esto no del todo mal que digamos, por lo que 

toca al paradero de cada personaje. Casi resulta un cuento 

ejemplar de lo mds edificante. 

Sotileza is the famous novel of the fishermen of 

Santander. The heroine, of the same name, is attracted to 

three young men, and the novel is centered about her need 

to make a choice among them. The end is felicitous, when 

circumstances force her to choose Cleto, whom she subse

quently marries. 

The antithesis of Pereda's idyllically happy 

endings is to be found in Gald6s* Dona Perfecta. At the end 

of this story the male protagonist is murdered in a cowardly 

fashion; his novia goes insane due to the traumatic shock 

of his death. Another book that deals with the "religious 

question" is Gloria, and the ending of this work is equally 

woeful: Gloria dies shortly after giving birth to an 

Jos£ Marfa de Pereda, El sabor de la tierruca 
(Barcelona, 1882), p. 328. 
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illegitimate child, while the child's father dies totally 

demented two years later. 

Marianela is concerned with the poignant story of a 

love affair between a blind youth and his lazarlllo. a good-

hearted but extremely ugly waif of a girl. When the young 

man recovers his sight he rebuffs her, and consequently she 

dies, partly from a broken heart and partly from the 

realization that she can no longer fulfill a meaningful role 

in life. 

By now the tragic pattern of the endings of Gald6s' 

novels is evident, as is the striking counterposition of 

those of Valera and Pereda. Significantly, however, the 

differences between this traditionally-minded duo and Gald6s 

go much deeper than the finales of their works, and evidence 

of these dissimilarities will become clear in the following 

examination of literary and aesthetic concepts. 

Novelistlc and Artistic Theories 

The traditionalist theories concerning fiction and 

art in the nineteenth century were in direct opposition to 

those put forth by P&rez Gald6s and other liberally minded 

authors. Evidence of these opposite opinions is to be seen 

in the periodicals, learned journals, newspapers, and books 

published on the subject, as well as in the numerous 
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polemics that centered about them.-5 In addition to being a 

notable novelist, Juan Valera was also a critic and 

essayist, militant in announcing his aesthetic beliefs. In 

one of his many critical articles on the novel he had this 

to say: 

Yo soy m&s que nadle partidarlo del arte por el arte. 
Creo que la poesfa tiene en si un fin altfsimo cual 
es la creacl6n de la hermosura. Creo que la poesfa, 
y por consiguiente la novela, se rebajan cuando se 
ponen por completo a servir a la ciencia, cuando se 
transforman en argumento para demostrar una tesis.° 

If we separate the different Ideas put forth in this state

ment we see that a central theme is the desire expressed by 

Valera that poetry and the novel should create beauty. This 

concept has its counterpoint in Gald^s* wish to present 

transcendental human problems and passions. Gald6s is not 

seeking an abstraction, beauty, but in lieu of this, wishes 

to look deeply into what he sees as the eternal substance 

of human beings.'' A concomitant idea to the creation of 

beauty was Valera's contention that the artist should 

embellish reality, i.e., paint a reality that becomes more 

5. The question of Naturalism was particularly 
prone to argumentative treatment with authors, critics, and 
scholars taking sides on the issue. Por a broad discussion 
of this topic see Walter T. Pattison, El naturallsmo 
espanol (Madrid, 1965)» pp. ̂ 3-83» 129-133* 

6. Juan Valera, Obras completas. Tomo XXI 
(Madrid, 1909), p. 4-6. 

7. Madariaga, Semblanzas literarlas . . . , p. 7^* 
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beautiful, more harmonious than the one that exists in 

nature.® In opposition to this ideal Don Benito enunciated 

that the goal of the novel should be to recreate life as 

faithfully as possible. Thus he stated: "Imagen de la vida 

es la Novela, y el arte de componerla estriba en reproducir 

los caracteres humanos, las pasiones, las debilidades, lo 

grande y lo pequeno, las almas y las fisonomfas, todo lo 

espiritual y lo ffsico que nos constituye y nos 

rodea . . . 

Another concept that Valera expounded in an article 

entitled "Sobre la novela de nuestros dfas," was that art 

should reflect the Classics, the ancient Ideals that have 

lasted and therefore should be the models for Imitation. 

Gald6s, on the other hand, believed that the function of the 

novel was to paint contemporary society, with all of its 

limitations, faults, and foibles.^ Another area of dis

agreement between these two writers was in regard to the 

function of love in the novel. According to Valera, love 

8. Jos4 P. Monteslnos, Valera o la flcci6n llbre 
(Madrid, 1957), p. 21. 

9. P&rez Gald^s, Discursos lefdos ante la Heal 
Academla Espafiola (Madrid, 1897) • PP. 11-12. 

10. Valera, Obras completas. Tomo XXIX (Madrid, 
1909), PP. 135-136. 

11. P£rez Gald^s, Discursos . . . , pp. 12-13. 



ennobles, and becomes the catalyst through which human 

beings reach perfection. Gald6s, in opposition, often pre

sents love as just another area of life to create frustra

tions, unhappiness, and a host of major problems.12 One 

modern critic has pointed to Valera's penchant for depicting 

idealized men and women. This feature is evident in many 

of Valera's fictional works, and is stated quite clearly in 

Marlaulta y Antonio: "Lo que me mueve a escribir es el 

maravilloso parecido de Mariquita a la mujer y de Antonio 

al hombre como idealmente los concebimos."1^ Just the 

opposite concept is maintained by Don Benito who often 

creates abnormal fictional creatures, and whose gallery of 

aberrant personages is found throughout his fictional world, 

beginning with his first published novel, La Pontana de 

Pro (1870).15 

In his recent book analyzing the modern Spanish 

novel, Sherman H. Eoff reiterates critical opinion when he 

states that Pereda is noted chiefly for his colorful 

12. Don Paco of Juanita la Larga reaches per
fection through his love for Juanita, while Maximiliano 
Eubfn of Fortunata y Jaclnta is driven insane because of it. 

13. Jos£ F. Montesinos, Valera . . . , p. 84. 

14. Valera, Obras completas, Tomo XIII, p. 185. 

15. A typical eccentric character is Dona Paullta 
Porreno, the misguided mystic. 



portraits of customs and types, and for his artistry as a 

regional writer.^ A keener observation on the part of 

Professor Eoff is his recognition that Pereda is a propa

gandist for "a fatherly world according to design."I? 

Related to his importance as a regional novelist is Pereda's 

advocacy of a patriarchal society, since the fixed values 

that he supports are more easily found in the cohesive 

society that he prescribes than in the urban culture so sub

ject to constant flux and to the caprices of fashion. 

Associated with this patriarchal society are those castlzo 

elements, which, rooted in the deep and rich soil of tradi

tion, are not subject to the mixture and dilution which 

occurs in the cities, and are therefore healthier and even 

more patriotic.19 

Juxtaposed to the costumbrlsta Pereda was the 

urbanlsta Galdos; the painter not of selected customs and 

types of a limited region, but rather of all the infinite 

classes that comprised the metropolis. In place of the 

16. Sherman H. Eoff, The Modern Spanish Novel 
(New York, 1961), p. 38. 

17 • » P* 39. 

18. "La novela a que yo me refiero aquf, tiene 
m£s puntos de contacto con la naturaleza que con la so-
ciedad; con lo perdurable, que con lo eflmero y 
pasajero • . .11 Pereda, Pisoursos lefdos . . . , p. 109« 

19. "Pues a este regionalismo le tengo yo por sa-
ludable, elevado y patri6tlco . . .M Ibid., 111. 
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patrician, orderly society envisaged by Pereda were the 

changing values of a society in search of new standards, 

envisaged by Gald6s. Furthermore, Gald6s saw this turbulent 

society as legitimate novelistic fare, "la sociedad presente 

como materia novelable."20 jje was acutely aware that the 

cultural unity of former days was disintegrating, that the 

old values were being replaced by new ones: 

Examinando las condiciones del medio social en que 
vivimos como generador de la obra literaria, lo 
primero que se advierte en la muchedumbre a que 
pertenecen, es la relajaci^n de todo principio de 
unidad. Las grandes y potentes energlas de 
cohesion social no son ya lo que fueron; ni es 
fioil prever qu£ fuerzas sustitulr^n a las per-
dldas en la direccion y gobierno de la familia 
humana.^l 

In his speech to the Spanish Royal Academy, 

Pereda related an idea which had preoccupied him for many 

years, namely, that environment has a decided effect upon 

a man's character and aspirations. The effect of living in 

a city is decidedly negative upon a person, according to 

Don Jos3, while country life is full of positive 

attractive qualities: 

Quien haya tenido la desgracia de nacer y vivir 
entre calles urbanizadas y vecinos temporeros, sin 
otros horizontes a la vista que las dos bocas 
extremas de la calle, ni otro cielo que la menguada 
tira de £l columbrada por la rendlja de los 

20. PSrez Gald6s, Discursos . . . , p. 12. 

21. Ibid.. 14. 
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contrapuestos aleros de ambas aceras, y se slenta 
arrastrado por las seducciones de la vida mundana, 
por la fiebre de la polftica o la fiebre de la 
Bolsa, o por el hechizo de los salones y 
espect£culos; quien viva, en suma, obllgado 
por el gusto o por la necesidad, acllmatado a los 
ruidos de las muchedumbres y al estruendo de 
las m^quinas, y, como renido con el sol, 
acostdndose al amanecer y despertando a la 
cafda de la tarde, no puede ser juez competente 
en esta clase de lltigios. No sabr£ nunca, no 
penetrar£ jam£s lo que hablan, lo que dicen, 
lo que ensefian la fuerza, el poder atractivo y 
vivificante que poseen esos mil componentes de 
la vida regional gozada al aire libre y wde 
padres a hijos," sin las trabas y cortapisas de 
c6digo del llamado "bien vivir" en los centros 
populosos . . .22 

Por Gald6s, on the other hand, the idea of a 

region exercising such influence over a person as to affect 

his character seemed exaggerated. Instead, Madrid with its 

mixed life, its foreign elements and vices seemed to him as 

interesting a corner of Spain as anywhere else.^3 what did 

concern him were transcendental qualities, and these traits 

could be written about in any locale, as Don Benito stated: 

"Creo que con igual acierto se pueden imaginar y componer 

grandes obras de verdadera transcendencia nacional aquf o en 

cualquiera de los reinos, provincias y lugares de nuestra 

hilvanada naci^n • . , "24 

22. Pereda, Discursos . . . , pp. 114-115. 

23. P&rez Gald<5s, Discursos . . . , pp. 168-169. 

24. Ibid. 
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The failure of the urban novel to praise "impulsos 

vfrgenes, ideas madres, sentimientos nativos, espontaneos; 

nada de amor ciego, desinteresado y noble, como recurso, 

como elemento artfstico," perturbed Pereda.25 This Spanish 

Regionalist author voiced a desire for a "realidad ideali-

zada,"26 something, of course, that Gald<5s could not en

dorse. On the contrary, what Gald6s would affirm was that 

the novel should be "imagen de la vida," and reproduce all 

the human characteristics, the good and the bad, the lan

guage, the clothing, all things faithfully and credibly 

traced.His literary credo was outlined early in his 

novelistic career; writing in an important periodical he 

stated a prominent point with regard to the middle class 

when he called it: ME1 gran modelo, la fuente inago-

table."2^ Also, in the same article, he urged other 

writers to use this group as novelistic material since it 

had contributed most to current politics, economics, and 

government administration.^9 

25. Ibid.. 133. 

26. Jos£ Marfa de Pereda, Los hombres de pro, 
prologo de Marcellno Menlndez y Pelayo (Madrid, 1921), 
p. ±11. 

27. Plrez Galdos, Dlscursos . . . , pp. 11-12. 

28. P&rez Galdos, "Observaciones sobre la novela 
contempor£nea en Espana," Revlsta de Espana, XV (1870), 167. 

29. Ibid. 
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Gald6s also observed that the breakdown of tradi

tional values was leading to a blurring of distinct caste 

characteristicsi "Pueblo y aristocracia pierden sus 

caracteres tradiclonales, de una parte por la desmembraci6n 

de la rlqueza, de otra por los progresos de la 

ensenanza. • • ."30 

The factors mentioned previously suggested to 

Gald6s that the society of his day was undergoing a crisis; 

this turmoil lent color and vivacity to the novellstic 

material available to the writer, making for a dynamic novel 

instead of a static one. The looseness of standards of the 

times, however, combined with the negation of many tradi

tional values to make the future uncertain. Doubt replaced 

the placid certainty of yesteryear. Gald^s referred to this 

Important difference between his writing and that of the 

regionalist Pereda when he made these pertinent observa

tions: "Ved aquf tambi£n la dlferencia capital entre 

nuestros caracteres considerados 11terarlamente: Pereda 

no duda; yo sf. Siempre he visto mis convicciones 

obscurecidas en alguna parte por'som bras que venfan no s£ 

de dtfnde. fil es un espfritu sereno, yo un espfritu turbado, 

inquieto.In these words, which so movingly express his 

30. Dlscursos . . . , p. 18. 

31. Ibid., 1 



doubt, Gald6s may have uncovered yet another facet of his 

literary attitude that may reveal more elements of his 

tragic essence. 

Marcelino Menendez y Pelayo, although well known 

for his traditionalist and conservative views, nonetheless 

defended Galdos against charges that he was deterministic 

and materialistic in certain novels.3^ The main quarrel 

between the critic and the writer had to do with the 

latter's anticlerical tendencies and with what Don Marce

lino considered to be "dureza sectaria" in La familla de 

Leon Roch.^ These ideas, which contributed to Galdos* 

disbelief in the established political and religious 

entities of Spain, e.g., the Church and the Monarchy, were 

the ones that formed the breach between these men. While 

not denying the validity of Gald6s* ideas, Don Marcelino 

suggested that the only true solution to the problems that 

the novelist proffered in his novels was to be found in an 

unquestioned faith, as he put it "a la sombra de la Cruz."3^ 

32. MNo fue materialista ni determinista nunca; 
pero en todas las novelas de este segundo grupo, se ve que 
presta mucha y muy loable atenci6n al dato fisiol6gico y la 
relacl6n entre el alma y el temperamento." Ibid., 82. 

33. MCon mds desalino, y tambl^n con menos caridad 
humana y mis dureza sectaria, est£ escrlta La familla de 
Le6n Roch.w Ibid.« 77. 

3**. Ibid., 76. 
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Notwithstanding their marked differences of 

opinion, the mature Men&idez y Pelayo had already modified 

his youthful impressions of GaldSs* novels (he had been 

quite intemperate and emotional in his attack on them from 

the conservative position), and later his main reservations 

centered upon the pessimism and sadness which he noted in 

the Contemporary Series.35 Don Marcelino pointed, instead, 

to the animated and happy scenes of the Eplsodlos Naclonales 

as examples of what he considered more appropriate novelis-

tic material.36 

Although now undeservedly forgotten, Manuel de la 

Revilla's voice carried much weight and prestige among the 

conservative critics of his day.37 in an article entitled 

"Tendencia docente en la literatura contempor^nea," he 

enunciated two important points: the goal of the artist 

should be to create beauty (the resemblance to Valera's 

concept is quite evident), and an analogous idea; "La 

belleza reside en la forma pura, y el arte, representaci6n 

y reallzaci&a de la belleza, es forma tambi&n. La forma, 

y no el fondo, es el producto verdadero de la creacl^n 

35. Marcelino Men&idez y Pelayo, Historia de los 
heterodoxos espafioles, Obras completas. Vol. XL (Santander, 
19W, p. 480. 

36. Dlscursos . . . , p. 85. 

37. Walter T. Pattison, El naturallsmo . . . , 
p. 3^. 
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artfstica y su elemento est^tico m£s lmportante."38 

The antithetical attitude of Gald6s was previously-

annotated when contrasting his attitude with that of 

Valera's, regaraiug the artist vls-a-vls beauty. According 

to Gald6s, the artist's role is to interpret reality in the 

"best way he can represent it. As to the idea that beauty 

resides in the form and that the most important aesthetic 

element dwells therein, Gald6s, although very conscious of 

style and of the many elements that enter into it, realizes 

that content is equally important. 

The question of naturalism and the naturalistic 

novel had interested Manuel de la Revilla intensely, and he 

was the first Spanish critic to devote himself to this 

important issue.39 Many aspects of naturalism interested 

him; however, he seems to have missed the central points 

attributed to it by later critics, determinism and the 

scientific approach, and only to have perceived the ones 

associated with low and repugnant conditions, sordid things, 

and vulgar and prosaic associations in forms and language, 

"no el lenguaje elegante y culto del arte, sino el grosero 

lenguaje del vulgo."^0 Since the literary pendulum in that 

38. Manuel de la Hevilla, Obras (Madrid, I883), 
p. 14-0. 

39. Pattlson, El naturallsmo . . . . p. 3^. 

40. Revilla, "El naturallsmo en el arte," 
Obras ... , p. 165. 
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year (1879) was swinging towards the literary philosophy 

advocated by Emile Zola and his many followers, "both in and 

out of France, Revilla's attempt to stem the tide of 

naturalism by censuring points of style seems rather naive. 

On the issue of what constitutes the ideal, Revilla had a 

neoplatonic conception; 

Es cierto que exlste un ideal de belleza; pero no un 
ideal absoluto • • • sino una serie de ideales par-
ciales que corresponden a cada grupo de objetos y que 
son otros tantos tipos especfflcos que la inte-
ligencla elabora y representa la fantasia en imagen 
• • • Estos tipos especfficos sirven al artista • • . 
para dlstinguir lo bello de lo feo, y crear lm^genes 
perfectas en lo poslble en las que lo feo quede 
oscurecido y lo bello llevado al m£s alto punto, y 
cuando esta intuici^n de lo ideal es viva y poderosa 
en 41, la idealizaci6n, el embellecimiento de lo 
reproducido . . . se refleja en la obra sin esfuerzo 
alguno.^1 

Much has been said about Gald&s' language, about 

its appropriateness in characterization, its faithfulness, 

and its popular origins,**2 Certainly Gald&s1 dexterity in 

the use of language is one of the hallmarks of his style, 

the bulwark of his genius. Gald6s was not much given to 

observations on aesthetic points; instead, he emphasized 

that his ideal was to probe "la desnudez humana." 

In recapitulation, this section has dwelt upon the 

striking differences in novelistic ideologies that separated 

41. Ibid., 159. 

42. For a recent article on Gald6s* use of 
language, see Stephen Gllman, "La palabra hablada en 
Fortunata y Jaclnta." NRFE« XV (1961), 542-560. 
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Gald6s and some ramous traditionalist writers of his time. 

For the purpose of clarification a few of these variant 

beliefs will be reiterated: Gald6s stood for dynamic 

changing values, while his adversaries advocated fixed 

static values; he proposed the delineation of individual 

characters instead of standard types, whereas his opponents 

promulgated the ancient aesthetics of Idealized types; he 

wanted to portray all the facets of reality, whereas the 

conservatives wanted to embellish reality. He was at times 

vexed by doubt even as his counterparts basked in an ambient 

of assurance. While they sought heroes and suggested that 

contemporary art be guided by the Classics, he embraced the 

middle-class as prime novelistic substance and populated his 

fictional orb with eccentric figures and with heroes 

diminished in stature. 

The concepts of the traditionalist camp, based to 

a large degree upon the reassuring myths of past glories and 

on the aesthetic theories of "art for art's sake," were in 

the main of euphoric nature; on the contrary, those of 

Gald6s based upon the imitation of life did not hold that 

hope, that assurance; rather they questioned if not negated 

those old values. Hence, the seeds of the tragic import may 

be glimpsed in this doubt, this negation. 
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Gald6s and. Dickens 

Many scholars have commented upon certain similari

ties that exist "between Perez Gald6s (18^3-1920), and Charles 

Dickens, (1812-1870), It has "been pointed out that Gald6s 

translated the Pickwick Papers in 1868.^3 What has not been 

grasped by critics in general is that these parallelisms 

deal mainly with minor aspects of style and with superficial 

likenesses in character depiction, such as the prevalence of 

humorous and eccentric personages. Vernon Chamberlin, for 

example, has explored the resemblances between the muletllla 

employed frequently by Gald6s, and the "word crutch" used 

by Dickens.^ Other critics have noted the similarities in 

the portrait of exceptional states of conscience.^5 None

theless, the differences that separate these novelists are 

much greater than the affinities that unite them. These 

dissimilarities occur mainly in the novel endings, the basic 

personalities of the characters, the chronological differ

ences between the authors; they are caused by variances in 

4-3. "In 1868, he felt sufficiently competent to 
make a Spanish translation of Dickens1 Pickwick Papers. 
which he introduced to the public serially with an article 
full of admiration for the author." Berkowitz, 
Gald<$s . . . , 180. 

Vernon Chamberlin, "The Muletllla: an 
Important Facet of Gald6s* Characterization Technique," 
HE XXIX (1961), 296. 

Men£ndez Pelayo, Dlscursos . . . . p. 9^« 
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outlook that prevailed in different halves of the nineteenth 

century. 

The majority of Dickens1 novels end happily for the 

greater portion of the characters; the general feeling is 

one of optimism and well-being. Just the opposite tran

spires in the preponderance of the Spaniard's novels; they 

often end unhappily if not tragically, and the final tone 

is one of gloom, despair, or abject resignation. 

Important as the conclusions of fictional works 

are In denoting primordial differences in conjunction with 

these authors, an even more important area of dissimilarity 

is the one dealing with disillusionment in their respective 

personages and their methods of handling it. In general, 

while Dickens' characters sometimes are disillusioned and 

disappointed in their espectatlons, they are able to adjust 

and to carry on with their lives, while Gald6s* personages 

often react in a completely different way when subjected to 

the stress of crises. When they realize that their manias 

and illusions are just that and nothing more, the Galdosian 

personages disintegrate, both psychologically and physio

logically. Sometimes they end their frustrations by their 

own volition through suicide, or let themselves die 

spiritually by becoming prostitutes, beggars, alcoholics, or 

by developing psychosomatic illnesses. At any rate, they 
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fade away, rapidly or slowly, and disappear as effective 

personality forces and self-willing human beings. 

An appropriate example of this difference may be 

seen in a comparison of the ending of Great Expectations 

with that of La desheredada. Both novels deal with the 

protagonists' contemplation of the future; with anticipation 

of titles and wealth in the case of Isidora Bufete of La 

desheredada» and hoped-for riches and the genteel life for 

Philip Pirrip (Pip) of Great Expectations. Both pro

tagonists are disappointed; Isidora loses her suit to 

establish herself as the sole heir to the fortune of a noble 

family, while Pip refuses the monies of the convict who has 

been his benefactor and is left burdened with debts. These 

bitter disappointments are resolved, however, in totally 

different ways; in the case of Pip, both fortuitous circum

stance and a self-imposed adjustment aid in the hopeful 

denouement of the story. The end of the novel is reassuring 

with the anticipation that Pip and Estella will eventually 

be married. In the case of Isidora, a more tragic desenlace 

takes place. Upon, learning that all her expectations were 

based upon forged documents she becomes despondent and 

renounces all her aspirations to a virtuous and noble life. 

She drifts into an immoral existence, living with different 

men, and finally ends up a prostitute. She has, in essence, 

given up caring about her life upon learning that her 
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ambitions were based on an illusion. I believe that the 

tragic bearing of Gald6s is extremely well illustrated in 

this novel, while a more placid outlook on life is shown in 

the novel of Dickens. 

Chronological differences are also a prime factor 

in distinguishing the respective novelists. Dickens died in 

1870, which was the year that Gald6s published his first 

novel. Again, there was a thirty-one year difference in 

their ages. Even more significant than this age differ

ential, however, was the historical consequence of belonging 

to different halves of the nineteenth century. Dickens 

wrote during the formative, years of the Victorian Era, and 

his mature novels all were formulated during the height of 

that period, which generally was characterized by a hopeful 

attitude in the arts and sciences. The second half of the 

Victorian Age was characterized by a deepening sense of 

disillusionment, which was to culminate in the doctrines of 

Nietzsche and Nihilism. Dickens partook, therefore, of the 

optimistic aura which surrounded him, and the sense of 

social and economic refoim that accompanied it.^ Gald6s, 

who was born In 18^-3» started writing novels in his late 

4-6. "The philosophical view that Dickens represents 
may be said to reflect a peaceful coexistence of science and 
religion, in which an enthusiasm for the classification of 
natural specimens combines with a willingness to believe in 
the systematic arrangement of a divinely ordered universe." 
Eoff, The Modern . . . , p. 23. 
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twenties when a more pessimistic spirit was evident. The 

collapse of the ephemeral Republican government, the cumu

lative effect of years of civil war, the progressive dis

integration of traditional Spanish society, all contributed 

to creating the malaise that then affected Spanish 

letters.^ 

The overwhelming differences that exist between 

these two novelists indicate the tremendous literary gap 

between them. The critics, in superficially linking Gald6s 

and Dickens, could do considerable harm to the total under

standing of Gald6s, since such a linking tends to make him 

out a jolly, eternally-optimistic Mr. Pickwick instead of a 

tragic Villaamil. 

Gald6s* Affinity to Other Tragic Contemporaries 

Up to this point I have analyzed the dissimilarities 

between Gald6s and his tradition-oriented contemporaries, 

with regard to novel endings, certain character traits, and 

novelistic and artistic theories. Also a comparison was 

made between Galdos and Dickens that explored various 

surface analogies between them, along with the much more 

frequent and significant differences—endings, 

47. For a succinct summary of the chaotic political 
and social ambient of this period see Salvador de Madariaga, 
Espana (Mexico, 1955)* PP« 10^-111. 
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characterization aspects, chronological differences—forming 

a literary chasm that should "be recognized if a true under

standing of the authors is to be achieved. 

Numerous affinities bind Gald6s to other con

temporary -writers whose fictional and non-fictional writings 

point in the direction of, and frequently encompass the 

tragic import. Such an eminent writer was the novelist, 

short-story author, and critic, Leopoldo Alas, known mainly 

by his pseudonym, Clarfn. They were friends of long 

standing; Clarfn admired Gald6s and was responsible for the 

best and most extensive critical reviews of his novels. 

Clarfn's fame as a novelist rests primarily on La Regenta 

(1885)» which many critics consider to be one of the best 

Spanish novels of the nineteenth century.An examination 

of the tragic ending of this novel will reveal resemblances 

to novels of Gald6s. 

La Regenta reveals all the raw emotions of four 

main characters: Ana Ozores (La Regenta), her impotent 

husband Vfctor Quintanar, her clerical admirer Permfn de 

Pas, her lover Alvaro Mesfa. These personages are entwined 

in a maze of unsolvable problems; since no apparent solution 

exists, the termination of the novel is tragic for three of 

48. Angel del Rfo, Hlstoria de la llteratura es-
panola, Tomo II (New Xork, 1963)* P» 215. 
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them, culminating in the death of the husband in a duel with 

the lover, in the overwhelming frustration of Ana Ozores, 

whose honor has been sullied by her seduction, and of Don 

Fernifn, whose sexual bafflement has by now reached the 

highest plane. The last scene serves as an outpouring of 

emotional tension as Don Fermfn and Ana confront each other 

for the last time: 

El Magistral se detuvo. Cruz6 los brazos sobre el 
vientre. Mo podfa hablar, ni querfa. Tembl£bale 
todo el cuerpo; volvitf a extender los brazos hacia 
Ana . . • dio otro paso adelante . . . y despu€s, 
clavindose las unas en el cuello, dio media vuelta, 
como si fuera a caer desplomado, y con piernas 
d^blles y temblonas sail6 de la capilla ... Ana, 
vencida por el terror, cay6 de bruces sobre el 
pavlmentp de m£rmol bianco y negro; cay6 sin 
sentido.^9 

As significant as the tragic endings are the traits 

of the characters, which drive them, inexorably, toward a 

catastrophic finale. Their physical and moral weaknesses 

are such that they cannot overcome them. These are 

complicated characters, imbued with both good and evil 

characteristics. Often a feature in their personality 

prevents them from overcoming their difficulty.50 The 

similarities of these personages with those of Gald6s are 

Leopoldo Alas, La Begenta. Tomo II (Mexico, 
I960), p. ̂ 58. 

50. Vfctor Quintanar, for example, is obsessed 
with a Calderonian-type sense of honor which drives him to 
his ill-fated duel. 
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quite apparent: they exhibit false or misguided mystical 

tendencies, or are subject to impotence; clerics are often 

confronted with problems of conscience, or with erotic 

temptations, would-be Don Juans of small, petty stature are 

unmasked.51- At this point, however, a detailed exploration 

and examination of the characterization will not be made. 

Since it is important to the revealing of the tragic import, 

separate chapters are devoted to a complete analysis of its 

many ramifications. 

Leopoldo Alas and Gald6s were likewise in substan

tial agreement in adopting certain aspects of naturalism, 

and in rejecting others. Mainly, they borrowed certain 

technical aspects, such as a simple style, and a preference 

for treating the middle class;52 ^ut they rejected the 

51. Ana Ozores has mystical fantasies, as has Dona 
Paulita Porreno of La Fontana de Pro. Both Maximiliano 
Rubfn of Fortunata y Jaclnta and Victor Quintanar are 
impotent sexually. Pedro Polo of Tormento and Fermfn Pas 
are priests who struggle with conscience and the call of 
the flesh. Joaqufn Pez of La desheredada is an unheroic, 
petty Don Juan type, as is Alvaro Mesla. 

52. "Escribl# Alas su obra en tiempos no le-
janos, cuando and£bamos en aquella procesi6n del natura-
lismo, marchando hacia el templo del arte con menos pompa 
ret6rica de la que antes se usaba, abandonadas las ves-
tiduras caballarescas, haciendo gala de la ropa usada en 
los actos comunes de la vida." Perez Gald6s, Obras 
completas« Tomo VI, p. 1 
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philosophy of determinism.53 In an article published in 

El Progreso (January 20, 1882), Clarfn contrasts some 

differences "between the old and the new novel: 

No es ya la novela mera condensaci6n microc6smlca 
de acciones realizadas por seres excepclonales que 
m&s blen pueden ser considerados quim^ricas 
abstrafdas de toda real!dad, que verdaderos carac-
teres llenos de vlda . • • y representaci6n exacta de 
la existencia individual; hoy el novelista busca su 
asunto, sus personajes, y la forma de sus obras en 
el mundo tal cual es; en 51 encuentra su "finico caudal 
de inspiraci&i, observa, medita, compara, 
generaliza y reproduce. 

In these sentiments Clarfn emphasized the clash of values 

taking place between the old guard who wanted heroic heroes 

along with a continuation of the old aesthetics founded on 

abstractions, and the new guard who turned to actual life 

as their model. His view of naturalism is thus different 

from that of the French school in that he accepted the 

scientific method of that school but rejected its 

philosophy. The aspect of naturalism that Intrigued Clarfn 

was the stylistic advances it offered the novel. 

Galdtfs likewise insisted on free will and negated 

the systematic and philosophic notions of naturalism. 

53* "Alas rejection of the positlvistic aspects of 
naturalism clearly indicates that from the very beginning he 
imposed on the word naturallsmo a meaning that did not 
coincide with the definition of the term current at the 
time." W. E. Bull, "The Naturalistic Theories of Leopoldo 
Alas," PMLAt LVII (19^2), 539. 

54. Pattison, El naturallsmo . . . . p. ̂ 3. 



He seemingly preferred another philosophy which was in vogue 

in the latter half of the nineteenth century, one which went 

under the name of "Spiritual Naturalism." The primary 

characteristics of this philosophy have "been outlined by 

Eoff: 

Evidencing respect for but not fear of scientific 
developments, it was the expression of a frank effort 
to incorporate the biological, social, and moral 
sciences in a meaningful whole. The philosophical 
outlook is appropriately called "spiritual naturalism," 
a term in wide use in the late nineteenth century.55 

If this interpretation is correct, the application 

of it to Gald6s* characters would make them more responsible 

for their actions. This is a valid assumption because free 

will places more of the responsibility for a character's 

action upon himself. No longer can society and inheritance 

bear all responsibility as in the novels of Zola, such as 

L'Assomolr and Nana; rather, the personages themselves are 

more to be held accountable for their difficulties, 

problems and predicaments. Therefore, they are blameable, 

if only partly, for the tragic events which occur. Under 

this philosophy environment and heredity are of secondary 

importance in the formation of character.5^ 

55. Eoff, The Jgodern . . . . p. 120. 

56. "The significance of this viewpoint lies not so 
much in the relative importance of heredity and environment 
as in the fact that individuality is given a conspicuous 
place in nature*s process ..." Ibid., 1*14. 
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That these and. similar theories could coexist in 

the Western Hemisphere was attested to "by the writings of 

the Brazilian novelist and critic, Joaquim Maria Machado de 

Assis. In such novels as: M^morias P6stumas de Br£s Cubas, 

Qulncas Borba and Pom Casmurro. he too depicted a gamut of 

eccentric and tortured protagonists who met tragic ends. 

Br£s Cubas was first serialized in the Revista Brasileira 

in 1880, and published in book foim in 1881,$7 a nega

tively-oriented novel, reflecting upon man's inability to 

rise above his "human condition," it brings to light the 

lack of moral substance, the foolishness, the ingratitude, 

the egoism and caprice of its leading character as well as 

similar qualities in a host of secondary personages. The 

end of the last chapter emphatically reveals the negation 

which befalls Brits at his deaths 

fiste Ultimo capftulo 6 todo de negativas. Na6 
alcancei a celebridade do emplasto, nao fui ministro, 
nao fui califa, nao conheci o casamento ... 
Mais; nao padeci a morte de D. Pl£cida, nem a 
semidemencia do Quincas Borba. Somadas umas cousas 
e outras, qualquer pessoa imaginary que nao houve 
mfngua nem sobra, e conseguintemente que saf quite 
com a vida. E imaginary mal; porque ao chegar a 
iste outro lado do mist£rio, achei-me com un 
pequeno saldo, que £ a derradeira negativa deste 

57• Joaquim Maria Machado de Assis, Obra Completa, 
Vol. I (Bio de Janeiro, 1962), p. 25. 
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caplftulo de negativas: —Nao tive filhos, 
nao traiismiti a nenhuma criatura o legado da 
nossa mis£ria.58 

A novel of Gald^s which parallels the Brazilian's 

novel in many respects is Lo prohibido. published in 1884, 

It relates the hectic life of a wealthy man who squanders 

his fortune on women, on ill-considered financial ventures, 

and in living as if he were immortal. Struck down by a 

stroke, he lingers on, suffering immensely, seeing the 

fragments of his once large wealth evaporating. Ironically, 

at the end, his only resource is his unpublished manuscript, 

the memoirs of his life. The novel ends in the following 

manner, as the protagonist relates his last thoughts: 

La primera condicion que pongo es que no ser^n 
publicadas mientras yo vivai Despu^s de mi muerte 
puede darse mi amigo toda la prisa que quiera para 
sacarlas en letras de molde, y asf la publicaci6n 
del libro ser& la filnebre esquela que vaya diciendo 
por el mundo a cuantos quieran saberlo que ya el 
infelicfsimo autor de estas confesiones habr£ 
dejado de padecer.59 

Qulncas Borba is the continuation of Br£s Cubas 

in that Rubiao Inherits the fortune of Quincas Borba, and 

also his dog of the same name. The same qualities that 

characterized Br£s are also to be found in Rubiao; they are 

metai from the same ore. Rubiao also manages to dissipate 

58. Ibid., 637. 

59. PSrez Gald6s, Obras completas. IV, 1890. 



his money on a business partnership from which he is eased 

out, and eventually he finishes without a cent, goes insane, 

and dies a miserable death of the grippe. At the end no one 

mourns him, not even his faithful dog companion, the ever-

present reminder of Quincas, whom he unmercifully kicked at 

every opportunity, and who died some days before. He leaves 

no widow, no progeny, no friends, nothing. 

Paralleling in many ways Quincas Borba, especially 

as regards the themes of madness and Ingratitude, is 

Fortunata y Jaclnta. Maxi Rubfn goes insane and finishes 

his life in an asylum. Victim, again and again, of the 

ingratitude of Fortunata whom he rescued from the grasp of 

Juanito Santa Cruz but to whom she inevitably returns, he 

succumbs to the weight of misfortune. His end is the 

evasion of living, submersed as he is in the shadow-world 

of eternal illusions. 

Why were the respective authors interested in the 

abnormal? Bicardo Gull6n suggests that in order to under

stand why Gald6s was fascinated by abnormal psychology one 

has to understand his desire to perceive the moral nature of 

man. The abnormal person has characteristics that are 

exaggerations of those of the normal person, and that in 

him are difficult to ascertain and impossible to reduce to 
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a psychological system.In other words, the abnoimal 

person Is like the mirrors at a carnival which reflect gross 

distortions of ourselves, but which nevertheless are useful 

since they project our images in an enlarged fashion so that 

they are easier to perceive. 

The respective literary assertions of Machado and 

Gald^s again reveal affinities in their thinking. As a 

critic, Machado, reviewing Ega de Queiroz's book, 0 Primo 

Basilio, said: "Para que Lufsa me atraia e me prenda, 4 

preciso que as tribulagoes que afligem venham dela mesma; 

seja uma rebelde ou uma arrependida; tenha remorsos ou 

61 
imprecagoes; mas, por Deus! de-me a sua pessoa moral . • .wOJ-

Machado*s intense interest in the delineation of a charac

ter's moral qualities, in his wanting the writer not to 

manipulate puppets^2 but, rather, to expose and morally 

dissect the human animal, recall the sentiments of the 

author of Fortunata y Jacinta when he spoke of the writer's 

intention in probing human nakedness. 

Another point of similarity between these authors 

is seen in the fact that the structure of their novels is 

far from regular, and combined with the denseness of the 

60. Ricardo Gull<5n, Gald<$s. novelista moderno 
(Madrid, i960), p. 157. 

61. Machado de Assis, Obra Completa, Vol. Ill, 
p. 916. 

62. Ibid. 
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material tends to obscure the meaning of the contents.^3 

The foim of the novels is on one level and can disguise the 

contents to such a degree that the tragic content therein 

may be overlooked. Machado referred to this point in his 

prologue to the third edition of Br£s Cubas; 

0 que faz de meu Br£s Cubas um autor particular £ 
o que Sle chama "rabugens de pessimismo." Ha na alma 
dSste livro, por raais risonho que pareja um sentimento 
amargo e £spero, que est£ longe de vir dos seus 
modelos. E ta$a que pode ter lavores de igual escola, 
mas leva outro vinho. Nao digo mais para nao entrar 
na crftica de um defunto, que se pintou a si e a 
outros, confome lhe pareceu melhor e mais certo."^ 

This chapter has been concerned with presenting a 

comparative study of P&rez Gald6s and some of his coexis

tent writers, both alike and unlike in tragic viewpoints. 

The presentation of some of the tragic aspects to be found 

in Gald<5s* works, such as novel endings, themes, character 

traits, and literary theories, has been offered with the 

hope of presenting some primary evidence of Gald&s* tragic 

side, and with the goal of placing him in proper perspective 

within the framework of his own period. 

63. "The principal feature of the book is irregu
larity both in style and feeling. Braz Cubas compared his 
own writing to *the stumbling of a drunkard.,w Jos£ 
Bettencourt Machado, Machado of Brazil (New York, 1962), 
p. 127. 

64-. Machado, Obra completa. Vol. I, p. 510. 



In a comparison of his tragic novel endings with 

those of Valera and Pereda, and a contrasting of their 

novelistic theories, the tremendous gap that separated them 

becomes apparent. At the same time, Gald<5s* kinship with 

writers whose basic outlook is tragic leads to the assump

tion that a further examination of his literary art may 

divulge additional examples of the tragic. With these 

points in mind, the next two chapters will explore 

character!zation. 



CHAPTER II 

TRAGIC CHARACTERIZATION-. MAIN PERSONAGES 

Benito P^rez Gald6s was unquestionably a master and 

prolific creator of characters; and he has long been recog

nized as a virtuoso in this area.1 Not only did he give 

birth to memorable protagonists, but he also brough to 

light a legion of colorful and outstanding secondary charac

ters, noted for their eccentricities and manias.2 He is 

generally acknowledged to have few peers among novelists, in 

his ability to bring forth characters who embody all the 

strengths and weaknesses of human beings. Generally, Galdos 

chose personages whose physical or mental traits set them 

apart from the mainstream of society. Often his characters 

are obsessed with an idea, to which they devote all their 

1. William H. Shoemaker, "Galdos* Literary Crea
tivity: D. Jos€ Ido del Sagrario," Hispanic Review, Vol. 
XIX, No. 3 (July 1951), 20^. 

2. More than sixteen hundred characters appear in 
the Novelas Contempor^neas. Wendolyn Yvonne Bell, "Galdos* 
Use of Nomenclature in Characterization," D.A.« XXV (1965)* 
5272. 

51 
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energies, all their time and enthusiasm.-* 

One significant aspect of the Galdosian characters 

is that, committed as they are to achieving some particular 

goal in life, yet in spite of strong motivation they usually 

fail to reach these goals and aspirations. This failure is 

one of the ingredients of the tragic import, as is also the 

conflict between the varying illusions these personages hold 

and the true nature of their personalities, or between their 

illusions and reality. Their illusions often make them 

inflexible; and to the degree that they Identify with these, 

once the fantasies prove to be false, mistaken or unworkable, 

to that degree do the characters disintegrate. 

The tragic aspect of Gald6s' characters is omni

present during a long span of his novelistic production. 

From his first published novel, La Fontana de Pro (1870), 

to Casandra (1905), the continual presence of tragic charac

ters is notable. Thereafter, the fantastic elements come 

to the fore in his last two novels: El caballero encantado 

(1909), and La raz6n de la slnraz6n (1915)• 

The tragic import in Gald5sf novels is complex; 

parallelisms may be found with classical theories of 

3. Isidora Bufete of La desheredada. is obsessed 
with proving that she is of noble birth; Federico VIera, 
Healidad, wishes to find out what is honorable in his life; 
Ram6n Villaamil, Miau. searches frantically to regain his 
job. Many more instances of this trait will be analyzed in 
this chapter. 
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tragedy. For example, points of contact could "be found with 

Aristotle's concept of the hero's "fatal flaw" (hamartla). 

or with Hegel's theory of "reconciliation," which involves 

the choice between "good and good" and not between "good 

and evil." At the same time similarities could be drawn 

between Gald6s* tragic concepts, as deduced from his charac

ters, and Schopenhauer's theory of "misery and culpability," 

or from Nietzsche's ideas of "tragic mystery and 

transcendence.As has been stated previously, however, 

the tragic in Gald6s' works cannot be reduced to any fixed 

theories. 

For the purpose of convenience in analyzing them, 

I have grouped Gald6s' characters in certain categories; 

this is not to imply that these classifications are neces

sarily the best or most accurate ones, but rather, that this 

grouping lends itself to a workable analysis. In the main, 

textual evidence will be used in the support of character 

interpretations, although critical or scholarly evidence 

will also be introduced occasionally. 

4. See pages 7-13 of this study for a summary of 
each of these theories of the tragic. 
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Personal Problems Against a Social Background 

Don Eam6n Vlllaamil of the novel Mlau (1888), is 

one of Gald6sf best-drawn tragic figures. Ostensibly this 

novel deals with a socio-economic problem, but this is 

merely one level of action, and the real tragedy is to be 

found in the moral revelation of the character of the pro

tagonist. Villaamil is a government worker in the lower 

echelon of the bureaucracy who has been fired within two 

months of achieving retirement with four-fifths pay. He is 

an ugly, stark-looking individual whose outward appearance 

belittles his milquetoast temperament: 

Don Ram^n Vlllaamil, esposo de Dona Pura; el cual 
era un hombre alto y seco; los ojos, grandes y 
terrorfficos; la piel, amarllla, toda ella surcada 
por pliegues enormes, en los cuales las rayas de 
sombra parecfan manchas; las orejas, transparentes, 
largas y pegadas al cr£neo; la barba corta, rala y 
cerdosa, con las canas distribufdas capri-
chosamente..,el cr£neo, liso y de color de hueso 
desenterrado.•.la ferocidad de los ojos negros, 
Inducfan a comparar tal cara con la de un tlgre 
viejo y tfsico que, despu^s de haberse lucido en 
las exhlbiciones ambulantes de fieras, no conserva 
ya de su antigua belleza mas que la pintorreada 
piel.5 

The chief characteristic of Villaamil's disposition 

is his mildness, his inability to get angry. In a sense 

this has been a protective device for him in the evasion of 

strife and conflicts with his wife; yet, this harmony has 

5. Gald<5s, O.C.. V, 55^ 



been bought at a cost to his self-esteem. To emphasize this 

trait the author interpolates the following description 

after a brief argument between Villaamil and his wife: 

Villaamil cay6. Tiempo hacfa que estaba resignado 
a que su senora llevase los pantalones. Era ya 
achaque antiguo que cuando Pura alzaba el gallo, 
bajase £l la cabeza, fiando al silencio la armonfa 
matrimonial. RecomencLaruule cuando se cas6 este 
sistema, que cuadraba .admirablemente a su condici6n 
bondadosa y pacffica.° 

Matching his innate goodness are certain puritani

cal ethics by which Don Ram6n has lived: honesty, per

formance of duty, hard work, and a particular nalveness with 

regard to the value of virtue.7 in the course of his 

thirty-five years of civil service work these beliefs have 

never been put to a test. Now, his unexpected dismissal 

constitutes the initiation of the crisis which will test 

the very bedrock of his beliefs and illusions. The first 

attack upon his ethical structure occurs when Pura (his 

wife) negates his goodness, equating it with simplicity: 

M~ jlnocente! ... Ahf tienes por lo que estdts como est£s, 

olvidado y en la miseria; por no tener ni pizca de tras-

tienda y ser tan devoto de San Bscrtipulo bendlto. CrSeme, 

6. Ibid., 586. 

7. These attributes are summarized in the conver
sation which Villaamil has with his grandson, in which he 
states: MYo, que he servido siempre lealmente, que he 
trabajado como un negro; yo, que no he dado el mfis ligero 
disgusto a mis Jefes..." Ibid.. 5^3• 
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eso ya no es honradezf es soserfa y necedad. 

Though shaken by the crass attitude taken by his 

wife, Villaamil remains steadfast in his faith to his code 

of ethics, and while outwardly assuming a pessimistic tone 

and a posture of indifference, Inwardly believes that virtue 

will be remembered, that he will be rehired.9 in this 

initial phase of his crisis, hope continues to buoy his 

spirit; this, in spite of the fact that he has to borrow 

continually to meet the financial obligations that become 

more and more urgent. Gradually, as the months advance, 

hope recedes, and anxiety and tension proportionally 

increase. The author has highlighted Villaamil*s downward 

course by juxtaposing his fortunes to those of his son-in-

law Vfctor Cadalso. Cadalso is an opportunist with a 

distinctly different code of ethics from that of Villaamil. 

Despite what to Villaamil are reprehensible moral traits, 

Cadalso has been rehired in the bureaucracy. 

The culmination of Villaamil's crisis takes place 

when Cadalso is promoted, even though evidence existed of 

misappropriation of funds at his former post. This event 

8. Ibid., 561. 

9. "Seamos pesimlstas—era su tema—; pensemos, 
con todo el rigor del pensamiento, que no me van a incluir 
en la comblnaci6n, a ver si me sorprende la fellcidad del 
nombramiento. No esperar^ el hecho feliz, no, no lo 
espero, para que suceda." Ibid., 566. 
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shatters Don Ram6nfs self-com'ldence and reinforces what is 

the tragic core of the novel—Villaamil's inflexibility, the 

impossibility of his assuming a different role, of aban

doning his image of himself as virtuous. Such a character-

flaw forestalls any different course of action, and serves, 

rather, to reinforce his failures, Cadalso warns him that 

he will never recover his job unless he changes: 

Y ahoira le voy a declr otra cosa: mientras no cambie 
usted de papeles no le colocar^n; se pasar£ los 
Dieses y los anos viviendo de ilusiones, fi£ndose de 
palabras zalameras y de la sonrisa traidora de los 
que se dan lmportancia con los tontos, haciendo que 
los protegen.^0 

Self-righteousness asserts itself however, and Don Ram<5n 

ignores this warning. In truth, he cannot change, since his 

sense of worth is tied to his sense of virtue: HYo no puedo 

ser sino como Dios me ha hecho," he states 

The disintegration of Villaamil's personality pro

ceeds at a rapid pace when his fundamental faith is 

shattered. Shattered also are his pride and dignity. 

Forced to plead for funds from his ex-friends, he becomes 

a tragic clown, the laughing stock of the office.^ This 

degradation procedes until the Angst associated with it 

becomes unbearable and the resolution of the crisis becomes 

10. Ibid., 582. 

11. Ibid., 561. 

12. Ibid.. 617. 
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apparent—suicide. The last day of Villaamil1s life pro

vides him with a panoramic review of events that have helped 

to shape his values. He has a final insight into the cul

tural and artistic emptiness of his life. He has had little 

fun, no artistic outlets; and added to his round of hard 

work has been his domination by his wife and the other 

Mlaus: MjY que yo no haya sido hombre para trincar a mi 

mujer y ponerle una mordaza en aquella boca, que debi6 de 

hae£rsela un fraile, segtin es de pedigiienal jCuidado que 

soportar esto treinta anosl 

Associated with even the grimmest events in Gald6s* 
h 

novels are the use of irony and bitter or cruel humor. 

Resigned to death, Villaamil is preoccupied as to whether 

the old revolver he bought will fire correctly. Perhaps it 

will merely wound him, incapacitate him in some gruesome 

manner. Then the Mlaus would have him again; he would never 

escape them then! "JQu£ desgraciado soyl X suceder£ lo que 

temo . . . , como si lo viera. ... Basta que yo desee una 

cosa para que suceda la contraria ... iQuiero suprimirme? 

Pues la perra suerte lo arreglar£ de modo que siga 

viviendo.But Villaamil does find the peace he so 

13. Ibid.. 678. 

14. Joaquin Casalduero sees the Torquemada series 
as bordering on a cruel farce. Vlda y . . . » p. Ib7. 

15. Galdos, O.C.. V, 683. 



desperately desires; the weapon does not misfire; and his 

last words are: M—Pues . . . sf . • • as he tumbles 

into the abyss.^ 

Bafael Altamira, in his article entitled MLa mujer 

en las novelas de Gald6s," has indicated the scope and 

importance of women in the fictional gallery of the Spanish 

novelist.*-''' Among the interesting and absorbing feminine 

personalities created by Gald<5s, the figure of Isidora 

Rufete, of La desheredada (1881), should rank near the top. 

The novel is a psychological study of great depth in which 

the Innermost emotions, thoughts, and actions of this 

character are painstakingly probed and revealed. 

Isidora, a beautiful young woman, is enmeshed in a 

terrible quandary. Apparently she is a member of the 

working classes by birth; however, because of certain docu

ments in her possession she is convinced that her rightful 

role in society has been usurped, and that in fact she 

belongs to the highest rung of society, the nobility. With 

these documents she intends to assert that she is the 

illegitimate grand-daughter of the Marquesa de Aransls. 

16. Ibid. 

17. wGald6s, es, efectivamente, ante todo un 
creador de caracteres; y en la serie innumerable y rica que 
ofrecen sus novelas, quiz£ no hay otros—si se excepttfan los 
de curas--m£s completos y de mayor alteza artfstica que los 
caracteres de mujer.H Atenea, LXXII (19^-3)» 14-6. 
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This belief in her aristocratic descent is reinforced by her 

1_ ft 
great pride: "Ml madre . . . fue hija de una marquess," 

she declares with ostentation. On another occasion when the 

name of the Marquesa is. mentioned her reaction is the 

following: "jDe qu£ manera tan clara relampagueo el orgullo 

en el semblante de Isldora al ofr aquellas palabrasJ Sus 

laDios vacilaron entre la sonrlsa de vanidad y la dene-

gaci6n impuesta por las convenienclas.11 *9 

Isidora's personality is pulled in many directions. 

On the one hand she is attracted to the luxury, prestige and 

wealth that would be hers if she were accepted by the 

marquesa as her lawful heir, and on the other hand she is in 

conflict with her environment, which is manifested in her 

loathsome attitude towards the lower classes: "iQue odioso, 

qu£ soez, qu£ repugnante es el pueblol"2® The dichotomy 

present in her personality is so strong that it forces her 

to lead two distinct lives; one life is the humdrum, common

place existence which she despises, the other is the life of 

fantasy and daydreams: 

En aquella segunda vlda, Isidora se lo encontraba 
todo completo, sucesos y personas. IntervenXa en 
aqu^llos, hablaba con £stas. Las funciones diversas 

18. Galdos, O.C., IV, 984. 

19. ibid., 97^. 

20. Ibid., 985. 
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de la vida se cumplfan detalladamente, y habla 
maternidad, amistades, sociedad, viajes, todo ello 
destac£ndose sobre un fondo de bienestar, opulencia 
y lujo.21 

These reveries, although they supply wish fulfill

ment, do not gratify physical needs; only money can do that. 

And this fact is symbolized in two pairs of boots, one new 

and one old, which stand graphically for the twofold state 

of Isidora*s personality: "Aquel dfa estrenaba unas botas. 

jQu£ bonitas eran y qu£ bien le sentabanl ... La verguenza 

que sinti<5 al mirar las botas viejas que en un rlncon 

estaban • . • no es para referida."22 

The fantasies and daydreams of Isidora are linked 

to her excessive imagination; her need to exaggerate is part 

of her vital fiction, her illusion of grandeur.23 This 

quirk of her ego is also a protective device to shield her 

from the reality which surrounds her. Since she has no 

great desire to work, or to learn a trade or occupation, she 

has the time to indulge herself in these daydreams. 

21. Ibid., 986. 

22. Ibid. 

23. "Tenia, juntamente con el don de imaginar 
fuerte, la propiedad de extremar sus impresiones, recar-
g^ndolas a veces hasta lo sumo, y asf, lo que sus sentidos 
declaraban grande, su mente lo trocaba al punto en colosal; 
lo pequeno se le hacfa mimSsculo, y lo feo o bonito, enor-
memente horroroso, o divino sobre toda ponderaci6n.M 

Ibid.. 977-978. 
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The clash between fantasy and reality is further 

underscored by the contraposition the author makes between 

Isidora and her working-class friends and family. They con-

Oh, 
sider her aspirations nonsense and mock her severely, ̂  

while she defends herself by insisting that her nobility is 

innate, that it comes through inheritance. Socially, 

Isidora snubs members of her family, especially her cousins: 

Isidora no disimulaba blen su idea de la inferloridad 
de Emilia y Leonor, ya en posici6n social, ya en 
hermosura, buen gusto y maneras de presentarse. 
Se crefa tan por encima de sus primas en esto, que 
cuando se trataba de prendas de vestir, de la 
elecci&i de un color, flores o adorno cualquiera, la 
de Bufete manifestaba a las de Relimpio un desd&n 
compasivo.2^ 

Up to this moment Isidora*s hopes are on an ascen

dent curve. She believes that the Marchioness will recog

nize her claims and consequently that her innate nobility 

will be vindicated. The turning point in these expectations 

occurs when the response of the Marchioness is negative and 

her make-believe world crashes down upon hers " j-Com-

uletamente equlvocadat Decirle esto a ella era lo mismo 

2^. This aspect is humorously illustrated in the 
scene between Isidora and Sangul.luelera. an old hag who has 
been taking care of Isidore's brother, Mariano. When the 
hag learns of Isidora*s pretensions, she begins beating her 
severely and mocking her: "—jToma, toma, toma, duquesa, 
marquesa, punos, cachas! ... Cabeza llena de vlento . . . 
Vivir^s siempre una plsahormigas." Ibid., 985. 

25. Ibid.. 1019. 
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que decirles 'Tu no exlstes, tti eres una sombra; menos alSn, 

un ente convencional.1Thus, so closely aligned, have 

become fiction and personality that to negate one is to 

negate the other. 

The process of identification has progressed beyond 

the point of return, however, and Isidora reacts to this 

unfavorable turn of events by assuming a rebellious role. 

Prom a basically defensive position she now takes the 

offense and instigates a suit against the aristocratic 

family: In this action she is aided by the moral support 

of her lover, the Marques de Saldeoro (Joaqufn Pez). In 

her relationship with the Marques (who is financially 

impoverished) Isidora demonstrates that she has confused 

vanity with nobility; her expectation had been that he would 

marry her, and that their marriage would supply the prestige 

she sadly lacked. In this role of social climber Isidora 

fares badly as the Marques is in debt and she has to pay 

the bills. It is rather ironic that she who thought of 

herself as personifying nobility should have been called 

"Cursllona" by the same Marques.Nevertheless, they 

become lovers, and Isidora, applying the same imaginative 

forces to her lover, considers him her one great love, for 

26. Ibid.. 105*K 

27. Ibid.. 10^1. 
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whom no sacrifice is too great, and for which the sacrifice 

of her honor is a rather small price to pay.5^ 

The reader, meantime, is hard-pressed to know what 

sentiments of Isidora he can believe, since she has colored 

so much of reality with fantasy. In the light of her 

inflexible position, however, the downward flight of her 

destiny can be expected to continue. The trial turns out to 

be a fiasco for Isidora. Not only does she fail to win her 

suit but Is forced to undergo imprisonment on the charge of 

possessing and suing with counterfeit documents. At first, 

her reaction is to assume that she is being tested by God; 

then, that she will become a martyr. Afterwards, reflecting 

upon what has happened to her, she thinks: "iFalsificaci<5n! 

;Profanaci6n de aquella santa escritura de la cual emanaba 

el m£s santo de los derechos! Si habfa delito, £Qui4n era 

el autor de £l? £E1 can6nigo o Tomas Rufete?H29 

In the second phase of her crisis Isidora now is 

engulfed with doubts. Who is she? What social level does 

she belong to? Unable to reach the truth, she 

28. In a highly emotional scene, Isidora professes 
her love for Joaqufn Pez In this fashion: "iQul^n no tiene 
un castigo en el mundo? Mi castigo eres tti. En vez de 
daime enf eiraedades o de volverme fea, Dios me ha dlcho: 
•Quierele1; y ya ves, te quiero y padezco. Mi coraz6n me 
dice que ser& constante. Te amar£ siempre, mlentras viva. 
Mi coraz6n es de una pleza. No puede amar sino a uno solo, 
y amarle siempre." Ibid., 1087. 

29. Ibid., 1130. 



vacillates from one position to the next, trying to confirm 

her individuality. At first she identifies with the pueblo. 

then swinging like a pendulum, with Marie Antoinette.30 

Still the question of who she is haunts her: 

£Soy o no soy? Esta pregunta fue para Isidora el 
eje de todos sus pensamientos, de todo el sentir y 
obrar de su vida, Olvidada de molestlas y 
humillaciones de la c£rcel, no tenia seso ni coraz6n 
m£s que para raciocinar sobre aquel problema y 
dolerse de £1.31 

Thus, her anguished soul is torn apartJ For perhaps the 

first time in her life she is faced with the most 

excruciating question of her life. The culmination of her 

crisis shakes her very foundation of existence, but 

heroically she shouts: "Soy noble, soy noble. No me 

quitarlis mi nobleza, porque es mi esencia, y yo no puedo 

ser sin ella, ni £se es el camino, ni £se es el camino."32 

But the author has chosen to emphasize the contradiction 

and irony of this statement, and of its short duration, by 

resolving the crisis of Isidora in an entirely different 

manner. The resolution comes about with the spiritual 

suicide of the protagonist. One of the last chapters of 

the book (and of the protagonist), is aptly called, 

dlsoluci6n. Doubt is the negater of dogma; and with doubt 

30. Ibid., 113^. 

31. rbid., 11^3. 

32. Ibid., 1144. 
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comes disbelief and disintegration: "Isidora habla perdido 

ya la fe en sus derechos a la casa de Aransis. De ellos no 

quedaba en su alma sino "una grande y disolvente ironfa. Ya 

no crefa en sf mlsma, o lo que es lo mismo, ya no crefa en 

nada."33 

The disintegration of Isidora's character is swift; 

soon she is a prostitute. Her rebellion has terminated. 

And of her former personality nothing is left, not even her 

name. The last scene punctuates this fact, when she simply 

states; "—Ya no soy Isidora.M3^ 

The figure of Federico Viera of Realldad (1889)-^ 

stands out among the three protagonists as full of 

33. Ibid.t 1151. 

3^. Ibid., 1160. 

35. The novela dlalogada became one of Galdos* 
favorite genres because Its dramatic presentation allowed 
the characters to reveal themselves directly to the reader, 
and in this manner approximate the behavior of human beings. 
Galdos explains the aim of this type of novel in his pro
logue to El Abuelo (1905): "El slstema dialogal, adaptado 
ya en Healldad, nos da la forja expedita y concreta de los 
caracteres. Estos se hacen, se componen, imitan m£s f£cil-
mente, dig&nosj.o asf, a los seres vivos, cuando manifiestan 
su contextura moral con su propia palabra y con ella, como 
en la vida, nos dan el relieve m£s o menos hondo y firme de 
sus acciones.w Gald6s, O.C.« VI, p. 11. 
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contradictions and inconsistencies.^ Federico has an 

archaic honor code. His Calderonian sense of honor and his 

strict adherence to the social caste system present a rigid, 

unbending attitude toward human relations. Federico is not 

only an anachronism in his times but also a rebel to his 

aristocratic class, since they (the members of his class) 

have modified their once-rigid opinions toward the other 

social classes, and now no longer concur with his class 

opinions. This rigid aspect of his personality is 

immediately disclosed in the beginning of the novel when he 

refuses to pexmit the marriage of his sister, Clotilde, to 

Santanita, a tailor's son. He defends his views, even while 

acknowledging that they belong to a bygone age; "Que mis 

ideas son anticuadas en este particular, lo s£, lo s£j pero 

son asf, y no admito otras. Aunque me llames extravagante, 

te dir£ que no me cabe en la cabeza la igualdad. Yo no soy 

de esta 3poca, lo confieso."37 

While clinging to outdated social ideas of honor 

and class, Federico has led a disordered personal life noted 

36. Leopoldo Alas linked the contradictory aspects 
of Federico Viera to lack of will power: "Federico tiene el 
alma y la vida llena de contradicciones ... Instintos 
malos y buenos deliberan, luchan en el alma de Viera, y la 
voluntad, trafda y llevada por tantas opiniones, por tantas 
fuerzas contrarias termina l6gicamente por negarse a sf 
propia; puesto que no sabe querer nada, acaba por querer la 
muerte." Obras selectas (Madrid, 19^9)* P« 302, 

37. Gald6s, O.C., V, p. 814. 
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for its loose moral and economic standards, in which he has 

accumulated enoimous debts while frequenting gambling houses 

and red-light districts. Events have thus forced the 

dichotomy in Federico to the point where he must make a 

moral as well as social choice, and try to breach the contra 

dictory gaps in his personality. In addition, he is 

conscience-stricken by the affair he has been having with 

the wife of his best friend, Orozco. This second inner 

conflict is brought to the open when his mistress, Augusta, 

offers to solicit on his behalf the financial assistance of 

her husband. Federico considers this a direct affront to 

his honor: "Eso pone la cuesti6n en el terreno de lo 

insoluble. Si no le impides que esos propositos se mani-

fiesten, te dejo; no puedo tolerar situaci6n tan degradante, 

tan vergonzosa. £No lo comprendes? £Es posible que no lo 

comprendas?"38 of course, Augusta cannot understand his 

reasoning; she believes the situation would be remedied by 

merely sharing her family's wealth with him: "Soy rica. 

lc6mo he de soportar que vivas en la miseria y que te veas 

sujeto a mil humillaciones?M39 

Unable to find a way out of his dilemmas, Federico 

vacillates and finds solace in the friendship of "la Peri," 

38. Ibid., 828. 

39. Ibid. 
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a prostitute. Yet another contradiction in his personality-

appears when he accepts money from this woman while his 

peculiar honor code had deprived him from doing so from 

Augusta. Federico seems to gain masochistic pleasure in 

lowering himself by accepting money from "la Peri."^0 

Debts bring Federico*s crisis to a climax; he must 

either accept the money offered by Augusta and swallow his 

pride, and more Important, admit that it was all an illu

sion, or on the other hand, reject the money and face the 

scandal and subsequent loss of honor which this course of 

action entails. The impossibility for Federico of resolving 

this dilemma is apparent in the inflexibility of his person

ality, borne out by his declaration: "Yo soy como soy y 

no puedo ser de otra manera. Furthermore, he lacks the 

will to take definitive action. This "Hamlet" side of his 

personality is flaunted at him by the spirit of Orozco, 

which appears to him in a dream, and which taunts him with 

4-0. The degradation and odd psychological relation
ship existing between Federico and "la Peri" is brought out 
in his conversation with her, revealing the effectiveness of 
dialogue for the revelation of inner tragedy; "Por nada del 
mundo acepto yo, de un amigo de mi clase, ciertos favores. 
£Por qu£ los acepto de ti, sin que mi decoro se sienta 
herido? . . . iQue significa esta fraternidad que entre 
nosotros existe? £Se funda quiz£ en nuestra degradacidn? 
Yo degradado, tii tambi^n, nos entendemos en secreto." 
Ibid., 818. 

kl. Ibid., 83W 



the assertion that since he has already lost his honor "by 

his former actions, and furthermore lacks the will to die, 

he should wallow in his dishonor: "SOMBRA.—Tu destino es 

encenagarte en la deshonra. No sabes ni sabres nunca morir. 

£Por qu£ vuelves la cara? £Es que no quieres verme? Si ya 

me voy • ... Mlrame, mjframe salir. (Abre la puerta y sale 

tranqullamente.) 

Orozco's ghost also attacks the foundation of 

Federico's beliefs when he says of his honor code: 

"Tonterfa inslgne es la tal c^dula.*1^ Thus the ghost 

sullies the remnants of Pederico's beliefs as well as 

impugning his courage. His crisis has reached its apogee; 

the mental and spiritual anguish associated with it are 

intolerable: "Esta ansiedad este . . . , esto que me 

rebulle aqui ... sensaci6n que no tiene nombre . . . 

The only liberation for Pederico is suicide, which he puts 

into effect, however, only after a macabre scene in which on 

the first attempt he only succeeds in painfully wounding 

himself.^5 

42. Ibid., 886. 

43. Ibid.. 88?. 

44. Ibid.. 886. 

45. Ibid.. 887-888. 
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Federico's tragedy was a complex ones his 

inability to reconcile the many contradictions of his 

nature; his honor code juxtaposed against the reprehensible 

life he was leading; his rebellion against the established 

social values of his time; his inability to change and to 

accept favors from members of his own class, which he saw as 

sullying his pride and honor. All these factors contributed 

to the congo.1a which was the state of his psyche in the last 

moments of his life and which made his suicide a welcome 

escape from his hell on earth. Perhaps Federico Viera 

achieved positive moral stature only through his suicide. 

In view of his basic nature and the circumstances of his life 

no other recourse seemed possible. 

Fortunata y Jaclnta (1886-1887) is generally 

pointed to as Gald6sl masterpiece. This massive novel pre

sents the intertwined lives of many characters, but 

basically it relates the relationships of four leading 

personages; Juanito Santa Cruz, his wife Jaclnta, Maxi-

miliano Hubfn, and his wife Fortunata. The latter is a 

beautiful, sensual woman of the lower classes whose pri

mordial instincts are a vital part of her personality. The 

author graphically underscores the primitive vigor which 

is an inherent part of her make-up by presenting her sucking 

a raw egg: "Una mujer bonlta, joven, alta ... la muchacha 
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sacaba del mantSn una mano con mit6n encarnado y que se la 

llevaba a la boca • • • jUn huevo crudot"^ 

After their first meeting Fortunata becomes 

Juanito's mistress. Since she is primarily a sensuous, 

passionate person, and her sense of social responsibility is 

slightly developed, she does not appear to suffer greatly 

from her role of a kept -woman. Rather, her attitude toward 

the affair is that love will conquer alls "Lo que Fortunata 

habia pensado era que el amor salva todas las irregulari-

dades mejor dicho, que el amor lo hace todo regular, que 

rectifica las leyes, derogando las que se le oponen."^? 

Thus, Fortunata*s basic belief is centered upon one great 

love and the power of love to conquer all obstacles. 

Aligned with this basic faith is the idea that sacrifice 

must accompany it. In a dream Fortunata sees herself sup

porting Juanito and serving him: "—Alma mia, yo traba-

jar£ por ti; yo tengo costumbre, ttS no; s£ planchar, s6 

repasar, s£ servir ... Tu no tienes que trabajar . . . Yo 

para ti. . . Viviremos en un sotabanco, solos y tan con-

tentos."^8 Fortunata's illusion and personality have become 

46. Ibid., 41. 

47. Ibid., 323. 

48. Ibid., 410. 
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identified with this basic belief; her moral beliefs have 

also become part of her Illusions, 

Although Fortunata would be perfectly happy to 

violate social codes, provided that she could have Juanito's 

love and devotion, Juanlto's behavior complicates their 

relationship, and threatens her emotional stability, since 

he repeatedly leaves her and returns to his wife. Fortunata 

then faces a social as well as a personal dilemma. In 

society's view she has been dishonored, while from her own 

viewpoint she would like to have the status and dignity that 

Jacinta enjoys. Therefore, when Max! proposes marriage she 

accepts, even though it involves a "purge" period in a 

convent for the purpose of cleansing her body and spirit. 

She complies with this request although not motivated by a 

change in moral beliefs: MSu moral era puramente personal, 

intuitiva y no tenfa nada que ver con lo poco que recordaba 

de la doctrina cristiana. 

Unfortunately, marriage does not solve Fortunata*s 

problem, but merely compounds it, inasmuch as Maxi turns out 

to be sexually impotent. Circumstance has thus contrived to 

reinforce the latent tragedy which is Fortunata's; her 

choice is between Maximiliano, whom she pities, but who 

(though he represents social respectability) cannot satisfy 

49. Ibid.. 217. 
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either her maternal desires or her passionate ones, and 

Juanito who negates all the socially accepted values repre

sented by home and family, but who nonetheless satisfies her 

one overwhelming desire—unrestrained and vital love* 

Fortunata is thus characterized by two dominant 

traits; inflexibility and the inability to face the reality 

of her relationship with Juanito. Because she firmly 

believes that "mi marido eres tii . . . todo lo demSs . . . 

jpapasl" when she is with Juanito, she denies that any 

other possibilities exist; hence, her passion overcomes her 

intellect and common sense.-5° The subservience of Intellect 

to passion is demonstrated time and time again, the last 

example being that of Fortunata and Aurora (Juanito's latest 

mistress) fighting over who has the "right" to Juanito. 

Fortunata dies from the hemorrhage that results from this 

struggle. The irony of Fortunata's last act is that she 

gives her life to avenge herself on the "other" woman, while 

Juanito*s legal wife receives the child of their illegal 

union. Love has been responsible for a life and a death! 

Some scholars have interpreted Fortunata's action 

in giving her baby to Jacinta as proof of her regeneration 

50. "Fortunata is a tragic figure because she is 
the victim of her own actions." Robert Kirsner, "Gald6s' 
Attitude Towards Spain as Seen in the Characters of 
Fortunata y Jacinta. PMLA. LXVI (1951)* 132. 



at the end, overlooking, however, the important sequence of 

events that preceeds it.-^ Gald^s purposely wrote an 

ambiguous ending; it is Just as appropriate to suppose that 

no change took place in Portunata's nature at her death, as 

EstupiM believes: "Vean qu£ manera de arrepentirse. Le 

nombro a Nuestro Divino Redentor y a Marfa Santfslma del 

Carmen, y como si tal cosa . . . Sorda como una tapla. 

Pero le nombro al senorete, y ya la tiene usted tan 

avispada, queriendo vivir y, sin duda con intenciones de 

pecar."52 

The characters discussed so far can be related 

to the different kind of tragedies that were listed in 

the introduction. Villaamil's tragedy can be linked with 

Aristotle*s prescription for tragedy—the fatal character 

flaw. In Villaamil's case this attribute would be his 

excessive mildness. Isidora Hufete's overriding vanity 

would also fall in this category. Both of these personages 

are good illustrations of the ,,inevltabllity,, that is 

associated with Aristotelian concepts of the tragic. 

(Their "flaws" prevent alternative actions and therefore 

lead to tragic outcomes.) 

51. "Invariably, critics have stressed Fortunata's 
•angelic1 state at the end and not. her death, as if the loss 
itself were not important or tragic." Anthony Zahareas, 
"The Tragic Sense . . ." , ̂-8. 

52. Gald<$s, O.C.. V, 538. 
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The tragedies of Federico Viera and Fortunata can 

be related to the Hegelian notions of the tragic. The 

former is a rebel against society's values; his inability 

to reconcile extremes in his personality, where one "good," 

honor, is in conflict with another "good," social and 

financial security, highlights the dichotomy of differing 

concepts arrayed against one another within a single 

personality. Fortunata also illustrates Hegel's concepts 

in her struggle to reconcile vital needs. Thus she cannot 

bring into harmony her desire for passionate love and her 

equally strong wish to be a loyal wife and to gain the 

respect of society. 

Up to this point, the characters delineated have 

had crushing personal problems which were accentuated 

because of social institutions and values with which they 

were in conflict. The next section will discuss and 

analyze a subject of paramount importance in the novels of 

Gald6s—the religious question, and its tragic Import for 

Gald6s• characters. 

The Religious Question 

The issues associated with religious and church 

dogmas fanaticism, intolerance, mysticism, celibacy, and 

many other problems directly connected with religion, 

undoubtedly were a serious novelistic preoccupation of P^rez 
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Gald.6s.53 Dofia Perfecta (I876) deals with the conflict 

between religious, social dogmatism and conservatism, which 

is seen not only in the beliefs of Dona Perfecta but also 

in the agglomerate convictions of Orbajosa, and in the 

positivistic and scientific views of Pepe Rey. But the 

novel is more than the presentation of diverse opinions and 

personalities, whose passions often override their reason.^ 

Pepe Hey is an engineer who symbolizes the scien

tific, progressive approach to life, and sees the bene

ficial aspects which will accrue when science has cleared 

away the old used-up values: "La ciencia est£ derribando a 

martillazos un dfa y otro, tanto fdolo vano, la super-

stici6n, el sofisma, las mil mentlras de lo pasado, bellas 

53. rtPercibi6 ... que la pugna siempre activa 
entre lo antiguo y lo nuevo estaba radicada en lo 
religioso." Angel del Rio, Historia de la llteratura 
espanola, Vol. II (New York, 1963), p. 202. 

5^. Gustavo Correa points out the many basic 
passions which are operating in the novel: MEn el fondo, la 
trama es un verdadero conflicto de pasiones elementales, a 
donde se ven arrastradcs irrevisiblemente los personages 
todos. Frente al sentimiento positlvo de los dos amantes, 
encontramos la acci6n devastadora de la amblcl6n (Remedios, 
Jacintillo, don Inocencio), la Ira (Dona Perfecta, Pepe), 
el odlo (DoHa Perfecta, nosarioi, la envldla (Remedios, 
Caballuco y dem£s facciosos), la anlmalldad pura 
(Caballuco), los celos (Caballuco) y el lnstlnto de conser-
vaci6n, que cobra la foima de defensa de intereses 
personales (Licurgo y otros)." El slmbollsmo . . . , p. ̂ 3. 
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las unas, ridfculas las otras . . ."5-5 in his conduct 

toward Orbajosa (a stagnant, provincial town), Pepe shows 

himself to be dynamic and forceful in the presentation of his 

opinions, but not especially diplomatic in his approach 

toward established institutions and powers. He is par

ticularly arrogant in his concept of Orbajosa as a town in 

which "ajos and bandidos" predominate.^ Hence he is 

immediately drawn into a bitter quarrel with Dona Perfecta, 

Don Inocencio (the Canon), the Bishop, and almost all the 

influential people of this levitical town.57 

His prime antagonist is Dona Perfecta. In her he 

has drawn a formidable opponent—rich, conservative, 

fanatical in religion and morals—whose vigorous and 

domineering qualities are exemplified in her eyes: "Su 

mlrar, aun acompanado de bondadosas palabras, ponfa entre 

ella y las personas extranas la infranqueable distancia de 

un respeto receloso."5® 

55. Gald6s, O.C.. IV, 422. 

56. Ibid.. 462. 

57. William Dean Howells has the following to say 
about Pepe's comportment: MPepe Rey, who is such a good 
fellow—-so kind, and brave and upright, and generous, so 
fine a mind, and so high a soul—is tactless and imprudent." 
Criticism and Fiction (New York, 1959)• p. 136. 

58. OP. clt.. 495. 



Rosarlo, the daughter of Dona Perfecta, is a frail, 

ultra-sensitive creature, whose romantic traits are attested 

to in her predisposition toward the Portuguese psychological 

malady—saudades.-^^ Weak-willed, she has been under the 

domination of Dona Perfecta, and torn between her lore for 

Pepe and her respect and fear of her mother, she vacillates, 

not knowing which course to follow. This indecisiveness 

will play a key role in the tragic desenlace, and high

lights her inability to choose between two coveted condi

tions: her love for Pepe, and her desire to obey and please 

her mother. This wish to reconcile extremes is brought out 

when she pleads with Pepe: **—£No crees, como yo, que me 

quiere mucho, que nos quiere a los dos, que s<5lo desea 

nuestro bien, y que, al fin hemos de alcanzar de ella el 

consentimiento que deseamos?1'^ 

The conflict between Pepe Rey and Dona Perfecta 

mounts in intensity, making compromise ever more difficult. 

As the confrontations become more bitter both protagonists 

become aware that their rigid, dogmatic attitudes prevent 

any amicable solutions. Dona Perfecta*s doctrines that 

tradition is always right, that change is evil, are pitted 

against Bey's canons that science is a power for progress. 

59. Ibid., ̂ 17. 

60. Ibid., ̂ 55. 
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The axiological breach is too wide, the passions engendered 

too violent. Pepe Rey recognizes this state after one of 

their violent arguments: "—Ni usted ni yo podemos 

resolverlo. Creo que arnbos carecemos de razon. En usted, 

violencia e injusticia; en ini injusticia y violencia. 

Dona Perfecta's main grievance against Pepe is that 

he is an atheist; she might have forgiven him anything else 

but not that: "—Mi sobrino no es mi sobrino, mujer: es 

la blasfemia, el sacrilegio, el atefsmo, la demagogia 

. . ."62 Actually, Pepe is a freethinker rather than an 

atheist, and affirms his belief in God in a moving scene 

with Rosario: "Rosario, hasta los malvados creen en 

The ingredients for a tragic experience are present 

in the inflegibility of the protagonists and in the circum

stances surrounding their relationships. All of the major 

characters are put to a test, which divulges their basic 

conflicts: Pepe must choose between his love for Rosario 

and his untenable position in Orbajosa; Dona Perfecta must 

select between her daughter's happiness and the threat to 

her authority; Rosario must choose between the love and 

obedience she feels for her mother and the intense love she 

bears Pepe. In addition, Pepe is pitted against social, 

61. Ibid., ̂ 66. 

62. Ibid., 481. 

63. Ibid., ̂ 55. 
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religious and economic entities; these form the social, 

economic, and historic forces which the novelist sees as 

inescapable in human life. Pepe has defied the powers of 

Orbajosa, and this challenge constitutes the basic conflict 

motif against which individual conflicts are to be judged.^" 

The climax of the novel is reached when Pepe, 

attempting to flee with Rosario, is assassinated by 

Caballuco at Dona Perfecta's command: "Dona Perfecta ade-

lanto algunos pasos. Su voz ronca, que vibraba con acento 

terrible, disparo estas palabras: 'Cristobal, Crist5bal 

. . • , jm£tale! 1 Oyose un tiro. Despu^s otro."65 After

wards, Rosario goes mad from the traumatic shock of being 

directly responsible for Pepe's death.^ Dona Perfecta 

wonders whether her victory was worth the price she has had 

to pay, assailed as she is by doubts, her health failing, 

her conscience plaguing her, with nothing but a lonely old 

age facing her. The tragic ending underscores the fact that 

there was no other obvious solution for these personalities, 

each linked to an illusion which had no basis in objective 

6k-. Dona Perfecta delineates this defiance in con
crete terms: "Mi sobrino es el Gobierno, el brigadier, el 
alcalde nuevo, el juez nuevo, porque todos le favorecen a 
causa de la unanimidad de sus ideas ..." Ibid., **82. 

65. Ibid., 49?. 

66. Rosario confesses to Dona Perfecta that Pepe is 
coming for her that night and begs forgiveness for her 
action. Ibid. 
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reality. The tragic force of the "book is to be seen in the 

interplay of passions; for example, without Rosario's 

confession the tragic finale might have lacked dramatic 

vigor, and, indeed, might not have occurred. But it was 

precisely this action on her part which heightens the tragic 

quality at the end. That is why merely to read Dona Per-

fecta as a conflict of ideologies and nothing else is to 

miss the wider scope of its tragic import.6? 

Gloria (I876-I877) reveals the clash of personal 

emotions against the background of religious and family 

intransigence. Gloria is torn between her profound Catholic 

faith and the love she bears for the Jew, Daniel Morton. 

This division of loyalties is further complicated by the 

fact that her father, Juan de Lantigua, is a devout Catholic 

with old-fashioned ideas regarding intermarriage and honor. 

Daniel Morton, on the other hand? is an enlightened 

person who respects other religions, and while free of a 

devout feeling for the Jewish religion, he does not want to 

renounce it. His faith is not as strong as Gloria's, how

ever, and he is more willing to compromise, and become a 

67. William Dean Howells emphasizes this quality 
when he declares: "It is the eternal interest of passion 
working upon passion, not the temporary interest of condi
tion antagonizing condition, which renders Dona Perfecta so 
poignantly interesting, and which makes Its tragedy 
Immense." Criticism . . . } pp. 137-138. 
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Catholic convert. The intolerant forces are personified "by-

Esther Morton and Juan de Lantigua. The latter demonstrates 

his bigoted nature when, upon being informed that Daniel is 

Jewish, he vehemently states jDeicida, sal de aqii£!Ĥ ® 

Esther Morton is equally intransigent in her attitude toward 

the marriage of the couple which she effectively blocks by 

interposing trumped-up legal charges against her son. 

Answering his astonished inquiries she rationalizes her 

behavior in her retort: "—}Te he salvado . . . , hi jo de 

mi corazonl A1 fin eres mfo otra vez."^9 

Neither Daniel nor Gloria is strong enough to break 

the bonds of these dilemmas, and they succumb to their 

natural passions. The birth of a son, whom they sym

bolically name Jesils, only complicates the lovers* choice. 

In the face of the unbending attitude assumed by the parents 

a resolution seems impossible; in the face of these 

prejudices, Daniel becomes aware of the paradox of religions 

as they are often practised; ". . .la religion es hermosa 

cuando une, horrible y cruel cuando separa."?0 

Battles demand victims! And religious battles are 

no different from any others; Juan de Lantigua dies from an 

68. Galdos, O.G.. IV, 587. 

69. Ibid. 

70. Ibid., 560. 



apoplectic attack brought on by the news of the illicit love 

affair; Gloria dies shortly after giving birth, partly from 

the knowledge that the religious void is too wide to breach, 

and partly from remorse and guilt feelings stemming from the 

death of her father. The author heightens the dramatic 

effect of impending death by announcing it in Gloria's 

dreams: 

Se sintio bajada a un antro cavernoso y htuiiedo y 
encerrada en estrecho espacio, sin aire, sin luz. . . • 
Desde aquella profundi dad percibi<5 los pasos de 
los que ailn vivfan, y esto la hizo pensar con m£s 
fuerza en las prendas de su coraz6n , . . En sus 
brazos llevaba un pequeno ser, un nino cuyos ojos 
brillaban.. como astros negros sobre la claridad 
del dfa.' 

Daniel Morton is the last victim of the tragic 

love affair, dying in an insane asylum, while still seeking 

an answer to his quandary, to what had become an obsession: 

"Habfa muerto despu£s de dos anos de locura motivada por 

la extrana y sin Igual manfa de buscar una religion nueva, 

la religion tinica, la religion del porvenir. Sostenfa 

haberla encontrado. jPobre hombrel"?^ 

In the destruction of these lives, Galdos has 

indicated the waste of human excellence brought about by 

rigid attitudes. None of the characters, except Daniel, 

71. Ibid., 671. 

72. Ibid., 682. 



wishes to give up his cherished dogmas, his illusions. In 

assuming these extreme postures each voids his chance for 

happiness. The author of Gloria has increased the tragic 

sense of the novel by depicting characters who are basically 

good; notwithstanding their fine qualities they all come to 

grief. The paradox, the irony, of tragedy is clearly 

presented in this story. 

In La Fontana de Pro (1870), the mystical attitude 

is analyzed. Paulita Porrerio is a devout Catholic with a 

strong mystical orientation.73 a firm believer in her own 

saintly nature, she is known as la devota and spends her 

time in meditation, prayer, and in reading mystical litera

ture. Above all she is firmly convinced that marriage is 

not for her: Yo . . • o ser£ hija de Jesucristo o 

vivirl en mi casa, ausente del mundo, buscando en ella un 

baluarte contra el demonio.The devil, however, is not 

long in coming in the person of L^zaro, a handsome and 

romantic youth who is in love with Clara. Consequently, 

Paulita's mystical faith is put to trial, and her toxment 

begins. Soon the presence of L«£zaro puts her in a nervous 

73 • Angel del R3L O  comments on the attraction that 
the mystical theme had for Galdos, and mentions other 
Galdosian characters who are similarly obsessed, e.g., 
Gloria and Marfa Egipcfaca. Historia de la . . . , 
Vol. II, p. 203. 

74. Gald6s, O.C.. IV, 76. 



state; the clash between her announced, faith and her basic 

nature has upset her inner harmony to the point where she 

feels herself to be "muy desgraciada."?5 

Paulita*s predicament stems from a basic error in 

judgment on her part in supposing that she was destined for 

a mystical, meditative life. Her sensual love for L^zaro 

has forced a reevaluation upon her. Now she is willing to 

admit that a person needs love; 11—11 c6mo quieren que sea 

buena una persona que no es amada?"^^ Unfortunately for 

Paulita the realization of her mistake has come too late; 

L^zaro has no feeling of love for her. 

The moment of supreme crisis for Paulita takes 

place when Ldzaro announces that he is leaving. Pouring 

forth all her pent-up frustrations she painfully faces the 

truth of her situation: 

Ha llegado para mf el momento de dejar una ficci6n 
que me mata: yo no s£ fingir. Crei que HLos me 
reservaba para una vida ejemplar, de continua devoci6n 
y tranquilidad; pero Dios se ha burlado de mf, me ha 
engaSado, me ha hecho ver que la virtud con que yo 
estaba tan orgullosa no era otra cosa que una farsa, 
y aquella aparente perfeccion un desvarjfo.77 

This renunciation is all-embracing. Gone are 

Paulita's mystical aspirations, her devoutness, her 

75. Ibid., 12?. 

76. Ibid. 

77. Ibid.» 180. 
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saintliness. The irony of this turnabout is complete; 

Lazaro's rejection of her brings forth a cataleptic seizure 

in which she falls inert to the ground. The psychosomatic 

nature of her illness is commented upon by L^zaro: 

Hay una enfermedad . . . que llaman la catalepsia, 
y consiste en un paroxismo, durante el cual la persona 
pierde el movimiento y el habla, qued^ndose como 
muerta. Dicen que una de las causas que motivan 
esta enfermedad es el misticismo religioso y el 
h^bito de los £xtasis y visiones.78 

Unable to continue living without the vital fiction 

upon which she had constructed her life, Paulita enters a 

convent. As she is still stricken with cataleptic fits, her 

health declines and eventually she dies. Her tragedy can be 

looked upon as compounded of several factors, among which 

are her unfounded belief in mysticism, and the refusal to 

recognize the sensual side of her personality. Nature, not 

God, deceived her. 

Gustavo Correa, in his extensive analysis of 

religious symbolism in the novels of Galdos, has under

scored the spiritual orientation of Angel Guerra {1890-

1891).?9 Without denying the validity of Professor Correa's 

thesis, it should be noted that a failure to see the twofold 

nature of this novel is to miss a significant area that 

78. Ibid., 187. 

79* El simbollsmo religioso . . . , p. 271. 



relates directly to the tragic import. Angel Guerra . • . 

the name itself points up the duality of the character who 

hears it and indicates the split personality: angel and 

warrior, contemplative man and man-of-action, introvert and 

extrovert, reason and passion. 

Angel Guerra is first presented to the reader as 

a fighting reformer using a rifle in his struggle for a 

better world. The courage and overpowering pride of the 

man are paramount, as is his love for Dulcenombre, his 

mistress. His world appears to be complete and sufficient, 

but this semblance is merely a fa§ade: Angel's other self 

begins to assert its influence and focuses upon the mystical 

Ler£. She seems to exert a fascination on him precisely 

because she is saintly: 

Yo te quiero . . . Lo que no s£ es definir de qu£ 
modo te quiero yo. £Te quiero como a una mujer de 
tantas? Me parece que no: hay algo m£s, hay otra 
cosa, Ler£. Tu santidad es un estorbo para quererte 
y aun para decfrtelo. Y, sin embargo, tu santidad 
me cautiva, y si ti5 no fueras como eres, si no 
tuvieras esa fe a toda prueba y esa vocacion irre
sistible, se me figura que me gustarfas menos.°° 

A strange man is Angel Guerra. Contradictory; a 

paradox—fascinated by Ler^'s saintliness and yet unable 

to give vent to his passions. The seeds of tragedy are 

latent in this paradox because passion usually triumphs 

80. Galdos, O.G., V, 1293. 
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over reason, temper over contemplation.81 

Inspired by his love for Ler£, Angel leaves Dulce-

nombre and goes to Toledo.There he decides to devote his 

life to the quest for religious knowledge and to the 

dispensing of charity. Further, he contemplates the great 

contribution that his idea for a new religious sect, 

domlnlsmo, will make: 

Tal vitalidad tiene esta idea, que si los que la 
establecemos morimos a manos de la envidia o de 
la estiSpida intervencion del Estado, los que la 
recojan despu£s serin mis fuertes. 1o no lo ver£, 
quizl. Pero otras generaciones de domlnlstas se 
encontrarln duenas de una inmensa fuerza espiritual, 
y, sin quererlo, se les formarl entre las manos, 
por pura ley ffsica, la sociedad nueva.^3 

The Utopian qualities of this religious philosophy, 

and the reforms which it will supposedly bring about in all 

spheres of society, are remarkably similar to the political 

reforms envisaged by the previous hombre de accl6n. Again, 

Guerra^s personality appears to be serene and his future 

secure as a priest in his newfound sect beside Ler£. 

81. Guerra's fierce temper is immediately shown to 
be an integral part of his personality when he almost kills 
Arfstides (Dulcenombre's brother) in a fit of anger. 
Ibid., 1379. 

82. Jaime Torres Bodet is a critic who has seen 
the two planes which dominate the novel, physical and 
spiritual, and links Madrid and Toledo, Dulcenombre and 
Ler£ to these planes. Tres inventores de realldad . . . , 
p. 280. 

83. Galdos, O.G., V, 1514 



Nevertheless, the euphoria from this ambitious scheme has 

scarcely had time to fade away before Angel is fatally 

wounded in a knife fight with members of Dulcenombre*s 

family, the Babeles. The two sides of his psyche are force

fully presented in this scene as Guerra first tries to "turn 

the other cheek" in response to insult and robbery; then, 

his uncontrollable temper winning, he lashes out at his 

toimentors: "—jlnfames, ladrones, rateros vilest — 

vocifercS la boca de Angel entre espumarajos de rabia—. Me 

como a los tres . . . , y aunque fuerais veinte."^ 

As he lies dying, Angel has a flash of insight in 

which he sees his illusions for what they were, fabrica

tions of his mind and sublimations of his passions: 

Declaro alegrarme de que la muerte venga a 
destruir mi quimera del domlnismo, y a convertir 
en humo mis ensuenos de vida eclesiiCstica, pues 
todo ha sldo una manera de adaptaci<5n o flexibili-
dad de mi espfrltu, £vido de aproximarse a la 
persona que lo cautivaba y lo cautiva ahora y 
siempre. Declaro que la tfnica forma de aproxi-
macion que en realidad de mi ser me satisface 
plenamente, no es la mfstica, sino la humana, 
santificada por el sacramento.§5 

Earlier, Aristides had told him that he was going 

against his vital nature and deceiving himself as to the 

reality of the kinship between Ler£ and himself: "Pero 

todas esas efervescencias de la imaginaci6n se traducen en 

8*J-. Ibid., 1525. 

85. Ibid., 1531. 
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el amor humano, en alianza dulcfsima de vidas y sensaciones, 

por ley includible de la Naturaleza. Bien lo sabes til; 

pero te lo disimulas a ti mismo, te enganas con artificios 

de inteligencia . . ."86 Throughout the novel Arfstides 

acts as a foil to Guerra, thereby bringing Guerra's subcon

scious thoughts to the surface. 

Several critics have concluded that the apparent 

spiritual kinship between Guerra and Ler£ is a sublimation 

of their true feelings. Joaqufn Casalduero, for example, 

"ve en el misticismo una iSltima transformaci6n de lo 

sexual. 

Angel Guerra is a character in search of his 

personal identity whose aspirations and illusions have 

become inteimixed in his love for Ler£. The bifurcation of 

his personality into two dissimilar halves, at war with each 

other, increases his problems, and in a moment of crisis, 

anger and pride negate reason and humility, and lead to 

death. The tragic aspects of Angel Guerra are basic to his 

intrinsic personality; what he is invalidates what he 

attempts to do. 

It is possible to indicate the seemingly close 

connection these characters bear to the theories pertaining 

86. Ibid., 1524. 

8?. VIda y obra . . . , p. 121. 
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to the tragic that were presented in the Introduction to 

this study. Pepe Rey and Rosario vacillate between opposite 

fidelities, thereby pointing out the validity of Hegel's 

theory regarding the tragedy involved in reconciling extreme 

needs. On the other hand, Dona Perfecta glories in imposing 

her will upon others. She seems to exemplify Schopenhauer's 

theory of the evil of individuation. The same overpowering 

nature of will is illustrated by Esther Morton and Juan de 

Lantigua. Their rigid standpoint with regard to religion, 

albeit ideological, appears to be also an extension of their 

will to dominate their children. Paulita Porreno could be 

linked to the Aristotelian concepts which pertain to errors 

of judgement, while Angel Guerra, again, exemplifies Hegel's 

theory of the difficulty of reconciling two "goods," given 

the fact that human reason is often at variance with human 

motivations and human emotions. 

Psychological Problems 

Sherman H. Eoff illuminates the importance of psy

chology in Spanish literature in the last decades of the 

nineteenth century, and what he states regarding Gald6s is 

appropriate to our discussion: 

In his mature and most characteristic posture , . . 
he contemplates studiously and often with quizzical 
amusement the relationship between individual 
personality and its social environment. He thus 
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constructs a novel of character, which typically is 
a psychological story of struggle, adjustment, and 
growth.88 

Though Professor Eoff stresses the transcendent feature of 

the characters' personalities, and sees "growth" in them, 

my analysis shows more often the revelation of personality 

through conflict. While there may be "growth," this element 

of character is exceedingly difficult to measure and evalu

ate in any novel and exceptionally so in the works of 

Galdos, since the massive presentation of material and the 

leisurely development of plot tend to obscure the trajectory 

of the character. 

The personality of Juanito Santa Cruz was briefly 

mentioned in the discussion of Fortunata. Juanito is such 

an important character, however, that he deserves a separate 

treatment. He is intelligent, clever, handsome, virile, and 

especially successful with the ladies. Offhand these 

qualities, coupled with his wealth and high social position, 

would increase his chance of a successful and happy life. 

Such is not the case for Juanito, whose thirst for variety 

in social and sexual relationships, along with his inability 

to commit himself to anyone or anything for any length of 

time, place him in a position like that of a pendulum, 

forever oscillating between "two forces (symbolized by 

88. The Modern . . . t p. 121. 
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Fortunata and Jacinta), between revolution and order, 

between spontaneity and conventionalism . . ."89 in addi

tion to being easily bored Juanito is fickle; when he has 

something he yearns for the opposite. His rather despicable 

comportment might be excusable if he were playing with toys, 

but the hi.jo mlmado has grown up now, and is playing with 

other persons' lives. Capriciously, Juanito has broken off 

his affair with Fortunata even though she bore him a child 

which died shortly afterward. Three years have passed and 

now he again craves to possess her, and anxiously and aim

lessly wanders through the streets of Madrid in search of 

her. Why? "iPor qu£ la despreci<5 cuando la tuvo como era, 

y la solicitaba cuando se volvi<5 muy distinta de lo que 

habfa sido? . . . El pfcaro ideal, {Ay!, el eterno <,Como 

ser£?"90 To this quest Juanito commits himself, and to such 

a degree that he comes down with pneumonia. It is not, 

therefore, that Juanito cannot commit himself to a goal, 

it is only that when he has achieved it boredom sets in and 

a new unobtainable object lures him instead. 

Juanito could be interpreted as an arrested case of 

don.luanismo; he would like to devote himself completely to a 

libertine existence and play the role of the middle-class 

89. Ibid., 130. 

90. Gald6s, O.C.. V, 156. 



philanderer, but his mother dominates him too much; she had 

even been instrumental in his marrying Jacinta. Thus Juanito 

plays the part of a limited Don Juan, a mediocre one. The 

diminutive name, then, seems quite suitable. 

The mediocrity of his character comes to the fore 

when he announces to his wife that he cannot tolerate the 

great fidelity that Fortunata constantly offers him: 

—jHay tantos—exclam6 Santa Cruz en el tono que 
se da a las cosas muy filos6ficas--, hay tantos 
a quienes hace infelices la inconstancia de las 
mujeres, y a mf me hace padecer una fidelidad 
que no solicito, que no me hace falta, que no me 
importa para nada.91 

Santa Cruz is a superficially clever person, one 

who is constantly playing at indifference, maneuvering with 

circumstances, and always protecting his vital interests. 

His cleverness serves him well in his relations with wife 

and mistress, even though on one occasion Jacinta parries 

one of his vindications by saying: "Me parece que en todo 

lo que has dicho hay demasiada composicion."92 The hus

band of Jacinta has been auspicious in having women love 

him devotedly, his mother, his wife, his mistress. But in 

these strongly-felt loves he has had to have the approval 

of these women; his worth as a man is based upon their 

feelings toward him. Thus, when at the end of the novel he 

91. Ibid., 316 

92. Ibid. 



has lost the love of Fortunata through death, and the love 

of Jacinta through indifference,93 he has a profound and 

sincere emotion: 

No ser nadie en presencia de su mujer, no 
encontrar allf aquel refugio al que peri6dica-
mente estaba acostumbrado, le ponfa de malfsimo 
talante. Y era tal su confianza en la seguridad 
de aquel refugio, que al perderlo, experimento por 
vez prlmera esa sensaci6n tristfsima de las irrepara-
bles pSrdidas y del vacfo de la vlda.9^ 

The irony of the finale is that Juanito discovered 

that it was security and refuge that he really valued and 

not the variety and shallowness of his previous existence. 

His personality had been built not upon his own positive 

actions and commitments but instead upon the reactions of 

his women. So much of his glory was mere reflected glory. 

Robert Kirsner states it very aptly: "Juanito's existence 

rests on an evanescent reality. It depends on the influ

ence that he exerts on Fortunata and Jacinta. His tragedy 

is the greatest of all, for without the affection of the 

women who loved him he ceases to be himself."95 

Maximo Manso, the leading character of El amlgo 

Manso (1882), is the opposite side of the coin from Santa 

93. Jacinta succinctly tells him; "Haz lo que 
quieras. Eres libre como el aire. Tus trapisondas no me 
afectan nada." Ibid.. 5^3* 

9^. Ibid. 

95. wGald6s* Attitude . . . ," 126. 
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Cruz. Shy, introverted, he is a college professor who had 

always "been dependent on his mother, and was terribly lonely 

and helpless when she died. In his childhood his mother 

had reassured him, when he had nightmares, by having him 

sleep in her bed. Thus, his natural timidity and former 

dependence on his mother have contributed to reinforcing 

this side of his personality.96 Manso is an intellectual 

Krauslstic thinker who believes that rationality should rule 

human behavior. He thinks that he should take an active 

part in the personal education of the less fortunate, and 

is, therefore, tutoring Manuel Pena, a youth who can express 

himself quite glibly, if not profoundly, but who unlike 

Manso is not socially reticent. At first, Manso is quite 

pleased with the results that his disciple has achieved: 

Ponfase delante de mi, y con el mayor despejo me 
pronunciaba un discurso en que sorprendian la 
abundancia de ideas, el acertado enlace, la 
gradaci6n, el calor persuasivo, la influencia se-
ductora, la frase incorrecta, pero facilfsima, 
engaSadora, llena de sonoridades simp£ticas.9/ 

96. Joseph Schraitman points out another element of 
Manso's childhood which illuminates his personality: "In 
his own account of his childhood, Maximo Manso mentions a 
dream which gives insight into his abulia. In his games 
with other children he was always the follower and often did 
not participate in their escapades. On the few occasions 
when he did take part, his conscience would bother him 
afterwards." Dreams in the . . . . p. 91. 

97. Gald<5s, O.C.. IV, 1181. 
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In spite of what appears to "be a pleasant relation

ship, a complicating factor soon enters the picture; both 

Pena and he are in love with Irene, who likewise had been 

under the tutorship of Manso. In this triangle the profes

sor finds himself at a tremendous disadvantage; his timidity 

and lack of social graces make it impossible to declare his 

love and affection for her. On an intellectual level, Manso 

rationalizes away his shyness by continuing to believe that 

the basic motivation of human beings is intellectual rather 

than emotional. Elated over his love for her, but suffering 

immensely because he continues to remain mute, Manso endures 

all the pangs of conscience: "Pues tengo que hablar; no hay 

m£s remedio. Hay en sus palabras no s<£ qu£ de imperioso, de 

irresistible, que corta la retirada a mi modestia, y me deja 

indefenso y solo ante los ataques de los organizadores de 

la velada."9® 

The race for Irene's heart is too uneven. The 

staid professor with his hopes still pinned to the banner of 

rationality discovers that the race has been won scarcely 

before it began . . . Irene and Pena have been corre

sponding secretly and will soon be married. Bitter, grim 

emotions fill Manso at this moment as he contemplates what 

his disciple has done to him: " jTu eres, til polio maldito, 

orador gomoso, nino bonito de todos los demonios; tu eres, 

98. Ibid., 1223. 
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tu, el ladron de mi esperanza; til, el que p^rfidamente me 

ha tornado la delantera; tu el que estd ya de vuelta cuando 

yo apenas empiezo a andar . . ."99 

This setback forces Maximo to reevaluate the course 

of his life. First, he comes to the conclusion that his 

theory of rationality as the prime mover is invalid; it 

failed in his dealings with Pena; it let him down cruelly in 

his conduct with Irene. For all his erudition he failed to 

grasp the situation: "jY para esto, santo Dios, nos sirve el 

estudiot Para equivocarnos en todo lo que es individual y 

del corazon . . ."100 Second, he realizes that to partake 

of vital life one must act even if the chance of rejection 

exists, for the wounds of rejection heal faster than the 

wounds of failure through inaction. But mere realization 

of one's weaknesses is not enough; and acting to correct 

them is, in the case of Manso, an impossibility. His 

tragedy is that he has forsaken participation in emotional 

experience due to timidity and error in judgement, and has 

become aware that life is passing by: "Irene es la vida 

que fluye, Manso el espectador."101 

99. Ibid., 1260. 

100. Ibid., 1273. 

101. Jaime Torres Bodet, Tres inventores . . . , 
p. 27^. 
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Irene, for all her lack of knowledge, is a much 

better judge of feelings, and seems to read his innermost 

thoughts and to say to him: "Te leo, Manso; te leo como si 

fueras un libro escrito en la mas clara de las lenguas. Y 

asf como te leo ahora, te lef cuando me hacfas el amor a 

estilo filosofico, pobre hombre . . ,"102 Nothing is left 

for Manso but loneliness, monotony, torment and neglect. 

Francisco Torquemada was one of Galdos* favorite 

characters, appearing in nine of his novels. In some he 

appears briefly, in others he is a secondary personage of 

some importance, and in four works he is the protagonist.104 

Undoubtedly he is one of the best-drawn characters created 

by the fecund imagination of Don Benito. Torquemada first 

is seen as an egotistical, unscrupulous usurer, charac

terized by his lack of charity and by the possession of a 

102. Op. oit., 1286. 

103. Maximo Manso chooses physical seclusion, an 
act which has tragic overtones: "A full retreat into physi
cal seclusion can result in tragedy unless the individual's 
drive toward this seclusion is greater than his rebellion 
against it and providing . . . some other compensating 
factor . . . can replace the vacuum previously filled by 
society." Lloyd Warren Wedberg, The Theme of Loneliness in 
Theodor Storm's Novellen (The Hague, 1964), p. 18. 

104. All told Torquemada appears in the following 
novels: El doctor Genteno, La de Brlngas, Lo prohibldo, 
Fortunata y Jaclnta, Realldad, Torquemada en la hoguera, 
Torquemada en la cm. Torquemada en el purgatorlo, and 
Torquemada y San Pedro. Gald5s, O.C., VI, 2049. 
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strong will and equally strong ambition. Nevertheless, the 

portrait of Torquemada is not that of a villain; though 

avaricious, he does not seek victims, and, on the positive 

side of his personality, he has a strong love for his family 

and especially for his gifted son Valentfn.*05 

Our initial introduction to Torquemada as a pro

tagonist is in Torcruemada en la hoguera (1889) t where we see 

him in the first stage of a career that will ultimately lead 

to financial success. Since he is already moderately 

wealthy, the future seems to be fortuitous for him. The 

first cruel blows in his life are about to occur, however; 

his wife, Dona Silvia, dies suddenly, and his genius son 

becomes gravely ill. Torquemada has lived under the illu

sion that money is all-powerful. In this frame of mind he 

has imagined a God with whom he can bargain, a God amenable 

to the persuasion of money. Therefore, when his son is 

vacillating between life and death, Torquemada decides that 

he will "buy" God's favor by doing acts of charity; in this 

generous state he distributes money to the poor, does favors 

for his tenants, gives three thousand reales to Isidora 

105. "El prestamista vivfa feliz con su familia 
... no hacfa dano a nadie ... si cafa una vfctima en 
sus manos, es verdad, la aniquilaba, pero £l no iba a 
buscarlas, no las incitaba a malbaratar su fortuna," 
Casalduero, Vlda . . . , p. 118. 
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Bufete and her artist friend who is dying of tubercu

losis.10^ The moneylender's nai'vi t€ is thoroughly shattered 

when his son dies after having suffered tremendously. The 

shock of this death inspires an extraordinary rebellion on 

Torquemada's part. The very ground of his being is in 

doubt; moreover, he feels cheated inasmuch as he has lost 

both his son and his money. In this mood he negates the 

value of charity: "La misericordia que yo tenga, jPunales!, 

que me la claven en la frente.Even greater is his 

feeling at the basic injustice of his son's death: "Y la 

muerte, esa muy pindonga de la muerte, que no se acuerda de 

tanto pillo, de tanto farsante, de tanto imb£cil, y se le 

antoja a mi nino, por lo mejor que hay en el mundol . . . 

106. Torquemada's inability to distinguish between 
money and spiritual values (true charity) is graphically 
shown in an incident with a beggar who is in tatters and 
trembling from the cold. Torquemada vacillates toward 
giving the beggar his own cape; the fact that the cape is 
new decides him against it: "Si conforme traigo la capa 
nueva, trajera la vieja ..." Gald<5s, O.C.. V, 921. He 
then dashes home, changes capes, and goes out in search of 
the same beggar. Later, when his daughter asks him what he 
has done with his cape, his answer is: "Pues se la he dado 
a un pobre viejo, casi desnudo y muerto de frfo. Yo soy 
asf; no ando con bromas cuando me compadezco del pobre. 
Podr£ parecer duro algunas veces; pero como: me ablande . . . 
Veo que te asustas. £Qu£ vale un triste pedazo de pano? 
—£Era la nueva? 
—No, la vie ja ..." Ibid., 922. 

107. Galdtfs, O.C., V, 936 
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Todo est£ mal, y el mundo es un asco, una grandfsima 

porquerfa.1,1 

Apparently Torquemada has adopted a cynical, 

indifferent attitude toward life; in reality it is a pro

tective device in order to continue living. Basically, the 

moneylender still gives credence to the omnipotence of 

money. 

A change in TorquemacLa's personality is detectable, 

however, in Torquemada en la cruz (1893)* He acquires more 

social polish and a sense of responsibility and respecta

bility because of his association with the Aguila family. 

This change in direction toward a more benevolent disposi

tion is foretold to Torquemada in a dream: "One night 

Valentfn, his deceased son, appears to him in a dream and 

urges him to return the interest he has charged the Aguila 

sisters. Out of the great love he bears for his son, he 

agrees to do so.,,109 

The Aguila family is under the leadership of Cruz 

Aguila, who is determined to regain for the family the high 

place it once held. Now they are impoverished, and to 

remedy this calamitous situation Cruz arranges a marriage 

between Fidela (the younger sister) and Torquemada. In 

108. Ibid., 93^. 

109. Schraibman, Dreams . . . , p. 118. 
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spite of bitter opposition from Bafael Aguila, Fidela's 

blind brother, the marriage takes place. The novel ends 

with a general feeling of elation on the part of Torquemada 

who congratulates himself on his good fortune. Thus it 

appears that Torquemada has changed through human contact 

and not just through circumstances or the mere course of 

events.^"^ 

A further change in the trajectory of the person

ality of Torquemada is shown in Torquemada en el purgatorio 

(1894). At this stage he has acquired a title—the Marquis 

of San Eloy; he is also a successful business man, admired 

and feared by his acquaintances because his methods are 

successful, though not always ethical: 

Reconocfanle todos por un hombre sin cultura, ordi-
nario y a veces brutalmente egofsta; pero al propio 
tiempo vefan en 61 un magistral golpe de vista para 
los negocios, un tino seguffsimo que le daba incon
testable autoridad, de suerte que teni£ndose todos 
por gente de ma£ valfa en la vida general, en 
aquella rama especialfsima del toma y daca bajaban 
la cabeza ante el barbaro • . . 

Counterbalancing his excellent business acumen and 

good luck in the world of finances, however, are the 

110. The Aguila family does not share the elation 
of Torquemada. Instead, they accept him because of finan
cial necessity, continuing meanwhile to be painfully aware 
of his many shortcomings, and ever willing to criticize 
him. Thus, after the wedding, Cruz states to Don Jos£ 
(Torquemada1s friend): "jDemon!o de hombreI . . . 
Insoportable est£ hoy." Galdos, O.G.« V, 1013« 

111. Ibid., 1022. 
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personal tragedies that "befall him. The "purgatory" of 

Torquemada begins with the birth of an awaited son, whom he 

promptly names Valentfn, in honor of his first deceased son, 

and who ironically turns out to be an idiot. The doctor, 

Quevedito, describes him in this fashion: 

El chico es un fen<5meno. £Ha reparado usted el 
tainano de la cabeza, y aquellas orejas que le 
cuelgan como las de una liebre? Pues no han 
adquirido las piernas su conf ormaci<5n natural, y si 
vive, que yo lo dudo, ser£ patizambo. Me equivocar£ 
mucho, si no tenemos un , . , fdiota.^12* 

In the final novel, Torquemada y San Pedro (1895)» 

the "purgatory" of Torquemada continues and his punishment 

becomes more severe: his wife, Fidela, dies suddenly, and 

in frustrated confusion, he develops an ulcer. A question 

about his salvation begins to haunt him, and he suffers 

periods of despondency. At this point his personality 

regresses to the era of the grubby moneylender, and he again 

considers the possibility that salvation can perhaps be 

bought. Alternately, he is elated when his illusion 

regarding money and its powers is supported, then again 

deflated when the priest Gamborena will admit nothing on 

112. Ibid.. 1083. 
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his "behalf except repentance and spiritual regeneration, 

faith and humility.-^3 

The personal tragedy for Torquemada is symbolized 

in his desire to attain salvation. The irony of his posi

tion is quite apparent: when he was struggling for money 

and material possessions he had two bright children and a 

loyal and loving wife, Now he has all the material bene

fits that a materialistic society can offer: wealth, 

titles, possessions. But, he has neither health, nor the 

love and assistance of a wife, nor the comfort of a bright 

child; instead, he has a screaming and babbling idiot son. 

In addition, the culmination of his life finds him doubt

ful of his personal salvation. To this point have his 

avarice and unleashed ambition brought him. 

Yet, is Torquemada beyond salvation? He gained 

success the only way he knew how. He salvaged the Aguila 

family from the poorhouse. He sincerely loved his family. 

The optative question of his salvation is brought out in a 

113. Torquemada has tried to "buy" acceptance from 
the Aguila family and failed. In fact he has tried to "buy" 
spiritual values as well. Thus one significant aspect of 
his inner tragedy is his continual confusion between what 
money can buy and what it cannot. In the final death scene 
he reminds Gamborena that he has willed a third of his 
fortune to the Church, and thereby has "bought" his salva
tion. Gamborena answers: "No basta, no basta. Se necesita 
algo m£s . . . un movimiento espont^neo del coraz6n, si no 
lo acompanase la ofrenda de la conciencia purificada. Esto 
es muy claro." Ibid.% 1184-. 
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dream scene in which Torquemada is at the gates of heaven 

and the gatekeeper is Gamborena. "Puedo entrar, maestro?" 

T o r q u e m a d a  a s k s ,  " m o v i d o  d e  t e m o r  y  e s p e r a n z a . I n  

typical fashion Gald6s provides no answer to this question. 

Instead, after the death of Torquemada, the priest restates 

the equivocal matter: "Bien pudo Torquemada salvarse. Bien 

pudo condenarse. "H5 

The characters dealt with in this section are 

troubled by deep psychological problems. Juanito Santa 

Cruz, Maximo Manso, and Francisco Torquemada are confronted 

by inner conflicts and tensions that emanate wholely within 

themselves, and that bear little relation to their posi

tion vis-a-vis society. 

In the next part, the problems of personages have 

their foundation in their physiological make-up, and there

fore the interrelation between physiology and psychology 

will be explored insofar as it is applicable to the forma

tion of personality, and to the extent that it relates to 

the delineation and depiction of character. 

Physiological Problems 

When inspecting the multitude of Galdosian charac

ters one cannot but be struck by the frequency in which 

11*1-. Ibid., 119^. 

115. Ibid. , 1196. 
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physical disorders appear; all prima facie evidence indi

cates the interest that the author manifested toward 

physical abnoxmalities and their subsequent effect on the 

psyche. The author's "psychological viewpoint referred to 

may, in broad terns, be described as a combination in which 

the physical and the psychical, though apparently inde

pendent, are mutually dependent and open to synthesis at a 

higher level of consciousness.''-'--'-^ 

The eccentric and colorful figure of Maximiliano 

Rubfn of Fortunata y Jacinta, represents an amalgamation of 

the physical and the psychical, unfortunately not in equal 

quantities, since the root of Maxi*s personality problems is 

to be located in his physical infirmities. Maxi represents 

an excellent example of Galdos' avid interest in physical 

and mental aberrations. Significantly the physical side of 

Maxi is presented first: "Maximiliano era raquftico, de 

naturaleza pobre y linf^tica, absolutamente privado de 

gracias personales. Como que habfa nacido de siete meses y 

l u e g o  m e  l o  c r i a r o n  c o n  b l b e r & n  y  c o n  u n a  c a b r a . ?  

Perhaps because he was a premature baby Maxi has 

grown up the inheritor of an ugly, weak, and physically-

inferior body. He is subject to frequent migraine headaches 

116. Eoff, The Modern . . . , p. 122. 

117. Galdos, O.C.. V, 158. 
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and stomach disorders which cause him much pain, nausea, and 

suffering. All these physical ailments have depressed him 

and have imparted a general feeling of helplessness and 

inadequacy. Forced into long periods of inactivity, Maxi 

has come to rely more and more on imagination, and he has 

constructed a world of fantasy to compensate for his lack of 

physical attributes, his inability to lead a dynamic life. 

The "beliefs and aspirations of Rubfn are not well 

formulated or specifically directed toward concrete goals. 

In general he is seeking love, self-respect, and a manner 

of self-adjustment to the requirements of society. With 

respect to the latter, he is studying to be a pharaiacist, 

although not with great enthusiasm. The turning-point in 

Rubin's life comes when he meets Fortunata and over

whelmingly falls in love with her. 

In conformity with the dominant traits of his 

personality, Maxi idealizes to excess Fortunata*s position 

and his relationship to her. In the grip of this fantasy 

he pictures himself as a spiritual knight reforming and 

regenerating this fallen woman: "Sentfase Maximiliano 

poseedor de una fuerza redentora, hermana de las fuerzas 

creadoras de la Naturaleza. }Ya verfa el mundo la 

irradiacion de bondad y de verdad que 4l iba a arrojar 
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sombre aquella infeliz victima del hombrel "US 

Under the zeal of this delusion he marries For-

tunata; not, however, before she has undergone a period of 

spiritual "cleansing" in a convent for fallen women. This 

episode reveals Maxi's submissiveness to the dictates of his 

older brother, Nicolas Rubfn—an obnoxious priest—and his 

meddlesome aunt, Dona Lupe. 

The full extent of Maxi*s impotence, and his ten

dency to suffer migraine headaches when under stress, are 

brought to light on his wedding night when he is physically-

unable to consummate the marriage. This failure is symbolic 

of Maximiliano's inability to bring into action any of his 

desires. His personality is divided into two grossly 

unequal spheres and the dissimilarity between his mental 

capacities and his physical capacities were never more evi

dent. Subsequent attempts to overcome his sexual incapacity 

are no more successful: 

Y el pobre chico no se encontraba en aptitud de 
expresarle su desniedido amor de otro modo que por 
manifestaciones relacionadas exclusivamente con el 
pensamiento y con el coraz<5n. Palabras ardientes, 
sin eco en ninguna concavidad de la m^quina humana, 
impulsos de caririo propiamente ideales, y de aquf 
no salfa, es decir, no podfa salir.H9 

118. Ibid., 176. 

119. Ibid., 2?^. 
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From this point on Maxi's story becomes a compen

dium of suffering brought about by the infidelities of 

Fortunata and his own shortcomings. Added to his constant 

bouts with nausea are the pain and anguish caused by 

jealousy and dishonor, representing the personal and social 

level at which he suffers.120 Beyond the inexorable anxiety 

caused by impotence, Maxi suffers the unrelenting frustra

tion of his machismo, that spark of the aggressive male 

which Juanito Santa Cruz (his rival) has to abundance, and 

which he so sadly lacks. Unable to bear his shame any 

longer he confronts Juanito only to be humiliated with arro

gant ease by his tormentor. Finally, even an attempted 

suicide is prevented by Fortunata.121 The highpoint of his 

frustration and ineptitude comes when he follows Juanito and 

his latest mistress, Aurora, and though furious is unable 

to implement his desire to kill them. Upon his explaining 

to Fortunata what has happened she berates him: "—Bien, 

bien—dijo la esposa con ferocidad— £Por qu£ no lo hiciste? 

Eres un tonto . . . Aunque despu^s me hubieras matado a 

120. "jlnfortunado Maximiliano! Pocas veces la 
pluma de don Benito trazo perfil m£s t£trico y doloroso. 
Por si sola, su individual tragedia serfa suficiente para 
hacer el m£rito de un volumen." Torres Bodet, Tres 
inventores . . . , p. 279« 

121. "Fortunata tries to persuade him to go to 
sleep, but Maxi refuses saying significantly that when he 
sleeps he dreams he is a man." Schraibman, Dreams . . . , 
p. 103. 
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mf tambiSn. Tienes derecho a hacerlo."122 

Throughout the long series of his ineptitudes, Maxi 

constantly attempts to adjust his personality in order to 

compensate for his failures. These repressions of reality 

take two forms: a period of mystical-like and spiritual

like contemplations which amount to a renunciation of active 

life, and a period of pseudo-reality, in which he endeavors 

to live only according to objective facts.^23 Neither 

period lasts, and Maxi suffers a progressive mental disinte

gration. During a period of madness he visualizes himself 

as having shorn the flesh and the body which have caused him 

so much suffering: "Si soy otro, si no tengo ya carne ni 

para nada la quiero. No tengo mas que el esqueleto, y £l 

basta para llevar el alma, 

While Fortunata is alive, Maxi cannot reconcile 

this division between contemplation and action, oscillating 

between periods of sanity and insanity. After her death, 

however, he is able to make the only adjustment that will 

bring him peace of mind—at the expense of reason and the 

122. Galdos, O.C.. V, 511. 

123. "The method is very much in accord with our 
present-day concept of personality ... as being a fluctua
ting movement of advances, halts—and retrogressions at 
times—and consolidations of slowly changing tendencies, 
rather than an even, uninterrupted flow." Eoff, The 
Modern . . . , p. 135. 

124. Op. cit., 431. 
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surrender of will—and voluntarily enters an insane asylum. 

To all intents and purposes his former self is dead, and he 

is totally indifferent to the future: 

—,*Si creeran estos tontos que me enganant Esto es 
Legan£s. Lo acepto, lo acepto y me callo, en 
prueba de la sumision absoluta de mi voluntad a lo 
que el mundo quiera hacer de mi persona. No 
encerrar^n entre murallas mi pensamiento. Resido 
en las estrellas. Pongan el llamado Maximiliano 
Rubfn en un palacio o en un muladar . . . Lo 
mismo da.^^5 

Regardless of Maxi's rationalizations, the real 

tragedy has already taken place; it has happened in his 

baneful existence, in his shattered hopes, in his suffering. 

. . . For, of course: "Tragedy demands suffering."12^ 

Among the many physically-abnormal characters who 

preoccupied Gald6s, none was so painstakingly depicted as 

the blind.Some critics believe that the blind have 

special significance in his novels; Ricardo Gull6n is of the 

125. Ibid., 5^8. In many respects Maxi Rubfn is 
the best illustration of the Schopenhauer!an hero beset by 
suffering and pain, yet forever slave to his will: "Since 
to will is to suffer, the solution can be only to cease to 
will. But inasmuch as existence is will, cessation of 
willing or the will not to will amounts to the wish for 
self-annihilation." Arthur Schopenhauer, The Pessimist*s 

, P* xvii. 

126. Oscar Mandel, A Definition of Tragedy (New 
York, 1961), p. 155. 

127. Other blind characters include: Almudena, 
Misericordla, Francisco Bringas, La de Bringas, Pablo 
Pen£guilas,Marianela. 
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opinion that "la ceguera tiene en Galdos significaci6n 

definida—dentro de su novelistica el ciego es el 

vidente . » ."128 

Rafael del Aguila is one of the important blind 

characters created "by Don Benito, appearing in two novels: 

Torquemada en la cruz, and Torquemada en el purgatorlo. 

When Rafael is first presented to the reader the charac

teristics of his personality are divided into two cate

gories: traits which fall in the sphere of the psychical, 

and those which come under the realm of the physical. In 

the first category are included his love for his noble caste 

and a pronounced sense of honor, and the self-importance and 

pride which he derives from these feelings. Counter

balancing the aforementioned characteristics there are 

others to depress him that stem from his physical disa

bilities, his blindness and epilepsy; these frustrate him, 

inactivating him and making it impossible for him to 

contribute financially to the maintenance of the family. 

Rafael's relationship with his sister, Pidela, has 

fostered his sense of pride and dignity. Therefore, the 

announcement of her forthcoming marriage to Torquemada fills 

him with anger and shame, increasing his tendency toward 

128. Galdos, novelista moderno, p. 215. 
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despondency and melancholia: 

Reconozco que hay tiempos de tiempos. Hoy, yo 
transigirfa, pero dentro de ciertos lfmites. 
Humillarse un poco, pase ... Pero jhumillarse 
hasta la degradacl6n vergonzosa, transiglr con la 
villanfa grosera, y todo, Apor qu£? jPor lo 
material, por el vil Interest . • . jOh hermana 
querlaai iiso es venderse, y yo no me vendo.1^^ 

From the announcement of Fidela's marriage onwara, 

everything conspires to augment Rafael*s anguish to the 

point where he decides to flee, hoping to gain a sort of 

liberation in this act of evasion.*30 After wandering about 

aimlessly Rafael falls asleep and has a dream in which his 

father appears and comforts him. "This return to childhood 

memories is an escape from the unpleasant situation in which 

Eafael finds himself. The dream serves to emphasize his 

troubled mental state,"*31 

After Fidela's marriage his pride is debased even 

more because he has to accept the protection of Torquemada. 

129. Gald6s, O.C.. V, 987. 

130. Robert Ricard sees this act as a tragic 
evasion: "On ne peut en effect parler v£ritablement 
d*Evasion que lorsque le sujet est physiquement ou morale-
ment prisonnier, ou lorsqu'il se croit tel; il est alors 
obligl d1employer la tromperie et la dissimulation pour 
£chapper & sa prison, r£elle on figurSe. L*oeuvre roman-
esque de Gald<5s pr^sente au moins trois cas parallels de 
ces Evasions: celle de D. Ram£n Viilaamll au denouement de 
Miau (188b), celle de Rafael del Aguiia au milieu de 
Torquemada en la cruz (1&93) et celle de Torquemaaa lui-
meme dans Torquemada y San Pedro (1895)• Gald^s et . . . , 
p. 66. 

131. Schraitman, Dreams . . . . p. 119. 
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The culmination of his woes is reached when the birth of a 

son to his sister deprives him of her care and attention. 

Wo longer the hl.1o mlmado of the family, and beset by 

anguish and doubt about the future, Rafael decides to commit 

suicide, and in a horrible scene he jumps out of a window, 

killing himself as he falls onto the courtyard below. 

The tragedy of Rafael derives from his inability 

to divorce himself from the past, and from his refusal to 

accept reality for what it is. Destiny has dealt him two 

cruel blows; this, while calamitous, is not hopeless. The 

tragic import is to be found in Rafael's inability to con

form and act within the regions nature allows him. His 

pride, his sense of honor—these do not allow him to resign 

himself to his function in life. His vision of what he 

would like life to be clashes violently with reality. This 

tragic quality is present in many of Galdos1 characters, as 

Ricardo Gullon has indicated: "El personaje, prestamista 

o banquero, bur6crata o artista, aparece condicionado por 

dos fuerzas: su peculiar visi6n y la situaci6n en que 

vive."132 

This chapter has explored the different tragic 

characteristics of the major Galdosian personages. Every 

132. GaldtSs. novelista moderno. p. 1^7. 
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character discussed was tragic; not a naturalistic victim 

of heredity or environment, but a victim of himself. This 

momentous fact pinpoints the essence of tragedy. While the 

naturalistic writers placed the emphasis on circumstances 

outside the character, Gald6s placed the stress within the 

personality itself, on its inherent short-comings. In this 

manner he reached the essence of tragedy in that no miti

gating circumstances or events can absolve the personage 

from his own responsibility, from being held accountable, to 

a large degree, for the tragedy that befell him.133 

All these characters had a personal vital fiction, 

a delusion regarding themselves and their position in 

society. In some instances, such as Dona Perfecta or 

Gloria, the characters were linked to well-defined and 

completely-developed social and axiological systems. None

theless, even in these novels it was shown that in the end 

the vital fictions were responsible for the misfortunes. 

In other novels, such as Fortunata y Jaclnta, Miau, and 

Lo prohibldo, no such ready-made systems were reproduced. 

133. Other main characters just as tragic that I 
have not chosen to discuss in detail are: Jacinta, whose 
unsatisfied maternal instincts cause her tremendous suf
ferings: Francisco Bringas, whose blindness imposes great 
sufferings upon his family; Dona Juana Samaniego, Casandra, 
whose maternal frustration drives her to take out her 
vengeance on Casandra, the beautiful mistress of her hus
band^ illegitimate son, Rogelio. Casandra reacts by 
stabbing Dona Juana to death in an extremely dramatic scene. 



Instead, the author concentrated on revealing the inner and 

personal character flaws, in showing the inflexibility and 

the personality fixation which led to tragedy. 

One of the hallmarks of the Galdosian characters 

is precisely this inflexibility, this fixation. Characters 

such as Isidora Rufete, Hamon Villaamil and Federico Viera, 

to mention just a few of those discussed, are incapable of 

meaningful appraisal of their positions and consequently of 

changing their outlook, their reaction to circumstances. 

This is not to say that they do not attempt to react in 

some manner to changing situations. They do so, however, 

within the scope of their delusion. In other words, they 

are not willing to admit that they were wrong in their 

previous approaches, and that a complete and radical change 

is warranted if they are to overcome their difficulties. 

Consequently they exhibit vacillation, but not significant 

and permanent change. Perhaps the only exception to this 

trait would be Torquemada. During his character portrayal 

some change was evident. Again, this change was subject to 

question. It is exceedingly difficult to measure, and 

regressions occur continually during the span of four 

novels. Inflexibility coupled with vacillation are, there

fore, to be considered highpoints of character traits which 

announce and lead to tragic consequences for many of the 

Galdosian personages. 
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Another outstanding quality singled out in this 

chapter was the irony prevailing in characters and situa

tions. Naturally, this trait or effect is linked to their 

vital personal fictlom Isidora believing herself to be 

innately noble and ending up as a prostitute; Federico 

thinking of himself as exemplifying honor and the qualities 

of a Calderonian gentleman, only to live in the most 

degenerate manner; Rafael del Aguila, because of his blind

ness and epilepsy, dependent upon his sister and on the 

assistance of the gross Torquemada, but on the other hand, 

filled with pride and unable to change his comportment. The 

irony, then, resides in the contrast between what these 

people profess to believe, or do believe inwardly, and the 

manner in which they choose to act, or are forced to act in 

order to live. 

The tragic end, in every case, is a ceasing to 

exist—brought about by suicide, by madness, by living a 

surface, shallow life (Juanito Santa Cruz), Gald6s seems 

in every case to be exposing the vital fictions of these 

people to the harsh light of reality. How they react, or 

fail to react, is then the sum total of their personal 

tragedy. 

Judgment error, hamartia, is one element of classi

cal tragedy that could apply to the Galdosian characters, as 

for example Ram6n Villaamil. His innate belief in his 
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virtue would fit this category. Of course, the suffering 

and negation pointed to by Schopenhauer as essential ele

ments of the tragic would apply to many of Gald6s* fictional 

creations: for instance, Maximiliano Hubfn's physical ail

ments which cause him suffering and circumvent his taking 

positive actions. The need of reconciliation brought out 

by Hegel with regard to the tragic can be seen in the 

actions of Torquemada. For example, his attempts to recon

cile his desire for salvation with his materialistic 

longings, though often humorous, exaggerated, and almost 

caricaturesque, nevertheless are manifestations of the 

conflicts Hegel highlighted. Finally, points of contact 

surely could be drawn between the„Kierkegaardian concepts 

of the tragic as residing in personality and situations 

and what occurs to the bulk of the Galdosian personages. In 

fact, perhaps the closest parallels could be made in these 

sectors of similarity, as almost all the characters dis

cussed exhibit these characteristics. 

In a deep sense every tragedy mentioned in this 

section exhibits a basic conflict between material and 

spiritual values: love, salvation, nobility, honor, 

virtue—all these values were counterposed, at some time, 

against money. In this manner the Galdosian characters 

could be looked upon as representing traditional and 



classical tragedies in a modern context, in a society where 

values are in a state of flux, in an ambient where constant 

vacillation in axiologies is taking place. 



CHAPTER III 

TRAGIC CHARACTERIZATION: SECONDARY PERSONAGES 

Further examination of characterization in the 

Galdosian novels will focus on the secondary personages. 

Galdos, a careful craftsman in all the particulars relating 

to the novel, devoted much time and effort to the depiction 

of his minor characters. So adroitly and painstakingly did 

he develop these that he has been chided "by some critics for 

spending too much time on relatively minor fictional 

entities.1 On the other hand, many critics feel that his 

careful delineation lends interest and vitality to his 

O 
narratives. Although critical opinion may not be unanimous 

1. Sherman Eoff is one who believes Galdos spent 
too much time on minor characters: "The author meanwhile 
devotes a great deal of attention to various secondary char
acters, especially to Maximiliano, whose bad health and 
suspicions concerning his wife are driving him nearer and 
nearer to madness. Some of the personages who receive 
lengthy attention are altogether minor. Such, for example, 
are the tragicomic and wretched JosS Ido del Sagrario and 
the lonely Moreno Isla." The Modern . . . , p, 135. 

2. Marcelino Men^ndez y Pelayo, unlike Eoff, 
thought that the profusion of minor characters instilled 
more of the feeling of life and reality; talking about 
Fortunata y Jaclnta he said: "Es un libro que da la ilusi<5n 
de la vida, tan completamente estudiados estln los personajes 
y el medio ambiente." Discursos ante . . . , p. 88. 

122 
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on this score, it Is a fact that the profusion of secondary 

characters gives his narratives a distinct flavor which 

Instantly distinguishes them from those of his contempo

raries. It is this feature of his creative technique which 

abounds, and which has "brought him recognition as a crafts

man skilled in creating believable fictional personalities. 

These characters display many of the same charac

teristics shown by the major ones, the similarities always 

proving greater than the dissimilarities. For instance, 

many of these characters suffer from illusions and are 

subject to a particular vice or weakness. Likewise, many 

of them have aspirations that are crushed. Many wish to 

flee from poverty, neglect, routine and boredom to a better 

world. Often they are non-conformlsts rebelling against 

authority. Others have conflicts which prevent their 

maturing into responsible citizens. Whatever the problem 

or circumstance presented by the author the stress is 

usually laid on character revelation. The following analy

sis will indicate the direction of minor-character presen

tation and development. 

Tom£s Eufete, of La desheredada, is pictured as 

hopelessly demented, believing himself to be the Prime 

Minister. Besides his mental condition he also suffers a 

physical deterioration! "No cesa de agltarse con nervlosos 
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temblores que dan a su boca clerta semejanza con el hocico 

de conejo royendo berzas."^ When we encounter Tom£s he is 

near death, after having suffered a long and painful medical 

treatment. He is not destined, however, to die in blissful 

ignorance of his true condition, the tragic revelation 

coming just before death, when in a last moment of lucidity 

he recognizes that he is in an insane asylum. As his only 

legacy he leaves the false papers that are the product of 

his twisted mind, and that will become the motivating force 

in his daughters behavior, in her pretensions to nobility. 

Thus the tragedy is compounded. 

While there is no concerted attempt by the author 

to prove a deterministic theory of heredity in accounting 

for Isidora's mental instability, the fact that her brother, 

Mariano, also suffers from mental irregularities seems to 

suggest a cause and effect link. Mariano Is a rebel who 

has epilepsy. Incorrigible, incapable of discipline, his 

anarchistic spirit drives him to lawlessness and imprison

ment. Ruled by unrealizable hopes, debilitated by his 

disease, and driven by innate rebellion against authority, 

his tragic fate appears sealed.^ 

3. Gald6s, O.G.. IV, 966. 

4. His rebellion is forcefully demonstrated in his 
attempt to assassinate the royal couple and thereby "punish" 
society for their "wrongs'* against him. Ibid.. 1147. 
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Jos£ de Eelimpio, of the same novel, is a dreamer 

and a generally useless failure.5 His chief characteristic 

is a tendency toward the exaggeration of anything favorable 

that occurs in his llfe.^ This trait, in conjunction with 

his many wish-fulfillment dreams, has been a compensatory 

feature that has allowed him to survive. Attaching himself 

to Isidora, he becomes a combination father-figure and pro

tector to her, a role by which his self-importance is 

enhanced. At the end of the novel, however, a painful 

incident strips him of this mask, forcing him to face his 

Impotence and futility.'7 His penniless state at death aug

ments the irony of what had been his monomania, the absurd 

belief in his bookkeeping skill and ability to handle money. 

Relimpio embodies tragic and comic traits, revealing Gald6s* 

ability to handle, with skill and imagination, both of these 

characteristics in the same figure. This ability of the 

5. Dona Laura, his long-suffering wife describes 
him thus: "Hombre iniStll, hombre muneco ... APara qu€ 
sirves tti, como no sea para comer?" Ibid., lOl^. 

6. On one occasion, being given a small sum of 
money by Isidora, he dreams that he owns an extremely suc
cessful business: "Durmitfse como un seraffn, y son6 que 
estaba en la contadurfa de una casa grande, donde habxa 
catorce empleados y m«£s de cien libros. Ingresos y gastos 
ascendfan a millones." Ibid.. 1075. 

7. This incident before his death demonstrates his 
total impotence, when as he attempts to prevent Isidora*s 
departure by holding the door key, she easily takes it away 
from him with scarcely a struggle. Ibid., 1161. 
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writer Is acknowledged by Madariaga who says; "En Gald^s 

las situaciones c6micas son consecuencia natural del juego 

entre las circunstancias y el car£cter, a la manera de 

Shakespeare. Adem£s Gald^s alcanza a ... la fntima fusion 

de lo c&nico y lo tr^gico en una misma escena, en una misma 

persona. 

Lo prohlbldo is a first-person narrative of a 

family of neurotics whose aberrations are physiological as 

well as psychological. Besides the protagonist, who suffers 

from periodic nervous disorders and hypochondria, his uncle 

experiences a lightness in his body which gives him the 

sensation that he is suspended,9 while one cousin frequently 

undergoes an imaginary hydropsy, and lives a largely 

imaginative existence, based wholely on recounting of his 

dreams.10 Another married cousin, Elofsa, has a constant 

strange obsession of having a feather lodged in her throat. 

A second married cousin, Marfa Juana, is a misanthropic 

8. Madariaga, Semblanzas . . . , p. 86. 

9. As he states in a conversation with Jos£ Marfa: 
"En ciertas ocasiones crfticas ... he sentido ... as! 
como si me suspendleran en el aire. Voy por la calle ... 
pongo los pies en el vacfo ... La suspension, como yo 
llamo a esto, me dura tres o cuatro dfas. Gald6s, O.G.. 
iv, 1679. 

10. Haimundo gains immense satisfaction from 
relating his dreams, in which he Is President of the Cortes, 
then a famous orchestra conductor, then mayor of Madrid. 
Ibid., 1698-1699. 
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person, who has the monomania that a piece of cloth is 

caught between her teeth. 

The illicit and incestuous relationship between 

Jos5 Maria de Guzman, the protagonist, and Elofsa (his first 

cousin), exists primarily because it is prohibited. While 

she loves him after her fashion, he is Incapable of love, 

being motivated immediately by the desire to flaunt his 

illegal liaison in society, thereby reaping a sense of suc

cess and gratification. As he succinctly puts it: 

La felicidad que me embargaba y que juntamente sig-
nificaba amor, idealismo y satisfacci^n del amor 
propio, era demasiado grande para que yo pudiera 
encerrarla en el secreto de mi alma ... Erame for-
zoso mostrar a alguien mis bien ganados laureles; yo 
buscaba tal vez, sin darme cuenta de ello, un aplauso 
a la secreta aventura.H 

Therefore, it is only logical that upon tiring of the 

affair, significantly after her husband dies, he should 

abandon her. Elofsa suffers all the pangs of her unrequited 

love, which directly contributes to a serious illness. Her 

case is indeed tragic inasmuch as she is unable to overcome 

her passion, which turns into bitterness. 

Marfa Juana, on the other hand, has a morbid 

longing for Guzman that is forever frustrated, both by her 

inability to give vent to her desires, and by his lack of 

passion. Like Abelarda (Miau), she would gladly have an 

11. Ibid., 1715 



illicit affair, "but the object of her interest lacks the 

inclination. This frustration subsequently leads to an 

increase in her psychosomatic illnesses and an intensifica

tion of her monomania. 

This novel has been praised by some scholars for 

its keen psychological penetration,12 while others have 

noted its adroit handling of abnormal types: "An entire 

family of abnormals is presented, and in each case the 

psychopathic condition is definitely traceable to sexual or 

romantic disturbances of some kind.Ml3 

Some of the most unforgettable secondary figures 

created by Gald6s appear in Fortunata y Jaclnta. Among 

these, Mauricia la Dura fascinates the reader because of her 

odd physiognomy and because of her rebellious and contra

dictory disposition. Her basic nature, as depicted by 

Gald6s, is demonstrated by her appearance: strong, mascu

line, and bearing a striking resemblance to Napoleon Bona

parte, whom she resembles also in the determination, 

12. Leopoldo Alas was one of the first to note the 
author's ability to probe the minds of his personages. 
Obras conrpletas. Vol. I (Madrid, 1912), p. 1^7. Sainz de 
Robles has this to say: **Lo prohibido es un estudio sutil, 
y muy aproximado a la exactitud, de la mfsera vida, hol-
ganza, viciosa y enfermiza, de un sector de la pobreterfa 
espanola encopetada." Gald6s, O.C.. IV, 167^. 

13. F. M.. Kercheville and L. W. Elliot, "Gald6s 
and Abnormal Psychology,** Hlspania. XXIII (194-0), 
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strength, and independence of her character.^ Mauricia is 

full of contradictions, however, and her strength is 

counterbalanced by her weaknesses: a fierce temper, a 

complete lack of moral sense, and an uncontrollable craving 

for liquor. She has periods when she is affable and submis

sive, but when these pass, especially under the influence 

of drink, she becomes truculent, depraved, and rebellious 

against authority.-*-5 The picture, hence, of Mauricia is 

that of a twofold spirit, often at war with itself and the 

outside world. 

In her highly excitable moments she is prone to go 

1 
into unconscious states, where she often has visions. D 

Mainly, her anachronistic spirit drives her to rebel against 

1^. "Mauricia la Dura representaba treinta afios o 
poco m£s, y su rostro er£ conocldo de todo el que entendiese 
algo de inconograffa hist6rica, pues era el mlsmo, exacta-
mente el mismo de Napoleon Bonaparte antes de ser primer 
consul. Aquella mujer singularfslma, bella y varonll, tenfa 
el pelo corto y lo llevaba siempre mal peinado y peor 
sujeto. ... Su voz era bronca, m£s de hombre que de mujer 
y su lenguaje vulgarfsimo, revelando una naturaleza desorde-
nada con alternativas misteriosas de depravaci<5n y de 
afabilidad." Gald<5s, O.C.. V, 23^. 

15. Mauricia's full spirit of rebellion comes to a 
head when she stones the nuns at the convent where she has 
been put to "purify1* her. In this demented state she com
pletely loses control of her faculties: Tiorras, so 
tiorras—gritaba, e inclln^ndose con r£pido movlmiento, 
cogi6 del suelo piedras y pedazos de ladrillo y empez6 a 
dispararlos con tanto vigor como buena punterfa." Ibid.. 
2 58. 

16. In one of these dream-visions Mauricia claims 
to have seen the Virgin and the Host. Ibid., 255» 
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all controls and. to seek freedom. "Ay ml querida calle de 

ml alma," she exclaims upon being thrown out of the convent, 

where she was being "rehabilitated," thereby stating again 

the independence of spirit that is her chief character

istic. I? Whatever values she has are particularly her own, 

forged independently of society, and though at times she 

appears repentant, Just as often she appears belligerent, 

blasphemous, and brutal. 

Essentially Mauricia is dominated by alcohol, and 

her tragic and violent life ends in death, in an incoherent, 

drunken stupor. At the last rites, Gald6s paints an 

ambiguous scene in which the contrition of Mauricia is left 

in doubt. As Dona Lupe tells it: 

De,j6 ofr una voz que parecfa venir, por un tubo del 
s6tano de la casa. A mf me parecio que dijo: "Mas, 
m£s . . . ." Otras personas que alll habfa aseguran 
que dijo: "Ya." Como quien/dice: "Ya veo la gloria 
y los Ingeles." Boberfa; no dijo sino "Mas . . . ," 
a saber, m£s jerez.1" 

Ido del Sagrarlo, like Torquemada, is a recurrent 

character who appears in eight Galdosian novels.^ 

Basically, he does not change but unveils himself more and 

more in each narrative. Shoemaker, in referring to the 

17. Ibid.. 260. 

18. Ibid.. 393. 

19. Shoemaker, "GaldiSs' Literary . . . ," p. 218. 
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trajectory of Ido, has the following comments: 

Gald6s, therefore, did not merely Invent a vehicle, 
he created a life that was born whole in his imagina
tion and conception. Ido lives in these eight books 
chiefly by unfolding himself to the reader. He changes 
through some slight development, but always with a 
growth the possibilities of which were already inherent, 
however passive and merely potential.20 

In the novel under discussion, Ido is pictured as 

a tragicomic character, whose life is a constant struggle 

for survival, a fact reflected in his thin, suffering wife 

and his many malnourished and sickly children. Certainly 

Ido is a figure to be pitied: unemployed, neurotic and 

partially demented, a writer of serialized novels that are 

financial failures, victim of a strange, psychosomatic 

disorder, an "electric" state when eating meat, victim also 

of an obsession that his wife is unfaithful to him with an 

aristocrat—all these peculiarities of his personality and 

circumstances are depicted in an ironical way by the 

author. 

20. Ibid. 

21. In the conversation between Don Jos£ and 
Izquierdo, after having eaten two enormous chops of meat, 
this is how Don Josh's "electric'1 state is described: 
"Don Jos£ no le contest6. Estaba doblado por la cintura, 
porque el digerir las dos enormes chuletas que se habfa 
atizado no se presentaba como un problema de f£cil solu-
ci6n. Izquierdo no repar<5 que a su amigo le temblaba 
horriblemente el p£rpado, y que las cartfnculas del cuello 
y los verrugones de la cara, inyectados y turgentes, 
parecfan proximos a reventar. Tampoco se fij6 en la 
inquietud de Don Jos£, que se movfa en el asiento como si 
£ste tuviese espinas." Gald<5s, O.C.« V, 111. 
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This ironic depiction is not unusual in Gald&s1 

technique; other characters, such as Mazi Rubfn, appear in 

this light. What is new is that: 

Besides playing an occasional bit part in the plots 
and more frequently the more important role of foil 
to other, often major, characters, Ido del Sagrario 
serves his creator as a medium for the expression of 
ideas. As in the case of Don Quijote, Ido's ideas are 
to be taken sometimes with literal directness, some
times inversely.22 

This statement is illustrated in the case of Maxl-

miliano, in the instance when Ido, raving about adulteresses, 

embraces Maxi and says: "Los que tenemos la desgracia de 

ser esposos de una ad^ltera," forcing Maxi to an admission 

of this painful fact.23 

Don Manuel Moreno Isla, as his surname suggests, 

is a lonely, spiritually-isolated individual. A bachelor 

and an outspoken anglophile, he is sufficiently rich to be 

able to spend most of his time in London; however, he is one 

of those expatriates who is at home in neither country. 

When in Spain he indulges in endless complaints with regard 

to its backwardness, its benighted attitude toward Europe, 

22. Shoemaker, MGald<5s* Literary . . . ," 223. 

23. Ibid., 226. 
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and so forth.^ When In England he still feels as if he 

were a stranger. His passionate love for Jacinta, Juanito 

Santa Cruz's wife, is not returned, causing him deep inner 

anxiety.^5 In spite of his wealth, Isla is a desolate 

person, and the rejection by the "mona del cielo," as Fortu-

nata calls her, compounds his anguish. Adding to his 

spiritual pain is the physical tension of his high blood 

pressure. 

In the world of Galdos the death of Moreno Isla is 

one of the most terrifying scenes to be encountered. He 

dies alone, as he lived, without the spiritual comfort of a 

single person, as he endures the shock wave of a fatal 

blood clot: 

Tuvo que ponerse rfgido, porque desde el centro del 
cuerpo le subfa por el pecho un bulto inmenso, una 
ola, algo que le cortaba la respiraci<5ii. ... Puso 

24. "No se puede vivir aquf . . . otro pobre. No 
se puede dar un paso sin que le acosen a uno estas hordas 
de mendigos. jY algunos son tan insolentesl . . . jAquf no 
hay Policfa, nl beneficencia, ni formas, ni civilizaci<5n." 
Gald6s, O.C.. V, 445. 

25. When in his last conversation with Jacinta she 
inquires of him, "—iQue le falta a ustfed?" his thoughts are: 
n,Si me falta todo, absolutamente todo. jAy que mujerl,M 

Ibid., 449. On another occasion he recounts, to Guiller-
mina, the dream he had of a crippled beggar, in which he 
states that he would gladly trade places with him because: 
"Con su pierna podrida, su muleta y su libertad, dlsfruta 
61 de una tranquilidad que yo no tengo . . . cambiarfa con 
£l; cambiarfa mi riqueza por su mendicidad; mi coraz<5n 
enfeimo por su pierna inerte y mi desasosiego por su paz." 
Ibid., 454. 
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ambas manos sobre el borde de la mesa, e lnclinando 
la cabeza, apoyo la frente en ellas, exhalando un 
sordo gemldo ... y en aquella actitud de recogi-
miento y trlsteza expir<5 aquel lnfeliz hombre.2® 

Within the gallery of secondary figures so aptly 

presented by Don Benito, the figure of Evariso Feijoo 

stands out in its contrast. When the reader first meets 

Feijoo he is a worldly, rather cynical man, who while 

questioning most social values continues to keep up an 

appearance of orthodoxy.^7 in this role he serves as 

adviser and father-confessor to Fortunata, and eventually 

becomes her protector and lover. He has no illusions, how

ever, and realizes that she will eventually leave him. 

Feijoo is, perhaps, the Galdosian character most willing 

to compromise.2® 

When we next revisit Feijoo the inexorable march 

of time has completely changed the situation. Instead of 

26. Ibid., 4bi. 

27. For example he questions the worth of fidelity, 
by stating the strength of infidelity: "Lo que llaman 
infidelidad no es m£s que el fuego de la naturaleza que 
qulere imponerse contra el despotismo social." Ibid., 339. 
On the other hand he realizes the need to keep up appear
ances and maintain a social fagade: "El decoro, la correc-
ci6n, la decencia, £ste es el secreto compaSero . . . si te 
ves en el trance, por exigencia irresistible del coraz6n, de 
echar abaJo el principlo, sepas salvar la forma." 
Zahareas, "The Tragic . . . ," 44. 

28. "Yo soy indulgente, soy hombre, en una 
palabra que s£ que decir humanldad es lo mismo que decir 
debllldad." GaldSs, O.C.. V, 332. 
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encountering an alert, intelligent commentator on society 

and upon the foibles of mankind, we are witnesses to a 

physical and mental decline. The mutability of all things 

is painfully demonstrated. What was once a man is now a 

ruin, as the following passage forcefully underscores: 

Pues del verdadero Feijoo, tal como le conocimos, 
no quedaba ya m£s que una sombra. Estaba completa-
mente sordo, teniendo que auxiliarse de una 
trompetllla para recoger algunos sonldos; su 
inteligencia sufrfa eclipses, y la memoria se le 
perdfa en ocasiones por completo.2? 

What Gald6s has done masterfully is to highlight, 

within one figure, the collective tragedy of man. All life 

is "shipwrecked" by time, ending in death, which is in 

effect the final statement of its passage.3° That Feijoo 

is not "dead" in the biological sense is immaterial; he is 

dead as a vital, dynamic being, and that has even greater 

tragic meaning. Thus Feijoo can be seen as representative 

man, vanquished by time. That he was once a superior man 

and is now practically an imbecile augments the tragic sense 

we feel as spectators and participators in his tragic 

decline. At the same time that we pity him we fear a 

similar decline in ourselves. Our reaction then is akin to 

the "fear and trembling" described by Kierkegaard. Feijoo's 

29. Ibid.. W. 

30. Schopenhauer, The Pessimist's . . . . p. xvi. 
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fate is the ultimate fate of Everyman; therefore, his 

tragedy, transcending the novel, "becomes universal in scope. 

Abelarda, Mlau, the oldest daughter of Villaamil, 

is a well-drawn figure of a sexually-frustrated woman indi

cating the consequences that this frustration brings to its 

possessor and to an innocent victim. Although physically 

unattractive, Abelarda, because of her intense need for 

Victor's love, struggles with her doubts.^ Her sexual 

preoccupation and tension are shown in a scene where she 

enters Victor's room and rummages through his belongings.32 

As her frustration mounts she blames first her father, later 

her nephew.^3 The culmination of her frustration comes 

when, momentarily deranged by Victor's cruel deception, she 

savagely attacks Luislto, mistaking him for Victor.3^ Thus, 

31. MA solas se descorazonaba la pobre joven, 
achic£ndose con Implacable modestia. 'Sf, por mJis que £l 
dlga que no, vulgo soy, y iquS vulgo, Dios mtoi De 
cara ... jpuchsl soy inslgniflcante? de cuerpo ni 
digamos.*w Gald6s, O.C.. V, 595* 

32. MMeti5se en el cuarto de vfctor, con el fin de 
revolver, de escudrinar, de ponerse en fntimo contact© con 
su ropa y los objetos de su uso.H Ibid., 626. 

33. "Esta hostilidad hacia la pobre criatura era 
semejante a la que se inici6 la vfspera en el coraz6n de 
Abelarda contra su propio padre, hostilidad contrarla a 
la naturaleza." Ibid.. 648. 

34. "'jPerro, condenado . . . , te ahogo! 
jEmbustero farsante . . . , te matol* grunfa rechinando 
los dientes." Ibid.« 664. 
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slowly, Gald6s has built up Abelarda*s frustration to the 

point where she must unburden herself in some manner, and 

achieve some sort of satisfaction. Her tragedy, though on a 

minor scale, reveals the price of unsatisfied longings. 

In his handling of juvenile characters, Gald6s has 

been acclaimed by critical observers. The early death of 

two of these children, Valentin, the mathematical genius son 

of Torquemada, and Ci6n, the bright and sympathetic daughter 

of Angel Guerra, underscores a tragic theme, "what might 

have been." Both of these children, having great poten

tial, could have contributed greatly to society. Cruelly, 

they are stopped in their maturation, are forced to suffer 

painful illnesses, which torture them and their parents, and 

then die. In both cases, the inexplicable absurdity of life 

is made clear. Why, as Torquemada observes, are Idiots and 

scoundrels allowed to live while innocent and gifted 

children paradoxically are taken by death?35 

Another family of abnormals, similar to those of 

Lo prohibldo. but in addition having criminal tendencies, 

are those of the Babeles in Angel Guerra. Dona Catallna de 

Alencastre is partly demented, suffering epileptic-like 

attacks in which she runs about screaming that she is a 

35. Ibid.. 93^. 
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descendant of Enrique IV.^6 Her husband, Don Sim6n Babel, 

Is a fanatic with extreme ideas, and an ex-employee of many 

Civil Service departments.37 This couple has a brood of 

five children of which only one, Ces£rea, Is married and 

relatively happy and well adjusted. Arfstides, Fausto and 

Pollcarpo Babel are the three brothers, all unemployed and 

with more or less criminal tendencies. Arfstides special

izes in fraud, Fausto in picking locks and counterfeiting, 

Pollcarpo, an ex-bullfighter, in robbery.3® The three 

brothers, under the instigation of Pollcarpo, murder Angel 

Guerra, along with his servant, Jusepa, and then flee. The 

tragic course of their lives is therefore predictable. 

The other daughter, Dulcenombre, Is in a sense the 

most tragic of all the Babeles. Pushed by her parents into 

prostitution, she later becomes the mistress of Guerra, 

36. "*Yo soy descend!ente de reyes; yo- me llamo 
Dona Catalina de Alencastre, y mi tfa est£ enterrada en la 
capilla de Reyes Nuevos, al lado del tfo Enrique y otros 
tales, coronados.1" Ibid.t 1715. 

37. "Excomisionado de apremios, ex investlgador 
del subsidio Industrial y del timbre, ex delegado de 
Pollcfa; hombre de ideas extremadas en todos sentldos." 
Ibid., 1735. 

38. "Arfstides . . . z£ngano elegante e lntitil, 
estafador y c6mplice de crimlnales." Ibid.« 1731- "Fausto 
. . . de grandes habllidades manuales, tales como saltar 
cerraduras, escamotear objetos preciosos e imitar firmas." 
Ibid., 1734. "Pollcarpo ... achulado. Torero. De vida 
golfa. Planea un robo en el naclente asllo de Angel Guerra 
y asesina a este." Ibid., 1735-
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devoting herself to him. Like Fortunata, lsidora, lilolsa, 

and other female characters in Galdos* novels, Dulce is 

abandoned by her lover. She takes the termination of the 

liaison very hard, falling into a depressed state in which 

she is vaguely conscious of her surroundings. In this con

dition, which is similar to a dream-state, she takes to 

alcohol to soften her misery.39 Thus, like the women 

mentioned above, Dulce has bestowed her love on someone who 

did not reciprocate. This pattern of unrequited love seems 

to be so ubiquitous in Gald6s* world as to constitute an 

important motif throughout his work. 

Casalduero sees in Miserlcordia. in connection with 

suffering and hunger, a grim humor, likening it to the 

material used in the picaresque novels.^ No impartial 

observer will deny that a large portion of the humor, as 

well as the impetus for the action, stem from the pressing 

39. "Amante de Angel Guerra ... abandonada, m£s 
tarde. Se envici6 de nuevo y busco lenitivo en el 
alcohol." Ibid.» 1733. 

Vlda y . . . , p. 2^9. 
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desire to avoid starvation. A Many other interpretations of 

this novel exist; some readers believe it expresses, in the 

figure of Benina, the spirit of true charity.^2 Others have 

seen a similarity to existentialism in the basic attitude 

it presents.^3 in this study we will limit ourselves to 

interpreting some aspects of the lives of a few of the 

characters. Almudena, as Gald6s himself states, was taken 

from real life.^ His circumstances—blindness, drunken

ness, illiteracy, and use of his peculiar language which 

appears to be a mixture of Spanish, Arabic and Hebrew--

unite to give the impression of a tragicomic figure. Of 

course, his potential tragedy is more apparent than that of 

41. "El hambre, la esperanza y el pan de cada dfa. 
Esto es la vida para Benigna, lo que tenazmente opone a la 
muerte. Inmersa en su esperanza y en su hambre, y a veces 
hasta sin pan." Marfa Zambrano, La Espana de Gald<$s 
(Madrid, 1959), p. 107. 

42. Correa, El slmbolismo . . . . p. 195. 

43. Zambrano, La Espana . . . « p. 11. 

44. ME1 moro Almudena, Mordejar ... fue arrancado 
del natural por una feliz coincidencia. Un amlgo, que como 
yo acostumbraba a flavear de calle en calle observando 
escenas y tipos, dXjome que en el Oratorio del Caballero de 
Gracia pedfa llmosna un ciego andrajoso, que por su facha 
y lenguaje parecfa de estirpe agarena. Acudf a verle y 
qued£ maravillado de la salvaje rudeza de aquel infeliz, 
que en espanol aljamifido interrumpido a cada instante por 
juramentos terrorfficos me prometi6 contarme su romSntica 
historia a cambio de un modesto socorro." William H. 
Shoemaker, Los pr6logos de Gald6s (Mexico, 1962), p. 108. 
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Almudena is totally dependent upon charity for subsistence, 

or upon the good will and assistance of outsiders, such as 

Benina. Therefore, as circumstances change, or his health 

declines, his survival "becomes more and more precarious. 

Others in more or less the same conditions are Don Fras-

quito, whom Benina also has befriended, and who is mortally 

injured falling down a flight of stairs; Flora, la Burlada. 

irascible old woman unable to get along with her fellow 

mendicants; Fulldo. also blind, who appears insensible to 

cold or heat. 

These characters* lives represent a continual 

struggle for survival in a harsh society, a maximum of 

suffering. There may be, as Gustavo Correa suggests, a tone 

of social criticism implicit in this suffering: MEs, ante 

todo, lacra de una sociedad en la cual la dlstribuci<5n de 

los bienes materiales s6lo favorece a unos pocos."^ if 

there exists social criticism, however, it is certainly 

veiled, and the emphasis in the novel, as in almost all of 

his Novelas Contenrpor&ieas, is on character revelation. 

In conclusion, it has been shown that the secon

dary characters have many of the same qualities that 

distinguish the major personages. Many of these 

45. Correa, El slmbollsmo . . . . pp. 197-198. 
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personalities have illusions and personal vital fictions? 

others are in the grip of a vice, or are mesmerized by hopes 

that will never come to pass. Quite a few are nonconform

ists or rebels against authority. Whatever their circum

stances or personal conflicts, all suffer, all are alienated 

and isolated from society to some extent, all are failures 

in their own eyes or when measured against the values of 

society. The pervading effect the reader receives is that 

these characters are trapped by life, unable to find an 

exit which will lead them out of their dilemmas, unable to 

circumvent their situations. 



CHAPTER IV 

PLOT, IDEOLOGIES, AND SYMBOLISM 

The elements of plot, the ideologies expressed, 

and the symbolism Gald<5s used in his novels, varied with 

the passage of time and with his changing direction; the 

fact is indicated clearly with the publication of La 

desheredada in 1881. This chapter will offer an analysis 

of these aspects of Gald6s* novelistic technique and will 

contrast the changes that occurred before and after this 

date in order to Indicate and underscore their relationship 

to the tragic import. 

Before the publication of La desheredada. Gald6s* 

novels followed the traditional novelistic format, consis-
•1 

ting of exposition, development, and outcome."1- After 1880, 

his novels changed drastically, became non-traditional, and 

no longer followed the established pattern; Indeed, they 

1. Theodore A. Sackett, "The Crisis in the Novel 
of Benito P^rez Gald6s,M Unpublished Ph. D. Dissertation 
(University of Arizona, 1966), p. 60. 

1^3 
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followed no set pattern.2 This radical change was observed 

and commented upon by the novelist's admiring critic, 

Leopoldo Alas, who stated: "Yo recuerdo que la ret^rica 

ensena que el drama, el poema, la novela deben tener 

ezposicl&i, nudo y desenlace. . . . jY en La desheredada. 

no hay nada de estol"3 

Instead of the traditional exposition Gald6s starts 

this novel within the demented mind of Tom£s Rufete. The 

reader is plunged, without any preparation, into the jumbled 

monologue of this hopelessly insane individual residing in 

the asylum of Legan£s. That there is no attempt on the part 

of the author to set the scene, the first sentences of the 

novel will demonstrate: 

--£Se han reunido todos los minlstros? ... iPuede 
empezar el Consejo? . . . |E1 coche, el coche, o no 
llegar£ a tiempo al Senado! • . • Esta vida es into
lerable . . . £Y el pafs, ese bendito monstruo con 
cabeza de barbarie y cola de ingratitud, no sabe 
apreciar nuestra abnegaci6n, paga nuestros sacri-
ficios con injurias, y se regocija de vernos hu-
millados! Pero ya te arreglar^ yo, pais de las monas. 
iGomo te llamas? Te llamas EnvldlSpoils« la ciudad 
sin alturas; y como eres puro suelo, simpatizas con 

2. "It is in the realm of novelistic form that the 
decisive breaking away from the past after 1880 can be seen 
most clearly. Gald6s completely abandons the traditional 
form of the novel of this time, eliminating almost entirely 
the expository section, and greatly reducing in size the 
dinoument." Ibid., 61. 

3. La llteratura en 1881 (Madrid, 1882), p. 142. 
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todo lo que cae . • . £Cu£nto va? Diez millones, 
veinticuatro millones, ciento sesenta y sieta 
millones, doscientos treinta y tres mil cua-
trocientas doce pesetas con setenta y cinco 
c£ntimos.^ 

By contrast, Dona Perfecta (1876) follows the 

customary form-procedure, being a tightly-structured novel 

with the author setting the scene carefully in the openings 

Cuando el tren mixto descendente ntfmero 65 (no es 
preciso nombrar la lfnea) se detuvo en la pequefxa 
estaci6n situada entre los lcil6metros 171 y 172, 
casi todos los viajeros de segunda y tercera clase 
se quedaron duxmiendo o bostezando dentro de los 
coches, porque el frfo penetrante de la madrugada 
no convidaba a pasear por el desamparado and£n. 
El tinico viajero de primera que en el tren venfa 
baj6 apresuradamente, y dirigi^ndose a los empleados, 
pregunt<5les si aqu£l era el apeadero de Villa-
horrenda (este nombre, como otros muchos que 
despu^s se ver£n, es propiedad del autor).* 

This novel is perhaps one of Gald6s* best-constructed works. 

From the inception, Pepe Rey is placed in conflict with 

the leading powers of Orbajosa in a series of incidents, 

each one furthering the action and the dramatic tension of 

the story, until at the end the tragic denouement is 

reached, Gald6s* use of incidents is especially note

worthy in the delineation of the plot, the reader becoming 

more and more aware of the fact that Pepe Rey is entangled 

in a web of circumstances weighing heavily against a 

fortuitous ending. The directness and tragic quality of 

4. Gald6s, O.C.. IV, 965. 

5. Ibid.. 407. 
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the plot in this novel have been recognized by current 

critics. Jaime Torres Bodet called attention to these 

characteristics when he stated: "El argumento del libro es 

simple como el de una tragedia griega." 

No such tightly-structured construction of plot is 

to be seen in Fortunata y Jaclnta. the most renowned of 

the novels written after 1880. Unlike the plot-weighted 

novels written heretofore, where actions and incidents were 

carefully pieced together to fabricate the tragic stories, 

novels like Fortunata y Jaclnta. Angel Guerra. and the 

Torauemada series have subordinated plots. Where before the 

emphasis was on action, now it is on revealing a slice of 

life, on character depiction. Joaquin Gasalduero in com

menting upon this facet observes: "Es claro que en la 

manera de expresarse hemos de hallar la emoci6n literarla 

del momento: una novela no tiene princlpio ni desenlace, 

es un trozo de vida.w7 Such novels later became known as 

roman-fleuves.^ 

6. Tres lnventores . . . , p. 268. 

7. Vlda y . . . , p. 92. 

8. According to Paul West the roman-fleuve came 
into full flower in the years between the wars, with 
novelists such as Jules Homains, Georges Duhamel, Roger 
Martin du Gard and Jean-Hichard Bloch. The Modern Novel 
(London, 1963), p. 158. 
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These novels that flow like a river can encompass 

everything: minute details of family background, scrupulous 

attention to setting, a profusion of secondary characters, 

analyses of whole families such as occurs in Lo prohlbido. 

They usually run to several volumes per novel: four in the 

case of Fortunata y Jaclnta* three for Angel Guerra. and 

nine for the Torquemada series. 

A result of the diffusion prevalent in the roman-

fleuve is the sometimes difficult task of identifying the 

protagonist of the work. Whereas in the early period the 

protagonists are clearly defined in novels such as La 

Fontana de 0rot Dona Ferfecta, Gloria and Marianela, in the 

period after 1880 it becomes increasingly difficult to do 

so. Instead of one or two protagonists often the story

line is divided among various characters. Such is the case 

in Fortunata y Jacinta, and Tormento, where four pro

tagonists share the stories and compete for the reader's 

attention. Galdos was censured for this violation of tra

ditional novelistic procedure. Again, as he had often done 

heretofore, Alas came to his defense, arguing that a 

profusion of protagonists need not impair the quality of a 

novel: "Con Toimento ha sucedido lo que muchas veces en 

tales cosas: que unos han tornado por protagonista a un 
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personaje y otros a otro. iEs mala por eso la novela? Asf 

lo han crefdo algunos crfticos."^ 

A clear indication of Gald6s* changed viewpoint 

towards the function of the novel can be seen in his use of 

chance. Before 1880 he utilizes chance in much the same 

manner as the romantics previously had. In these stories 

the plot often turns on the happenings of one night; the 

tragedy depends on chance or outside circumstances. An 

illustration of this can be seen in Dona Perfecta. where 

chance brings about the tragic ending. Doiia Remedios and 

Caballuco have accidentally discovered Pepe Rey, and seeing 

him scale the garden wall which leads to Dona Perfecta's 

house, scurry to warn her. She, being thus forewarned of 

Pepe's nearby presence, in a fit of anger and thirsting for 

revenge utters her terrible words: "Crist6bal, Cris-

t6bal . . . , jm^taleJ 

Another instance of the plot turning on a dramatic 

incident is to be seen in Gloria, where the meeting of the 

two young lovers, Daniel Morton and Gloria, is brought about 

through the dramatic device of a shipwreck. Later in the 

novel, chance again enters the picture when Gloria's father, 

Juan de Lantigua, returning unexpectedly during a storm, 

9. Obras completas. p. 103. 

10. Gald6s, o.G., IV, 497. 
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discovers the lovers* tryst. This encounter is so traumatic 

and dishonoring to the father that he promptly suffers a 

fatal stroke. 

On the other hand, after 1880, chance plays an 

insignificant part in the tragic occurrences. What one 

finds in these later novels is an insistence on causality; 

the tragedy stems not from chance or outside conditions, but 

rather from within the character himself, or is intimately 

linked to cause and effect. For example, in La desheredada. 

no one incident brings about Isidora's tragic end; instead, 

she is depicted as gradually descending, morally and 

economically, until she loses her lawsuit against the 

Marquesa and is incarcerated. In effect, Isidora is victim 

of her own vanity and illusions of nobility, victim likewise 

of the forged papers given to her, at the beginning of the 

novel, by her demented father. 

Likewise, in Fortunata y Jaclnta, the respective 

tragedies of Fortunata or Maximiliano do not hinge on any 

one incident; rather, they are, to a large degree, inherent 

in the weaknesses of the characters themselves. The tragic 

consequences of their lives are intrinsic in their make-up 

because of their misjudgements and misconceptions about 

life. 

Another significant difference to be found in the 

two periods is the treatment of love and lovers. In the 
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earlier era love is a flechazo which happens on the first 

meeting between the protagonists,H The lovers, however, 

are separated by outside forces, i.e., family, intolerance, 

(Dona Perfecta. Gloria), or by a difference in religious 

ideologies, (Gloria, La familla de Leon Rochj. In all these 

cases the lovers, divided by family, society, or a clash of 

values, can never bring their love to fruition. Essentially 

this is a romantic concept, and perhaps the best illustration 

of it is seen in the well-known romantic novel of the 

Colombian Jorge Isaacs, Maria. first published in I867.12 

11. In Gloria, both Gloria and Daniel are overcome 
by their intense emotions: "Ve£a claramente la emocion que 
brillaba con luz singular en los azules ojos del hamburgues. 
Media tambien la lnmensidad de la suya que le alzaba tur-
bulento oleaje en el fondo del alma, y de ambos tuve miedo." 
Ibid., 552. in Dona Perfecta. Rosario is so taken aback by 
her emotions that she runs away when Pepe first appears, and 
he remarks that she is bonlta. and that "se ha puesto mas 
encamada que una cereza." Ibid., 413-^1^. 

12. This romantic concept is to be found in the 
sense of fatality, as Ignacio M. Altamirano points out: 
"Sentf al leerla y meditar sobre ella, algo de esa ertrana 
impresi6n indefinible que sobrecoge al espfritu cuando se 
lee una tragedia de Eschllo o de Sophokles; cuando se piensa 
en la desdicha de Ofelia; cuando se contemplan las des-
graclas de los seres d£bileg y dulces; cuando se encuentra 
uno frente a frente de ese inmenso poder que se llam6 
Fatalldad en los antiguos tlempos, y que proyecta siempre 
su sombra mlsteriosa tendlda como una red traidora y 
terrible a los pies de la humanidad." Maria (Paris, 1894-), 
p. 4-16. 

In the novel Itself, the separation of the lovers 
occurs because of the father's insistence on Efrafn's going 
to Europe to complete his education. Although he tries to 
talk his father out of this plan, his resistance collapses 
when confronted by the iron will of the older man. Thus 
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Exactly the opposite occurs in the"Contemporary-

Novels "where the lovers are separated, not by outside circum

stances and religious differences, but by their inner 

feelings, or by crass materialism. In La desheredada 

Isidora and Joaquin Pez live together for a while, then 

drift apart, partly because of financial reverses suffered 

by Joaquin and partly because his passion has cooled. A 

similar thing happens in Fortunata y Jaclnta. In the 

relationship between Juanito Santa Cruz and Fortunata, she 

remains ever faithful to him while he becomes bored with 

their affair and drifts away, only to return at a later 

date. The important thing to notice in these relationships 

is that the lovers are not subject to the romantic separa

tion caused by aspects mentioned heretofore, but rather are 

subject to the vicissitudes of time, boredom, materialistic 

values, and all the other factors that enter into the 

relations of lovers in actual life. The emphasis of the 

author has changed in that he no longer shows the influence 

of romantic notions of love, but instead is dominated by 

realistic tenets. In the pre-1880 novels, love starts out 

to be a positive factor, which thwarted by family and 

intolerance leads to the tragic outcome, whereas in the 

occurs the separation of the lovers and Maria's subsequent 
illness and death. Ibid., pp. 232-^05. 
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novels written after this date, love is neither a positive 

iiui- a negative factor, but a significant event in life that 

can bring either happiness or sorrow. Unrequited love, 

therefore, becomes an important theme in novels such as 

Fortunata y Jaclnta. La desheredada. El amlgo Manso, 

Tormento. and many others, where love brings anguish and 

unfulfillment rather than happiness. 

Another important difference between the Novelas 

de la prlmera gpoca and those written after 1880 is that the 

ones of the first group have a thesis, while those of the 

later group do not. The theses of Dona Perfecta* Gloria, 

and La fami11a de Le6n Roch, in the view of most authori

ties, are religious fanaticism and intolerance. According 

to the generally accepted theory of Joaquin Casalduero, the 

thesis of Marlanela is the revelation of the three stages of 

positivism.13 The common denominator prevalent in these 

novels is the revelation of a clash of values, and the 

depiction of the characters who incarnate these values. 

Thus in Dofia Perfecta, Pepe Sey represents the progressive 

forces of liberalism and science while Dona Perfecta and 

Don Inocencio represent the antiquated Ideas of the old 

guard. Likewise, in Gloria, we have Morton representing 

Judaism while Gloria personifies devout Catholicism, This 

13. Vlda y . . . . pp. 70-76, 222-2*1-6. 
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pattern Is also followed in La fami11a Ae Le6n Roch, where 

Leon represents atheism while Marfa Egipcfaca typifies "blind 

Catholic faith. In Marianela, again according to Casal-

duero, Marianela represents the first stage of the Comtlan 

theory of human development, the theological; Pablo 

Pendguilas corresponds to the second stage, the meta

physical; while the physician, Teodor Golffn, symbolizes the 

third state, the positivistic ideal.^ 

In contrast to these novels, which depict systems 

of thought, and the people incarnating the systems, the 

novels of the second group do not depict either of these 

aspects; instead, they direct themselves to presenting 

people struggling to live their lives in the only way they 

know how, not with great systems of thought, but with little 

bits of truth—or falsehood.At any rate no attempt is 

1^, "Basta recordar que para Comte, La Humanidad 
pasa por tres etapas te6ricas dlferentes y sucesivas, en el 
sentido de que cada una de ellas ha sido caracterfstica de 
una 3poca dada de la Humanidad y ha preparado la siguiente, 
pero que. han existido y aun existen conjuntamente. Esta 
evoluci6n la ha formulado en la ley de los tres estados. 
De estos tres estados, el prlmero y el iSltimo son completa-
mente definldos, mientras que el segundo es m£s bien 
indeterminado, consist!endo su papel en servir de puente 
entre los otros dos. Los tres estados son: el estado 
teol6gico, provisional; el metaffsico, transitorio, y el 
positivo, ultimo y definitivo.H Ibid., 231. 

15. "En La desheredada ya no hay demonstraci6n ni 
tesis. Es el relato de acontecimientos que se encadenan 
1casualmente1 y no segtin un esquema previsible.M Gull6n, 
Gald6s novellsta . . . , p. 67. 
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made by the author to impregnate his characters with philo

sophical, religious, or metaphysical ideas. . The characters 

that throng Fortunata y Jaclnta. and other novels of the 

Contemporary Series, are not intended to serve a didactic 

purpose, to reveal injustices or intolerances, or any other 

of society's evils, as had been the case earlier. Instead, 

the emphasis is on personal revelation. Where previously 

the tragedies underscored the thesis, now they underscore 

human frailties. 

The thesis novels of Gald6s are highly symbolic, 

whereas the later ones are generally non-symbolic. In 

general, symbolism is used to support the thesis, whether it 

be religious or positlvlstic. Thus symbolism is used in 

maintenance of the systems of thought. Gustavo Correa has 

made a thorough analysis of the religious symbolism in 

Dona Perfecta and Gloria. In the former work, he sees 

Rosario as an angelic figure, who later appears as a fallen 

angel due to her disobedience, which reaches a point where 

it approaches satanism. That is the reason, according to 

1 ft 
Correa1s hypothesis, for her confession at the end. ° In 

Gloria« as Correa points out, all sorts of symbolism are 

apparent, especially in the figures of Gloria and Morton: 

16. El slmbolismo . . . , pp. 45-4-8. 
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En un piano de m£s honda signiflcaci6n se hallan 
los protagonistas Gloria Lantigua y Daniel Morton, 
cuya identlficaci6n con sltuaciones bfblicas es 
evidente en la estructuraci6n de la novela. La 
primera revela desde un principio un paradigma de 
angellsmo que se halla nftidamente perfilado frente 
a otros personajes y en particular a la figura de 
Caif£s. Para este r^probo de la sociedad, Gloria 
es, progresivamente, donee11a celestial. £ngel 
tutelar, salvacl6n de su alma y Dlvlna Pastora.1? 

In addition, Daniel Morton is seen as a Christ 

figure who, nonetheless, is identified with the Old Testa

ment and the Psalms.*® Later, when he seduces her, Gloria 

begins to see him as Judas Iscariot.^9 

Again, an opposite tack is followed in the novels 

appearing after 1880; this observation is particularly true 

of the novels up to Angel Guerra. While it is correct to 

assert that some symbolism appears in Angel Guerra. and in 

Nazarfn, Halma, and Miserlcordia, generally, this symbolism 

is not connected with formalized patterns of thought or 

Ideological systems, but rather with more vague notions of 

neosplritualisai. Moreover, the direction of the symbolism 

in these later novels reinforces the psychological and 

17. Ibid., 5^. 

18. Ibid., 56. 

19. Ibid., 57. 
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personal attitudes manifested by the personages.20 Nazarfn, 

for example, is not interested in the more abstract ideas 

of Jesus Christ, but rather in living according to Christ*s 

doctrines. The personages of this last group of novels are 

trying to live by their own ethical and religious codes, or 

by their personal interpretation of Christ's mandates, 

rather than by a system of ethics Imposed from outside, one 

by which society lives (that of the Church, for example). 

Therefore these rebels (Nazarfn, Benlna, Angel Guerra), are 

attempting to seek personal solutions to life's most 

profound problems. 

In conclusion, the elements associated with the 

first group of novels of Gald6s are these: the romantic use 

of chance, the tight plot structure, the emphasis on action, 

the separation of lovers by society or by abstract values, 

the clash of values, the outright symbolism, the thesis; 

all these aspects, demonstrating that Gald6s was still 

influenced by romantic concepts, make up romantic tragedy. 

The tragic import in these early novels, then, serves to 

20. C£sar Barja makes a similar distinction in dis
cussing Gald6s* religious thesis novels: "En las seis 
novelas se aborda el problema religioso, en dos direcciones: 
como problema de hecho, como actual!dad de la vida n&cional, 
como cuestj£6n social, clerical: Dona Perfecta. Gloria (en 
parte) y La familla de Le6n Roch. y como problema, diremos, 
ideologic©, psycolfigicemente planteado: Angel Guerra. 
Nazarfn y Halma.w Llbros y autores modernos (New York. 
1964),pp. 242-2^3. 
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reinforce the thesis. On the other hand, the elements dis

cussed with reference to the novels written after 1880 are 

the following: little use of chance, loose structure, 

emphasis on character revelation, unrequited love, little 

rebellion, no thesis, slice of life portrayal; all these 

elements are associated with realistic concepts, and make 

up a realistic personal tragedy. 

The tragic Import tnat; appears in the former group 

of novels, therefore, emphasizes abstract systems having a 

social or religious base, whereas in the latter category of 

narratives the stress is laid on personal, individual 

solutions to problems. The personal defects that so 

strongly contribute to the tragic happenings, therefore, 

underline the tragic human condition, the mistakes and the 

illusions that are part of the tragic framework of 

humanity. 



CHAPTER V 

THE CENTRAL TRAGIC THEMES 

Certain themes that are essential to the full 

understanding of Gald6s* narratives reappear constantly. 

These themes are intimately linked with the tragic essence 

that we have been discussing; hence a full examination of 

them should unveil the concepts they embody, providing us 

with a fuller knowledge of the tragic experience. 

Indubitably, one of the themes that frequently 

preoccupies Gald6s Is closely related to the illusions and 

delusions he exemplifies in many of his fictional creations; 

thus even a cursory examination reveals that the conflict 

between fantasy and reality occupies a large part of his 

stories. Other significant tragic themes that will be 

examined are the following: alienation, the quest for 

money and material possessions, unrequited love, the 

religious themes (intolerance, fanaticism, charity, the 

mystical experience), the conflict between duty and desire, 

the struggle between law and personal predisposition. 

158 
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Fantasy Versus Beality 

Anything that contributes to keeping a character 

in a world of imagination contributes to his inability to 

confront reality. These evasions of reality take many forms 

in Gald6s' fiction, from grandiose self-delusion to the 

belief that good fortune is imminent. Dreams, daydreams, 

fantasies, all play a prominent part in maintaining the 

unreal world of the character. 

Essentially the same as illusions are the personal 

fictions of many of Gald<5sf characters that grant them ego 

satisfaction. This embellishment of reality is the vital 

fiction that buttresses their personalities and makes their 

mediocre lives bearable. The phrase "vital fiction," 

ficcl6n vital, was first coined by Don Pfo Baroja, the 

Spanish novelist, who followed many of the novelistic con

cepts of GaldtSs.1 He laid out the major tenets of this idea 

in El &rbol de la clencla. According to Baroja1s ideas, 

vital fiction can be summarized in this manner: Vital 

fiction is an element of self-delusion in which man, con

fronted with objective reality and scientific fact, indulges 

in order to survive. It is fiction because it is not based 

1, Pfo Baroja believed in the diffuse novel, or 
saco roto, as he called it, in which anything was worth 
writing about. This concept parallels Gald6s' conception in 
novels such as Fortunata y Jacinta and Angel Guerra. 
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upon reality; it is Yital "because man seems to need it to 

2 survive in an unfriendly world. 

In two novels of the contemporary series, La 

desheredada and El amigo Manso. vital fiction or illusions 

in conflict with reality are the main themes. Both novels 

exemplify this conflict through their protagonists, who 

struggle throughout the narrative to impose their self-

deceits upon reality, but who fall, and cease to exist 

meaningfully because of this failure. In other works, such 

as Realidad. Mlserlcordla and Fortunata y Jaclnta. vital 

fictions are important themes in the stories. 

As suggested previously, there are positive as well 

as negative aspects to this facet. When self-delusions 

sustain faith in goals and aspirations, they provide the 

character with a life-giving source of inspiration. Such 

is the case of Isidora Rufete, who maintains her pride as 

long as she maintains her faith in her nobility.3 Besides 

faith, illusions act also to build up the character's ego, 

2. The essence of this summary is taken from the 
discussion which occurs between Andres Hurtado, who believes 
in science, and Iturrioz, who believes in creating a vital 
lie by which to live. Plo Baroja, Obras completas. Vol. II 
(Madrid, 19W. PP. 510-514-. 

3. Even after she has been in jail for a few months, 
Isidora still has faith in her nobility, and vehemently 
shouts to an indifferent audience: M«X, sin embargo, soy 
noble. jJueces, notarios, abuela, gente toda que me tenuis 
aquf, yo soy noble J M Gald6s, O.G.« IV, 114-1. 
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to give him a more prestigious image of himself. Thus 

Pederlco Viera considers himself to "be much superior to his 

sister's boyfriend, and stubbornly opposes the marriage.^ 

These vital lies are buttresses against harsh truth, and in 

this capacity they act as buffers between the character and 

the outside grim world. Maximo Manso is a good example of 

a personage who has isolated himself in his own private 

ivory tower, believing that education will solve the inti

mate human problems of love and communication.5 Finally, 

these illusions serve the purpose of lifting the personage 

out of his humdrum, commonplace and mediocre world onto a 

much higher plane. In this fashion, a character like Jos£ 

de Rellmpio can maintain the fiction that he is proficient 

at bookkeeping, while in reality he is useless at any trade. 

Or Izqulerdo, Fortunata y Jacinta, can keep his self-respect 

and look upon himself as quite above the ordinary since he 

is an artist's model. 

On the negative side, these lies prevent persons 

from taking alternate actions that might prove to be much 

more practical. Isidora rejects several offers of marriage 

Gald6s, O.C.. V, 816. 

5. Gald6s, O.C.. IV, 1206. 
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while pursuing her fixed idea.^ Vlera refuses monetary 

assistance which might have saved him.'' 

Another negative aspect is the constant disappoint

ments that confront the personages in the Galdosian novels, 

acting often as pebbles, which one by one weigh down the 

characters.® It seems that the most important aspect of 

this theme is that, constantly opposed to reality, the 

characters ultimately break down, collapsing under the 

weight of harsh facts. When the fantasy is shattered, their 

personality meets the same fate. Their self-respect gone, 

all hope for the future severed, doubt and disillusionment 

set in. Under these conditions life is. not worth living. 

This means suicide, either physical or spiritual. "These 

illusions, which man evolves in an effort to transcend the 

meagerness of life, are therefore false In perspective, so 

out of keeping with reality that they cannot be realized."9 

The previous statement uttered with regard to characters of 

modern fiction could equally be said about Galdos* 

personalities. 

6. Juan Bou, a Lithographer, is one who wants to 
marry her. Ibid., 1107. 

7. Gald&J, O.C.. V, 82?. 

8. The disappointments of Villaamil are a good 
illustration of the cumulative effects that vital fictions 
engender, which eventually drive him to suicide. 

9. Bay B. West, Jr., The Art of Modern Fiction (New 
York, 1949), P. 571. 
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The author himself meant to single out this theme 

In La desheredada. inasmuch as he refers to it in the last 

chapter under the title of "moraleja": 

Si sentls anhelo de llegar a una diflcil y esca-
brosa altura, no os fl6is de las alas postlsas. 
Frocurad echarlas naturales, y en caso de que no lo 
consig&is, pues hay infinites ejemplos que con-
fiiraan la negativa, lo mejor, creedme, lo^ mejor 
serd que tom&Ls una escalera.10 

Setting aside the wit and humor in the above statement, it 

is evident that Galdos means to point out the obvious 

theme, which we have been discussing, to those who have not 

fully grasped it. The fact that Gald6s felt It necessary 

to editorialize at the end indicates that he had not 

completely broken away from some aspects of the thesis 

novel (in this sense this is a transitional work), and that 

he meant this novel to have, to a certain extent at least, 

a didactic purpose. 

Alienation 

In many novels of Gald<5s the theme of alienation 

strongly asserts itself, becoming a leitmotif around which 

the plot and characterization are woven. In some novels the 

setting provides the background from which the theme of 

isolation emanates; e.g., in Dona Perfecta the town of 

Orbajosa is pictured as isolated from all the progressive 

10. GaldiSs, O.C.. IV, 1161. 
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currents of science, arts, letters, politics or economics.11 

This ever-present theme depicts man separated from 

society, from his fellow man, from himself, and from his 

God.12 There are many sources of alienation to "be found, 

among which are those caused by a physical disorder, blind

ness or epilepsy, or a persistent internal malady. Or the 

alienation may be brought about by mental abnormalities: 

insanity, partial insanity or neuroticism, or some other 

form of mental derangement. Sometimes the estrangement is 

due to a personality trait, shyness, excessive timidity, or 

abulia. Other instances of alienation occur because of the 

separation, in time and space, of people from their native 

ambient with the concomitant loss of identity and roots. 

Maximillano Rubin is isolated from society by both 

his physical and mental states. Mauricia la Dura exhibits 

rebellious traits, and goes even further than Rubfn by 

abandoning her illegitimate children, becoming the victim 

11. Salnz de Robles has the following to say con
cerning Orbajosa's apartness: "El agro paup^rrimo. La urbe 
secular, sin Industrias, alejada de las principales rutas de 
comunicaci6n, como adormilada en un sopor lnvenclble. La 
mon6tona procesiSn de los dfas infinitamente largos, siempre 
arrastrando id^nticos motivos archiconocidos. La sospecha 
espantosa de que nunca surgir£ lo imprevisto." Ibid.« 407* 

12. Mlau concerns man separated from society; 
Realldad deals with personal lack of communication; Fortu
na ta y Jacinta suggests man's inability to know himself; 
Nazarfn posesthe distance which divides man from God. 
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of an insatiable craving for alcohol, and terminating her 

tragic life in a drunken stupor, Ido del Sagrario is a 

schizophrenic who believes that his wife is unfaithful to 

him and goes into an "electric" state upon eating meat. 

Moreno Isla is a spiritual hermit "who dies a lonely death.^ 

In La desheredada practically all the characters 

are isolated from the mainstream of society in some form. 

Tom^s Rufete suffers from an advanced case of paranoia, 

while his daughter is subject to delusions of grandeur. In 

the same asylum with Tom£s is Canencla who, while usually 

mild and calm in appearance, occasionally is violent. His 

distinctive quality Is that he suffers from a persecution 

complex. ̂  

Bafael del Aguila of the Torquemada series is set 

apart by blindness, as are Almudena, Pablo Pen&guilas, and 

Francisco Bringas. Bam6n Villaamil is estranged from the 

bureaucracy to which he gave so many years of his life, from 

the younger generation because of age, from his wife and 

family who dominate him, from life itself because he never 

has taken the time to notice the wonders of nature. The 

last day of his existence brings to Villaamil a realization 

of the elements of nature that he has missed: 

13» Pages 105-110, and 12^-129* of this study dealt 
in detail with these personages. 

14. Galdos, Q.C., IV, 975. 
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Observ6 Villaamil la diferencia de tiempo con que 
las especles arb<5reas despiertan de la somnolencia 
invernal, y respir6 con gusto el aire tibio que del 

' valle del Manzanares subfa. Dej6se ir • • . camino 
de la MontaSa, atravesando el jardinillo reci£n 
plantado en el relleno, y di6 la vuelta al cuartel, 
hasta divisar la sierra, de nftido azul con claros 
de nieve, como mancha de acuarela extendida sobre 
el papel por la difusi<5n natural de la gota. 
"jQu£ hermoso es estot—se dijo—Par^ceme que lo 
veo por primera vez en ml vida, o que en este 
momento se acaban de crear esta sierra, estos 
£rboles y este cielo.,,:1-5 

Whatever the reason for man's isolation the results 

are uniformly tragic. The personages are engulfed by lone

liness, tormented by disease, overwhelmed by suffering and 

anguish. Furthermore, the waste of human excellence, the 

spiritual death, the futility of these lives—all these 

elements are the results of alienation in Gald<5s* fictional 

empire. 

The Quest for Money and its Conflicts 

The quest for money, what it will buy, and the 

conflicts that ensue between it and a spiritual or moral 

value is a major topic of interest in several Galdosian 

novels. 

15. Gald6s, O.C.. V, 675. Ricardo Gull<5n is aware 
that Villaamil has become completely Isolated from society: 
"Villaamil est£ ya fuera de la sociedad; £sta le ha elimi-
nado y su muerte es la constataci6n de ese extraSamiento. 
El suicidio es un final l6glco. en este caso." Gald6s, 
novellsta . . . « p. 288. 
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In Its crass materialistic aspects, money is 

depicted in La de Brlngas as an all-motivating force which 

will bring to those that acquire it luxury, social status, 

and an escape from the life of routine. A moral question 

of utmost importance also appears in the novel, when the 

conflict between money and personal honor is posed, Rosalfa 

Bringas is put in this position, and forced to choose 

between them. Her choice and the unfortunate consequences 

of it reveal the tragic dilemma that is an integral part of 

the novel; she is left without money and without honor. Her 

tragedy is in a sense a prototype of many such tragedies in 

the society of flux which Gald<5s brings, so vividly, to his 

novels. Their collective tragedy is the one of ultimate 

frustration, the "quiero y no puedo."1^ 

Money as a primary force, as a prime instigator of 

personality, becomes a major subject in the Torquemada 

series. Francisco Torquemada, the avaricious moneylender, 

devotes all his life to the pursuit of money, and acquires, 

in return, material goods and a title. Significantly, 

Gald6s does not allow this rapacious hoarder to go 

unscathed, but places him, time and time again, in a posi

tion where he must make a moral choice. The collision 

between conscience and money, and between salvation and 

16. Gald6s, O.C., IV, 1572. 
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money, becomes an overriding issue in these novels. The 

protagonist is made to endure the pangs of torment over the 

death of a genius son, two beloved wives, and the birth of 

an idiot son. His pursuit of money has not brought him 

happiness but on the contrary, only unhappiness and the 

monumental question of his salvation left precariously 

unsolved in his own mind. 

Lo prohibldo has been called by Robert Ricard, 

Hle roman de L'argent."*? Certainly for the chief charac

ter, JosS Marfa Bueno de Guzman, money is the motivating 

force (along with his sexual drive) in his life, and enables 

him to participate in his favorite pastime of seduction. 

Moderately wealthy at the beginning of the novel, at the end 

he has squandered most of his wealth on women and the 

pursuit of "lo prohibido." 

Toward the end of the narrative a struggle of 

conscience appears in Guzman's attitude toward his cousin 

Camila. Partly brought about by his precarious state of 

health following a stroke, and partly because he wishes to 

do one unselfish thing in his life, Guzman decides to leave 

the remnants of his fortune to Camila and her husband. As 

he states it: 

17. Gald6s et ses . . . . p. 85. 
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Reunf, amas£, y consolid€ estos mfseros restos de 
mi fortuna, y con ellos y la casa qued&ne un 
capital limpio y sano de tres millones de reales, de 
los cuales • . . serfan tinlco herederos Camila y 
Constantino . . . , y me qued£ tranquilo, diciendo: 
"Gracias a Dios que he hecho una cosa buena en mi 
vlda.wl8 

Guzman's pursuit of money and sex to the detriment of any 

other values underlines the complete subservience of his 

nature to money, to materialistic and hedonistic values. 

Therefore, his realization at the end, too late, of what 

values he has missed in life, merely serves to accentuate 

this tragic theme. 

In some novels money is the difference between 

life and death; it is survival. Thus In Miau, and Mlserl-

cordla, the daily food supply depends upon being able to 

beg or borrow enough money to purchase a meager ration. 

Far from being concerned with superfluous or conspicuous 

consumption, as in Lo prohlbldo« the characters of these 

novels are merely concerned with day-by-day subsistence. 

Nonetheless, even under these grim conditions, conflicts 

involving pride and self-respect are brought to light. 

In Misericordla the protagonist begs so that her 

ex-employer may live, while in the first-mentioned work, 

the leading character borrows in order that his family may 

exist. Both cases demonstrate a spiritual value 

18. Gald6s, O.C., IV, 1889 
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relinquished (pride, honor) so that survival may be assured. 

In El doctor Centeno. one of the leading charac

ters, Alejandro Miquis, like Guzman, squanders money on an 

obsession, his desire to become a successful dramatist. He 

has romanticized this fixed idea to the point where he no 

longer can be objective about it. It is not surprising, 

therefore, that he is constantly duped out of large sums of 

money by women and friends, dying convinced of his failure, 

frustrated, lonely, and finally aware of his misspent 

fortune, talent, and youth. This tragic end reinforces the 

theme that money and spiritual or artistic values often 

collide, inasmuch as man finds it repeatedly Impossible to 

synthesize opposing values.^ 

Unrequited Love 

Toda su obra es ilustracitfn de las foxmas que el 
amor puede adoptar en el mundo: sus triunfos, sus 
fracasos, disfraces y transformaciones, su 
insensata frivolidad y sus goces fugaces y pro-
fundos. Lejos de nuestro autor dar una versi6n 
sonrosada de la vida y del amor. Muchas de sus 
novelas, quiz£ la mayorfa, terminan en desengano, 
desesperaci6n, muerte.20 

If one were to pinpoint a tragic theme that is 

most surely indicative of frustration, anguish, terrible 

19. Miquis* tragic awareness of his failure is 
underscored by his last words; "Quiero ... quemar El 
grande Osuna." which was his last, unproduced play. 
Ibid.. 1W7. 

20. Madariaga, Semblanzas . . . , p. 89. 
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self-doubts and anxieties, and that is even responsible for 

psychosomatic disorders, it would be unrequited love. 

Fascinated by this tragic aspect of life, Gald<5s devoted 

many pages of his narratives to exploring its intricate 

manifestations. 

In those pages people yearn for love, seeking it 

desperately. Nevertheless, when they find it (cruelly and 

ironically) it is not reciprocated. Love, then, presents 

more problems than it solves. Par from being the panacea 

that many personages think it will be, love when unrecipro

cated becomes a source of constant disillusionment. 

Unrequited love has a special quality in Marlanela. 

inasmuch as the reader is presented with two facets of love 

because of the special circumstances surrounding it in the 

book. During the first half of the novel an apparently 

idyllic love exists between the blind, handsome Pablo 

Pen£guilas and the ugly waif with a beautiful soul, 

Marianela. Pablo believes Nela to be beautiful because to 

him her soul is lovely: wTu alma est£ llena de preciosos 

tesoros. Tienes bondad sin igual y fantasfa seductora. 

£C6mo podrfa suceder que tu bondad, tu inocencia, tu candor, 

tu gracia, tu imaginaci<5n, tu alma celestial y carlnosa 

... no estuviese representada en la misma hermosura?"^1 

21. Gald<5s, O.C.. IV, 70^-706. 
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At the end of the narrative, however, upon regaining his 

sight, Pablo rejects the grotesque dwarf and loves, instead, 

his physically beautiful cousin, Florentina. Her fantasies 

and hopes destroyed, Nela wastes away and dies. 

Illustrated graphically in the novel is man's 

dilemma, his inability to synthesize vital realities. To 

choose often means to negate one value for another. Pablo 

did not want consciously to hurt Nela, but he found he had 

to choose, and therein lay the tragedy. For Nela physical 

love was not a necessity, yet spiritual love most certainly 

was; denied both, she could not live. 

La desheredada reveals, to a large extent, how a 

woman can be duped because of the overpowering love she 

feels toward a man who is not worthy of that sentiment. 

Disillusioned upon discovering the shallowness of her 

lover's true feelings toward her and toward their 

illegitimate child, she pretends indifference, yet inwardly 

deeply hurt, she attempts to calm her distress by having 

illicit relations with other men. 

Isidora's love has brought her a few moments of 

happiness but in return demanded sacrifices, anxiety and 

frustration. Abandoned by her lover, and crushed by other 

overwhelming events, her life is finished. What might have 

been a rewarding love, which if reciprocated, might have 
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given her moral and financial support, ended instead in 

despair and agony. 

Love is not guided "by reason, is not subject to 

scientific laws, often does not make sense. To underscore 

the illogical qualities inherent in love, Gald<5s has created 

a pattern of unrequited loves in Fortunata y Jaclnta. 

Madarlaga has summarized these tangled loves in the 

following manner: 

Como para probar su convencimiento de que el amor 
es una pasion sin sentido, Gald<5s ha trazado en 
Fortunata y Jaclnta un tri£ngulo de amores no 
correspondidos: a cada lado un hombre enamorado 
de una mujer, y estas dos mujeres ambas enamorados 
de un tercero, el cual, v&rtice al que convergen 
esta ifneas ae ainor, es un ser vacuo, lncapaz ae 
amar a naaie.^ 

Another aspect of this theme is announced in 

El amigo Manso. where the plot revolves around the love that 

an older, timid man has for a much younger woman. The 

impotence of the man is denoted in his name, Manso. As a 

result of this, when a virile young man steals away his 

loved one, the older man can only look on sadly, then face 

loneliness and death. 

Galdos first turned to multiple thwarted loves in 

TPimento, in which he presented to the reader two inter

locking amorous triangles. Such thwarted and unsatisfied 

loves seem to echo the well known pastoral lament: MYo por 

22. Madarlaga, Semblanzas . . . , p. 89. 
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vos y vos por otro.M Complicating this tangled situation 

are a priest and a married woman who defy their religion by 

breaking the celibate rules and committing adultery.23 Many 

other examples of unrequited love could be cited, but since 

the pattern seems to be essentially the same, no point would 

be gained in endless repetition. What is of utmost 

importance to the present study is that the results of 

unrequited love are the suffering, the loss of self-esteem, 

the waste of human potential that is the common lot of 

thwarted lovers. 

Recapitulating, love in the Galdosian fiction 

becomes an end in itself, a driving force which excludes all 

other feelings. It blinds people; it deceives people. 

Many times unequal persons fall in love—unequal in tem

perament, in appearance, in age, in social status—making a 

meaningful relationship impossible. Thus in Galdos• novels, 

a mutually-reciprocated love is a rare thing; an 

unsatisfactory relationship is commonplace. 

23* Salnz de Robles notes that Galdos, in dealing 
with the temptations of the flesh which a priest endures 
and often succumbs to, was in a popular tradition of the 
nineteenth century: "'isx tenia de xa pasion sacrixega na 
tentado a casi todos los grandes novelistas del siglo 
XIX. A Victor Hugo, a Stendhal, a Zola, a E§a de Queiroz. 
Y entre los espanoles, a Clarfn, a Palacio Vald£s, a 
Gald6s.M Gald6s, O.C.. IV, 14-53. 
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The Religious Themes 

Tracing the themes associated with religion through 

the entire works of our novelist leads to the observation 

that they fall into two distinct periods; first, an early 

era which includes the so-called "thesis" novels: Dona 

Perfecta, Gloria, and La familia de Le<$n Roch. published 

between 1876 and 1878, and those of a later period, without 

obvious thesis, which include: Angel Guerra. Nazarfn, 

Halma, and Mlserlcordia, published between 1890 and 1897. 

Those pertaining to the first series are charac

terized by the author's tendentious and didactic purposes, 

the fact that he was participating in the political debate 

over religion between the republicans and the monarchists, a 

question of supreme importance at that time. As Casalduero 

has indicated, Galdos* propagandists position on behalf 

of the republican cause was undertaken in response to other 

novelists who supported the monarchical side: 

Galdos tambl^n tomo parte en esta lucha polftica 
contra la Iglesla--instltuci6n polftica—y los 
religiosos—ciudadanos del Estado—; y es claro que 
entr<5 en la 11 za aimado de sus ideales y 
principios polfticos, como lo hicieron Alarc6n 
Valera y Pereda.2^ 

On the other hand, the religious themes of the 

later era are not connected with political-religious 

24. Casalduero, Vlda y obra . . . , p. 32 
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controversy, but stem Instead from a "basic desire on the 

part of the novelist to probe fully those spheres of reli

gion that deal with spiritual and theological questions as 

they influence and relate to individuals.25 

Two themes stand out in the novels of the first 

era, religious intolerance and religious fanaticism. In 

Dona Perfecta both sides of the religious controversy are 

personified by the protagonists, Pepe Rey representing the 

intelligent, progressive man of science, while Dona 

Perfecta Is described as symbolizing "el fanatismo de la 

mujer educada en el seno de una sociedad intolerante y 

supersticiosa*During the course of the novel these 

characters attack each other (as republicans and monarchists 

fought each other in real life), the dispute becoming more 

and more acrimonious, leading finally to the tragic end. 

It would seem an implicit suggestion in this novel 

that intolerance and fanaticism destroy whatever comes into 

z5. Galdos' empnasis does not linger on abstract 
questions of theology; his Interest always returns to the 
Individual: MPero no se espere que las criaturas de Gald6s 
mediten o contemplen el cielo, que vivan girando alrededor 
de la llama viva, ajenos a la realidad. Los personajes de 
Galdos no tratardn tanto de admirar a Dios como de servirle. 
Imitardm de Jesils—tomando el Evangelio al pie de la letra--
en lo mas comprensible y aparente, en lo que atrae a las 
masas, en lo que electriza los entusiasmos: en la pobreza, 
en la humildad, en la mortlficaci6n." Sainz de Robles, 
Gald6s, O.C.. V, I677-I678. 

26. Stephen Scatori, La idea rellglosa en la obra 
de Benito Perez Galdos (Paris, » P« 5^. 
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contact; with them, in this case a love affair and. two young, 

promising lives. The author himself felt it necessary 

explicitly to expound the nucleus of the thesis in these 

words: 

Tal es el resultado producido en un car£cter duro 
y sin "bondad nativa por la exaltaci6n religiosa, 
cuando £sta, en vez de nutrlrse de la conciencia 
y de la verdad revelada en principios tan sencillos 
como henaosos, busca su savia en f6rmulas estrechas 
que s6lo obedecen a intereses eclesi^sticos.27 

The next novel in this series, Gloria, has as its 

main argument the intolerance of members of one religion 

to those of another. As in Dona Perfecta, the geography is 

symbolic, as are the types. Fic<5briga represents a typical 

northern fishing village, patriarchal and incarnating great 

virtues. As in tne previous novel, the reader soon becomes 

aware of the diametrically opposed types, Catholics and 

Jews, and their fixed, unbending attitudes toward each 

other. The vehicle for highlighting this display of 

intolerance is the love affair between Daniel Morton, the 

Jew, and Gloria de Lantigua, the fanatical Catholic. Both 

sides are arrayed against each other, none disposed to give 

any quarter in the struggle. Gloria attempts, during most 

of the novel, to convert Daniel to Catholicism, while 

Daniel's mother, Esther, tries to dissuade her son from any 

27. GaldSs, Q.C.. IV, 496. 
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entanglements, and finally succeeds in stopping the proposed 

marriage. 

The tragic outcome again underscores the terrible 

price that people pay for their prejudices. Now the theme 

can "be related directly to the tragic import; religions with 

their concrete ideas of good and evil, right and wrong, 

often interpose problems which may prove insurmountable. 

More often than not the arrogant attitudes engendered by 

excessively narrow interpretations of religious dogma lead 

their believers to feel righteous Instead of humble, atti

tudes which may lead to tragic consequences. 

La famllia de Le6n Boch is the last of the "thesis" 

novels. It depicts the strife that occurs between a 

religious, mystical fanatic, Marfa Egipcfaca, and her 

atheistic husband, LeSn Boch. This opposition of types 

serves, again, to personify the two dissimilar worlds which 

the novel focusses upon: the traditional one, which the 

writer sees as standing for contemplation and mysticism, 

counterposed against the progressive world of science and 

action. 

28. "No es necesario ahondar en el an£lisis para 
ver que en esta novela se presentan igualmente dos mundos 
contrapuestos. Misticlsmo, contemplacl^n, tradlci6n, con
tra clencia, acci6n, presente." Casalduero, Vida y 
obra . . . , p. 76. 
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Similarly to the other thesis novels, the outcome 

here is tragic, Maria dying while realizing that her 

inflexible attitude contributed to driving her husband from 

her home and into an affair with his childhood sweetheart, 

Pepa Filcar. Unable to marry Pepa after Maria*s death, Le6n 

sadly accepts his fate and contemplates the consequences of 

his own rigid position: "Habfa visto cara a cara lo; m£s 

pavoroso del mundo moral, y los combates que estas terribles 

perspectivas habfan provocado en su espfritu dej^ronle 

rodeado de grandes y tristfsimas rulnas.,,29 

When Gald<5s probes the ramifications of religious 

mysticism he often finds, hidden behind its darkened laby

rinths, a sexual motivation. An examination of this aspect 

reveals many instances where the mystical person was unaware 

of the sexual nature of his mystical fervor. In the very 

first novel he published, La Fontana de Pro (1870), the 

author dealt with this topic forcefully in the figure of 

Dona Paulita Porrenoj who mistakenly believes herself 

spiritually oriented only to discover, too late, that she 

had all the instincts of a normal woman.30 

Marfa Egipcfaca observes all the religious rituals 

during the daytime but at night her many dreams are filled 

29. Gald6s, O.C.. IV, 959 

30. Ibid., 187. 
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with symbolic references to sex. One dream, coming as it 

does after her husband has left her to reside with his 

mistress, is especially revealing: 

Ahora, con la partlda de su esposo, de su compafiero, 
de su hombre, desaparecerla la confianza. Atormen-
tada fue durante no pocos dfas por una sensaci6n 
muy singular. Enozme y fea vfbora se acercaba a 
ella, la miraba, la rozaba, se escurrfa resbaladiza 
y glacial por entre los pliegues de su ropa, ponfa 
el expresivo hocico de ojos negros en su seno, 
oprimfa un poco, entraba primero la cabeza, despu^s 
el largo cuerpo hasta el postrer cabo de la cola 
delgada y flexible. Entrando, entrando, la horrible 
alimafia se aposentaba en el pecho, se enroscaba des-
pidiendo un calor extraordinario, y se estaba quieta 
como muerta en la abrigada concavidad de su nido.31 

Sigmund Freud would later describe and explain the 

hidden, sexual meanings in dreams very similar to this one, 

as Schraibman points out: "A Freudian interpretation of 

this dream, which symbolizes the sex act, supports the 

picture of Marfa presented by the author."32 

Angel Guerra gives up his relationship with Dulce 

to pursue Ler£, convinced that his vocation is the priest

hood, and that besides he too has strong mystical inclina

tions. When he is dying he discovers, tragically, that 

what he really wanted was to marry Ler£. His error was 

inevitable, as were those of the others discussed, for the 

31. Ibid.. 873. 

32. Dreams . . . , p. 85. 
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reason that tied to their homespun fantasy, these errors 

masked their possessors' true natures. 

In Tormento. Gald6s brings to light the lack of 

calling for the priesthood from which ar character suffers, 

as well as the incompatabillty between vows of celibacy and 

strong sexual urges. The title of the work exemplifies the 

constant turmoil in which Pedro Polo finds himself. It is 

the principal motif around'which the other themes play their 

variations. A typical lament of Polo will suffice to give 

his general feeling of hopelessness, the sensation of being 

trapped in a situation from which he cannot extricate 

himself: 

Pero su alma no tenfa fortaleza para arrancar de 
rafz la causa de trastorno tan grave y profundo. 
Las grandes energfas que su alma atestoraba y que 
le habrfan valido para ganar Ipicos laureles en 
otros dfas, lugares y circunstancias, no le valieron 
nada contra su desvarfo. Todas las armas se embotaban 
en la dureza de aquella sangre y vida petrificadas, 
que protegfan su pas£3n como una coraza lnmortal a 
prueba de razones morales y sociales.33 

These themes have illustrated the conflict that 

comes into play when arbitrary value systems rule people's 

lives, bringing inflexible attitudes and a complete 

inability to compromise. This destructive attitude is 

illustrated by Luis Gonzaga's statements to his sister, 

Marfa Eglpcfaca: M—No hay t^imino medio entre lo temporal 

33. Gald6s, O.C., IV, 1496 
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y lo eterno. Huye de los arreglos, no cedas ni un £pice de 

tu firme y glorioso terreno. No se puede ser religloso a 

medlas. 

Ethical Themes 

Such themes as the conflict between duty and 

desire, or between social or religious mores and personal 

prerogatives, reflect the tragic tension which ensues when 

characters have to choose between two positive values. In 

choosing one value, an equally-esteemed value will be 

denied, bringing into play guilt feelings, doubt, with the 

concomitant anguish and suffering. 

These themes are well illustrated in Fortunata y 

Jacinta. Fortunata and Juanlto both break the conjugal 

laws, violating the tenets of a social system, marriage 

(sanctified by the Church), to follow their personal dic

tates. Fortunata justifies her conduct by asserting the 

power of her great love: "El amor lo hace todo regular, 

rectlflca las leyes, derogando las que se le oponen.M35 

When forced to face the fact of having dishonored her hus

band, she replies: "Los curas y los abogados dir£n que esto 

3^. Ibid., 821. 

35. Gald6s, o.C.. V, 323. 
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no vale . . . yo digo que sf vale; es mi idea."36 Her duty 

is to her husband, but her overwhelming desire is to have 

children, and to this end she seeks to be recognized by 

Juanlto's family as the ipso facto wife, because she has 

provided them with an heir. Thus her last action, which she 

deems worthy, occurs when she gives her child to Jacinta 

at her death. 

Other personages in the novel--Jacinta, Moreno 

Isla, Maximiliano,--undergo similar tests, forcing them to 

choose between what they value and what is legal or morally 

acceptable; the choice they must make then underlines this 

tragic dilemma. A similar test of conjugal fidelity is 

spotlighted in La de Brlngas. in the situation where the 

protagonist after much soul-searching decides to commit 

adultery in order to pay off her debts. Earlier she had 

undergone a test of her honesty in coping with her desire 

for luxurious clothing, and failed. Another aspect of the 

same question is shown in Realldad where Augusta's duty as 

a wife is undermined by her passion for her lover, to the 

extent that she has lost all her sense of pride, and 

willingly degrades herself, obtaining money in order that 

he may liquidate his gambling debts, overlooking in the 

process his liaison with a prostitute. 

36. Ibid.. 505. 
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Lo prohlbido brings to the open several topics 

related to these themes; for example, the struggle between 

fidelity and incestuous passion is explored. The main 

character of this narrative is tenaciously attracted to all 

that is prohibited by law or social mores. The fact that 

certain relationships are expressly forbidden makes them 

all the more attractive to him. Portrayed as a psycho

neurotic, from primarily hereditary causes, Guzman in his 

erotic relationship to his three married cousins is revealed 

in detail. While his ethical conflict is weak in the begin

ning, as economic disaster threatens, and under the added 

threat of imminent death, his moral sense increases, forcing 

him to the renunciation of what remains of his wealth. 

As a summary and a well-thought-out synthesis of 

the points outlined with regard to the tragic consequences 

Involved in choices, the following statements by a current 

critic and scholar are presented: 

Now, the tragic themes can be stated explicitly: 
people live in a world of many goods (values)• When 
man selects one, however, he usually excludes 
another, because the benefit and values of the goods 
are often contradictory. They are not so much 
inconsistent with each other in terns of reason 
and common sense, but rather because they are 
enacted by humans whose inner world is unpredictable 
and not always subject to reason. This situation 
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leads to various tragedies because men disintegrate-
physically, morally or psychologically—and 
suffer.37 

The above is a succinct summation of the moral and ethical 

choices which, begging answers, confront people, and which 

bring into the open and thereby into strife values which 

people profess to count worthy (usually imposed from the 

outside), and those values which they actually deem of 

worth (usually stemming from their desires, goals, and 

passions). The tragedy, as Zahareas points out, is that 

people are, in effect, shattered because of having to make 

these decisions and of having to live with the doubt and 

consternation which these decisions Inevitably involve. 

37. Zahareas, "The Tragic Sense • . . ," ̂ 6, 



CHAPTER VI 

TBAGIC VISION 

Up to this point several elements have been 

explored that have a direct bearing on the tragic vision of 

Gald6s—character portrayal, plot and action, themes, among 

others—and the present chapter will deal with an aspect 

that has a close association with these, namely, the point 

of view.^ As Gald6s matured, developing and perfecting his 

narrative skills, his point of view evolved from third 

person omniscience (Dona Perfecta, 1876)$ to first person, 

narrator-protagonist (El amlgo Manso, 1882), to direct 
O 

dramatic presentation (Realidad, 1889). At the same time 

another factor related to point of view, the distance from 

which the author views the action of his work, changed from 

being quite remote from the actions of the characters 

1. "A term used to describe the way in which the 
reader is presented with the materials of the story, or, 
viewed from another angle, the vantage point from which the 
author presents the actions of the story." Thrall and 
Hibbard, A Handbook . . . , p. 371• 

2. No published account exists of GaldSs* use of 
point of view, and certainly a detailed study of this facet 
would be a welcome addition to Galdosian scholarship. 
Theodore Sackett did a study of this aspect in his unpub
lished dissertation, "The Crisis . . . ," pp. 37-56. 

186 
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(omniscience) to being very close to them (direct dialogue). 

The final evolvement of these technical aspects is to be 

seen in his Novelas Dialogadas (Healidad, La loca de la 

casa, El abuelo, Gasandra, La razon de la slnraz<?n), where 

the distance of the author, as in a play, is very close to 

the characters. 

This interiorization process of the author in rela

tion to his novels facilitates the formation of a tight, 

intimate triangle of author, character, and reader. Not 

only is the reader placed in a position where he must judge 

or interpret the vague or ambiguous events,3 but Gald6s 

makes him a participant in the story or situation, eliciting 

his empathy, fear, or anxiety. 

This "triangle" is a special situation quite 

different from the usual relationship between the author, 

his characters, and the reader. It is unique because it is 

more intimate than the conventional author-character-reader 

relationship, which tends to be a sharing by author and 

reader of a viewpoint toward the character, consisting 

3. Robert Eicard suggests that Gald^s is purposely 
vague and ambiguous so that only the alert reader will be 
aware of all that occurs. He cites Rosalfa, of La de 
Brlngas. and her adultery which is handled quite delicately. 
Another instance to which he refers is Rafael del iJguila 
and his affection for his sister. Incestuous or not? He 
also comments upon Almudena's ambiguity—Arab, Jew, 
Sephardi? Gald6s et ses . . . , p. 52. 
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mainly of an empathizing with, rather than a sharing of, his 

immediate moral problems. The conventional author-reader 

stance might be summed up as: "There but for the grace of 

God go I." GaldSs by-passes this stance and pulls the 

reader directly into a sharing of his character's moral 

dilemmas, a stance of: "There is something I have done, or 

am capable of doing." 

Point of view enters the picture because a closer 

state can exist when the author utilizes first-person or 

dramatic technique. Examples of how point of view relates 

to the "triangle" can be seen in Dona Perfecta. The 

omniscient technique used in this novel forces a moral 

distance between character and reader. The reader finds it 

difficult to relate the problems of Pepe Hey, Rosario, and 

Dona Perfecta to his own. On the other hand, the first-

person narrative posture of El amigo Manso forces the reader 

to spend more time within the mind of this character, and to 

acknowledge that the problems of shyness, ingratitude, and 

unrequited love may well be comparable to problems he him

self has wrestled with.^ 

4. Leo L. Barrow has pointed out a similar type of 
triangle in the work of Machado de Assis: "In every one of 
these episodes the reader should find a bit of his own 
heart, a parallel episode, a confession which reads, *1 have 
or would have done the same thing.1 The reader should 
become a member of a very intimate triangle composed of him
self, the character, and the author." Leo L. Barrow, 
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It is not the Intention of this study to suggest 

that the first-person narrator represents the author, but 

only to indicate that a closer relationship exists in 

these novels, that a tighter "triangle'1 is imposed. 

Another factor which allows the reader to Identify, 

more surely, with the tragic characters in the novels after 

1880, is the looseness of the style which permits him 

sufficient time to know them intimately. As he discovers 

them at this leisurely pace he has the opportunity to 

identify more fully with their tragic plight. In the pure

ly dramatic novels (dialogue novels), such as Realidad, the 

characters are presented as if they were in a play and the 

identification between reader and character can take place 

without the intervention of the author. 

To what extent Gald6s himself appears in his no

vels is of course debatable; certain observers have seen 

his own qualities in his protagonists. For instance, 

Unamuno believed that Manso represented Gald&s.^ Amado 

Alonso is quite certain that Benina, the protagonist of 

Misericordla, is merely a disguise for Don Benito. Alonso 

"Ingratitude in the Works of Machado de Assis," Hlspanla. 
XLIX (1966), 216-217. 

5. Quoted by Gull6n, "La invenci6n del personage 
en El amigo Manso." Insula. No, 148 (marzo, 1959)» 1-2. 

6. Amado Alonso, Materia y forma en poesfa 
(Madrid, 1955), P- 24-3. 
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also disagrees with the impersonal role which some scholars 

have attributed to Gald&s, suggesting instead another kind 

of subjectivity, as the following comments indicate: 

A la maxima y como desollada subjetividad de 
B^cquer parece oponerse en GaldSs la impersona-
lidad que el tiempo predicaba, por boca de 
Flaubert, como prlnciplo artfstico y como ideal 
de la literatura narrativa. Pero mirando en el 
fondo de esa objetividad realista £qu€ encontramos 
otra vez sino la maxima subjetividad lograda por 
otro camino? Por eso se sale de sf mismo y convoca 
a las agitadas gentes de sus novelas y a las cosas 
materiales que las gentes hacen y usan, y nunca 
con la 'objetlvldad* o prescindencia programada por 
el naturalismo, sino con adhesion cordial, con 
creadora endopatfa, haclendo de los hombres y de 
las cosas espejos innumerables donde se retrataba 
su propia alma proteica. Buscaba a los dem£s para 
encontrarse a si mismo con m£s certeza. Las 
motivaclones radicales de su proplo coraz6n y sus 
propios problemas fundamentales de espaSol y de 
hombre, son los que va encarnando y personificando 
en sus InntSmeros personajes.7 

There seems to be little doubt, in the opinion of Alonso, 

that Gald6s was merely personifying hi3 own ideas, his own 

soul, in his personages in order better to discover himself; 

in doing this he deviated from the teachings of Flaubert 

and from those of the Naturalists. 

While the extent to which he appears in his work 

may be questionable, that he, or for that matter any 

novelist, does appear in his work is a commonly accepted 

opinion. Some novelists, like Unamuno, make no pretense 

7. Ibid., 232 
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about it but openly admit and glorlng in the fact.® Gald6s 

himself stated, in the prologue to El abuelo, that it was 

impossible for an author not to appear in his works: 

El que compone un asunto y le da vida po£tica, 
asf en la novela como en el teatro, est£ presente 
siempre: presente en los arrebatos de la lfrica; 
presente en el relato de pasi6n o de an^lisis. 
Su espjfritu es el fundente indispensable para que 
puedan entrar en el molde artfstico los seres 
imaginados que remedan el palpitar de la vida.° 

The above assertion of the writer is substantiated by the 

opinion of most modern critics, attested to by the following 

observation: "All writing is communication; creative 

writing is communication through revelation—it is the Self 

escaping into the open. No writer long remains 

incognito. 

A careful reading of La de Brlngas shows that 

Gald6s seems to appear in this work as the humble narrator, 

the minor character. His part is indicated in the begiiuiiftg 

of the novel: "La primera vez que don Manuel Pez y yo 

fuimos a visitar a Bringas en su nuevo domicilio, nos 

8. In the prologue of his first novel, Paz en la 
guerra (1897)» Unamuno stated: "Apenas hay en ella detalle 
que haya inventado yo. Podria documentar sus m£s menudos 
episodios." Quoted by Richard E. Chandler, and Kessel 
Schwartz, A New History of Spanish Literature (Baton Rouge, 
1961), p. 231. 

9. Gald<5s, O.G.. VI, 11. 

10. William Strunk, Jr. and E. B. White, The 
Elements of Style (New York, 1962), p. 53. 
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perdimos en aquel dSdalo donde nl ^1 nl yo nabfamos encraao 

nunca. "i;i 

One of "Dhe myths that have been associated. witn 

Gald6s* creative endeavors is that he was a very objective 

note-taker, and that his observation counted more in his 

writing than imagination; Berkowitz, his most definitive 

biographer, dispels this mistaken notion; HGald6s did not, 

as has occasionally been asserted, always carry a notebook 

and pencil to jot down what he heard and saw. . . • The 

almost total lack of such documents certainly deprives the 

student of valuable if not indispensable sources."I2 

In order to understand Gald<5s* standpoint and his 

relationship to his work and to the tragic essence, it is 

necessary to examine certain biographical elements. Up to 

this point this study has indicated that Gald6s does not 

attribute his characters* tragedies to outside circum

stances, but insists on showing that basically the charac

ters carried the tragedy within themselves. Neither does 

he himself ascribe his tragic outlook to any outside source 

or philosophy. 

Thus It seems logical to assume that he could not 

have learned about tragedy entirely by observation, that he 

11. Gald<5s, o.C.. IV, 1577. 

12. Berkowitz, P^rez Gald6s . . . , p. 112. 
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would have had to feel it in his own breast, "be attuned to 

it; and that this sensitivity to tragedy may have come from 

certain elements in his personal life. His tragic sensi

bility may well have been attuned to certain tragic themes 

that are a part of his biography and are reiterated 

Insistently in his novels. It seems justifiable, therefore, 

to examine those elements in order to determine their extent 

and importance relative to his work. 

Not too much is known about the private life of 

Gald6s, except for rather ambiguous fragments. It has been 

ascertained that he knew many women, and that he would 

absent himself daily during the afternoon hours.*3 The 

relationship between Gald6s and his domineering mother has 

also been commented upon by Berkowitz; many critics have 

conjectured that she served as the prototype for Dona 

Perfecta. That she was a religiously devout and thoroughly 

headstrong matriarch of a woman is generally accepted as a 

true representation of fact.1**" 

Gald6s' later years were filled with financial 

difficulties, with increasingly poor health, with deteriora

ting eyesight, and with artistic neglect. Certainly the 

13. Ibid., ill. 

1^. A typical observation in this regard is the 
following: "In 1876 Benito P^rez Gald6s had written the 
novel Dona Perfecta. whose protagonist immortalizes his 
mother." Berkowitz, Perez Gald6s . . . . p. 19* 
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last decade of his life could not have "brought him much 

happiness or artistic satisfaction. Instead, he was forced 

to contemplate "bitterly that his nomination for the Nobel 

Prize was thwarted mainly because of partisan politics. His 

suggested nomination for this most coveted of awards, both 

in 1912 and 1913» led to political and religious disputes, 

with the conservatives opposing him and the liberals 

supporting him. "Conservative Spain was resolved to make 

him expiate his sin of revolutionary politics and philo

sophic liberalism,M is the way one observer has summed up 

this distasteful episode.*-5 In addition, the subscription 

campaign which was to alleviate his financial troubles also 

bogged down and failed to achieve its goals.The overall 

picture of his last years was a grim one; and to complete 

this bleak picture, the last few months of his existence 

were complicated by the unexpected arrival of his illegiti

mate daughter. Berkowitz gives the following account of 

this dramatic and traumatic event: 

At this time, after a severe attack of uremia he 
had a devastating emotional experience. One after
noon a shy, pleasant young woman called and timidly 
Introduced herself as Slarfa Gald6s. She asked 

15. Ibid., 420. 

16. Berkowitz points out that instead of the forty 
thousand duros, which was the announced goal of the cam
paign, only about twenty thousand were subscribed, and even 
this was not readily available in cash. Ibid., 426. 
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permission to "be with her father, Don Benito, whom 
she had not seen since he was last out in August. 
She had hesitated to call for fear of an unpleasant 
reception. Don Jos£ graciously ushered Marfa Gald6s 
into her father's room. 

At first Gald<$s received the news of his 
daughter's presence with a stony expression. There 
was a moment of agonizing silence. Don Jos£ felt 
as if a sharp knife were cutting downward inside him. 
He stared into space. Marfa broke the silence. With 
tears in her voice she reproached her fathers why 
had he never permitted her to enter his home? An 
expression of ill-concealed guilt spread over Gald<5s' 
face. For the first time one of his most intimate 
secrets was shamefully bared before a member of his 
family.17 

It can be deduced from the above scene, as well as other 

statements regarding Gald6s* life, that many of the tragic 

themes which crop up in his novels were also present in his 

actual life. It is quite probable that his mother served as 

the model for Dona Perfeota. and that her devoutness and 

her intolerance were instrumental in instigating young 

Don Benito's novel. Other themes such as love or money, 

which are so prominent in La de Brlngas and Lo prohlbldo. 

could possibly have emanated from experience. Illegitimate 

children are to be found in many of his novels, and they 

are usually not acknowledged by their fathers.1® Another 

theme which appears quite often is blindness, which might 

17. Ibid., pp. 450-^51. 

18. Illegitimate offspring are a prime factor in 
novels such as: La desheredadat Fortunata y Jaclnta. Lo 
prohlbldo. Gloria and El abuelo. 
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have "been related to misgivings about his own eyesight.*9 

In the latter part of his life, when he was forced to dic

tate his writing "because of his blindness, Gald6s made a 

very significant statement which throws more light on this 

subject: "The pen is nothing more than the prolongation of 

the spirit of the writer, who leaves a part of his being 

on the pages of his manuscript.1,20 

It is not the aim of this study to present this 

biographical material, relevant to the themes of Gald6s, 

with the hope of conclusively demonstrating that these 

themes emanated from within the breast of the novelist. 

Enough evidence has been presented, nonetheless, to suggest 

strongly that some of these themes could have had their 

source in Gald&s* personal experience. Furthermore, these 

experiences may well have been one meaningful source of 

his tragic vision, may have contributed greatly to his 

tragic Weltanschauung. 

Just as some themes recur with insistent regular

ity, the reappearance of a certain type of protagonist also 

takes place consistently. This protagonist is the little 

man, the antlheroic, often abnoimal person, whom Unamuno so 

19. Blind characters appear in Marlanela. 
Mlsericordla, La de Brlngas, and the Torquemada series. 

20. Berkowitz, Perez Gald6s . . . , p. 105. 
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disliked. As we have seen, one of the outstanding and most 

persistent qualities of this norihero is his failure and 

defeat. In his insistence on defeating his fictional crea

tions Gald^s underscores an element of the tragic situation 

of men in general. Sidney Hook in commenting upon this 

aspect has observed: "The tragic is a moral phenomenon 

. . . the element of the tragic enters in the defeat of 

plans or hopes, in the realization that in much grief there 

is not much wisdom, and that we cannot count merely upon the 

passage of time alone to diminish our stupidities and 

cruelties."21 

Although Gald<5s* characters are often defeated, 

they are shown to be culpable to some degree for their 

defeat. It is precisely on this ground of the existence of 

free will that Gald6s parts company with the naturalistic 

writers. 

Being essentially a moral phenomenon, the tragic 

essence cannot exist in a completely good or evil man; it 

would border on the melodramatic rather than on the tragic. 

Upon reviewing the Galdosian Little Man, diminished in 

stature, yet seeking to fulfill his aspirations, we see in 

him tendencies toward good and toward evil. Federico Viera 

and Fortunata, for example, vacillate between doing what 

21. Sidney Hook, "Pragmatism and the Tragic Sense 
of Life," from Tragedy: Vision and Foim. p. 61. 
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they know is morally wrong and. that which is morally right. 

In his insistence in giving his characters both good and 

"bad qualities, Gald<5s is revealing yet another facet of his 

tragic vision. For this tragic choice is so often the 

choice of representative man, as Alonso Myers so succinctly 

states it: "The tragic hero—the representative man—is 

neither eminently virtuous nor totally depraved. He has 

equal capacities for good and for evil; he is free to choose 

between a good deed and wrongdoing, and is responsible for 

his choice."22 

Another aspect of Gald6s' tragic vision which is 

clearly shown in the presentation of his characters is his 

persistence in placing them in a crisis, in a situation of 

tension or stress. A recent commentator has underlined 

this aspect of tragedy with respect to modern literature: 

The tragic vision, a product of crisis and of 
shock, is an expression of man only in an extreme 
situation, never in a noimal or routine one. Litera
ture dealing with it frequently dwells on the 
exceptional man; and when it does choose a normal 
man it does so only to convert him, by way of the 
extremity he lives through, into the exceptional 
man. The tragic vision is, by my definition, a 
vision of extreme cases, a distillate of the 
rebellion, the godlessness which, once induced by 
crisis, purifies itself by rejecting all pallia
tives. 23 

22. Myers, Tragedy . . . , p. 157. 

23. Krieger, The Traffic . . . , p. 20. 
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It is apparent that the above statements hold for many of 

Gald6s* characters: Federico Viera is presented in a situa

tion of crisis, subjected as he is to financial and moral 

pressures. Exceptional and abnormal persons likewise 

abound—Maxi Rubfn and Ido del Sagrario, to mention two—-

and a normal man converted into an exceptional one by crisis 

would apply in the case of RamSn Villaamil. Of course, 

rebellious cases abound too: Mauricia la Dura and Angel 

Guerra are two outstanding examples. All in all, it would 

seem as if the above statements had been made with Gald6s 

in mind. 

We have reached a point now where we can approach 

the exact nature of Gald<5s' tragic vision. It is, in a 

sense, a synthesis of the aspects which we have singled out 

beforehand: the tragic endings, the defeats of the 

characters, their sufferings, their dissolution and their 

deaths. It encompasses more than these elements, however; 

it is related to Galdos* lack of belief in systems of 

thought, historical, metaphysical, or aesthetic. Whereas 

at different periods of his life he might have subscribed 

temporarily to Naturalism, Krausism, Positivism, and other 

"isms," he never adhered to any of them permanently. It is 

this facet of non-belief in the established systems of his 

day and age that marks Gald6s as an independent thinker, 

awed and intrigued always by the mystery of life. Robert 
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Ricard has addressed himself to this tragic vision of 

Gald6s, as the following statements testify: 

Gald^s a "beau avoir subl 1*influence de Comte 
et de Taine come celle de Zola, 11 n'est le 
disciple aveugle ni de celui-ci ni de ceux-l&. 
Tous trois d'ailleurs sont ratlonalistes, et 
Gald^s ne l'est aucunement. II a abondonn£ 
toute croyance rellgieuse, mais 11 a le goftt 
de la fantasie et 11 garde le sens et le 
sentiment du myst&re.^ 

Disbelief in systems demands a high price in mental 

tranquility, leading as it does to doubt and insecurity. 

During his Academy speech of acceptance Gald6s significantly 

revealed the price he had to pay for his independence of 

thought, when he compared himself to Pereda: 

Ved aquf la diferencla capital entre nuestros 
caracteres considerados literarlamente: Pereda 
no duda; yo sf. Slempre he visto mis convicciones 
obscurecidas en alguna parte por sombras que 
venfan no s£ de d6nde. fil es un espfritu sereno, 
yo un espfrltu turbado, inquleto.25 

Does GaldSs* tragic vision have a positive side, 

a side of revelation? Does it reflect in any way the 

credences and crises of an epoch? I believe it does, simply 

because a writer does not work in a vacuum but in a fixed 

time and place. His novels dealing with bureaucracy per 

force reflect the conditions of his era; therefore novels 

2U-, Robert Ricard, Gald6s et . , . « p. 88. 

25. Gald6s, Dlscursos . . . , p. 15^. 
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such as Mlau and 31a de Brlngas reflect the collective tragic 

circumstances of the rapidly changing governments, as well 

as the precarious employment patterns then prevailing. 

Sainz de Bobles casts a revealing light on this chaotic 

situation in the following observations: 

Hasta fines del siglo pasado la burocracia 
espanola ... tenia semejanza con el mar, cada una 
de cuyas olas es dlstinta de la anterior, y borra 
y suele llevarse la siguiente lo que la precedente 
pint6 o trajo. Borr^n y cuenta nueva. Un hacer y 
deshacer continuado sin por qu£, sin para qu£. 
Un misterio. Pero si en la Naturaleza los mis
ter! os logran una aureola po£tica perfectamente 
estimable, en la burocracia los misterios suelen 
malograr todo practicismo "fitil. El misterio, 
aquf, es un engendro. Allf era un ensueno. En 
la burocracia espanola ... cada ola era un cambio 
de rumbo en la polftica. Pero un cambio radical, 
que afectaba hasta a los mds pequerios intereses. 
£Qu£ subfan los conservadores al poder? Se que-
daban cesantes todos los liberales: minlstros, 
directores generales, jefes de Admlnlstraci<5n, 
jefes de negociado, oficiales, escriblentes, 
conserves, ordenanzas, porteros. . . . jTodosl 
iQue recobraban el Poder los liberales? Pues a 
comer todos los suyos, desde el portero hasta el 
ministro. Y a dejar de comer a los eliminados. 
Y estas tragicomedias, repetidas cada cinco o 
seis meses.^6 

It is possible, therefore, for tragic happenings 

to reflect the cultural climate of an age, as Raymond 

Williams asserts: "Yet tragic experience, because of its 

central importance, commonly attracts the fundamental 

beliefs and tensions of a period . • . that through it the 

26. Gald^s, O.C.. V, 5^9. 
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shape and set of a particular culture is often deeply 

realized."27 

In summation, Gald^s* tragic vision is in fact a 

WeItanschauung. or worldvlew, in which the tragic essence 

of life is heightened, stressed, and underscored. All the 

evidence that we have examined in the previous chapters and 

in this one points to the irrevocable conclusion that 

Gald6s* vision was particularly focused toward ensuring that 

the tragic substance of life would emerge, dominating the 

scenes and triumphing at the conclusion. In this worldview 

the tragic vision incorporates attitude, viewpoint, and 

outlook toward life. A fine summary of the tragic view

point is to be found in the observation that follows: 

The authentic tragic vision is committed to no 
program of social optimism; it demonstrates the 
ineffectual!ty of all temporal and historical 
remedies. It recognizes that man is responsible to 
himself alone, but it also reveals the terrible 
burden of suffering he must bear that no secular 
reforms will remove. Life remains inexplicable and 
calamitous today as in the past, though for 
different reasons.2° 

These statements sum up the tragic vision of Gald6s, 

emphasizing all the important elements which constitute it, 

which give it vigor, and universality, differentiating his 

vision from that of his fellow novelists and placing him 

among the elite of world literature. 

27. Williams, Modern Tragedy, p. ̂ 5* 

28. Gllcksberg, The Tragic . . . , p. xiv. 



CHAPTER VII 

CONCLUSIONS 

This study has concerned Itself with the quest for, 

the analysis of, and the interpretation of an extremely 

important aspect of Galdos* novels, the tragic import. This 

investigation began by examining the tragic endings of many 

of Galdos* novels, written at various periods of his life, 

comparing them with the non-tragic finales of the narra

tives of Juan Valera and Jos£ Marfa de Pereda, thereby 

pointing up a fundamental truth: Galdos was thoroughly and 

continually absorbed in the tragic, an interest which the 

other two novelists lacked. Continuing analysis provided a 

comparative study of the aesthetic and literary theories 

maintained by Galdos and his contemporaries; this contrast 

further revealed the wide differences of opinion which 

separated them. Generally speaking, Valera and Pereda 

followed the traditional values, while Gald&s, on the 

contrary, often negated them; Valera believed in the 

aesthetic theory of "art for art's sake," while just the 

opposite contention was upheld by Gald6s, who believed in 

portraying eternal passions and transcendental problems. 
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Both Valera and Pereda were regionalists, whereas Gald5s was 

an urbanist. The result of these divergent views leads to 

the conclusion that Gald6s' desire was to deal directly with 

the tragic essence, whereas his contemporaries were more 

interested in depicting other areas of life. 

Much the same results occurred in the comparison 

of Gald<5s and Charles Dickens. Despite certain critical 

opinions that Gald6s was overly influenced "by Dickens, the 

present investigation suggests that the actual influence was 

small, being mainly observable in superficial character

istics such as the employment of speech tags and of 

eccentric personages. Yet in their approach towards the 

tragic the differences are extreme. Dickens terminates his 

novels on a happy or hopeful note, whereas Gald&s, as has 

been mentioned heretofore, favors the tragic endings. On 

the other hand, the comparison of Gald<5s with Joaquim Marfa 

Machado de Assls and with Leopoldo Alas brought to light 

similarities in endings, and in aesthetic concepts, indi

cating the affinities which bound them together, and 

explaining the reasons why they wrote novels dealing with 

many of the same problems, portraying many of the same 

abnoimal, tortured, and alienated personalities. 

In our study of primary characters we discovered 

the large part that illusions and personal fictions play in 

the lives of these persons. The tragic essence therein was 
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clearly evident in the extreme gap existing between delusion 

and reality in the minds of these persons, "between the 

incompatability of their unbending natures and the flexi

bility demanded by constantly changing conditions and 

situations. Our study uncovered the important part that 

irony, humor, and paradox play in the tragic make-up of 

these fictional personalities. Almost without exception, 

their tragic outcome is their ceasing to exist as dynamic 

entities; often this means mental or physical extinction. 

This investigation has indicated the similarities 

and parallelisms between the tragic elements in Gald<5s' 

writings, and the classical and traditional theories of the 

tragic. Thus, similarities were shown with such well-known 

theories as Aristotle's hamartia, Hegel's "reconciliation," 

Schopenhauer's "misery and culpability," Nietzsche's 

"resignation and transcendence," and Kierkegaard's "anguish, 

situation and character." I also indicated that these 

similarities are not intended to prove the conscious influ

ence of these philosophers upon Gald6s, but rather his 

awareness of their theories and his application of them to 

his work from time to time. 

Secondary characters were shown to exhibit many of 

the same traits as the major ones, having the same chimeras 

and frustrations. Often these characters, trapped by life 

and situations, play a tragicomic role; nevertheless, they 
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would be as tragic as the main characters provided that 

their roles were developed to the same extent. Ido del 

Sagrario is an excellent example of a minor character whose 

situation is at times funny and "bitterly ironic, but whose 

future holds little hope, and whose complete defeat is 

predictable. The emphasis of the author, as always, is on 

character revelation through the actions of the character 

himself, or through the pointing out of a particular vice 

to which the character is addicted and which completely 

rules his nature—Mauricia la Dura's alcoholism--and makes 

the tragic outcome certain. 

When a comparison was made of the novels written 

before 1880 and those written afterwards, significant dif

ferences came to light. Before 1880 Gald5s stxll persisted 

in utilizing fortuitous elements, such as chance, in a way 

which reminded us of the technique of the romantic authors. 

Other romantic parallelisms were shown in his utilization 

of-tight plot structures, especially the tripartite struc

ture consisting of exposition, development, and resolution. 

In his era influenced by romantic techniques Galdtfs 

emphasized action as well as development of a thesis. The 

use Gald6s made of these elements all were shown to point to 

the fact that he was writing romantic tragedies. In oppo

sition to the use of elements that were influenced by 
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romanticism, Gald6s after 1880 found a new direction. He 

utilized, instead, more of the elements associated with 

realism? more objective attitude, little use .of chance, a 

plausible utilization of causality, a loose plot structure, 

more emphasis on character revelation, and an imperceptible 

thesis. 

As might be expected, certain tragic themes 

reappeared throughout Gald6s* novellstic career. His con

tinuing interest in these themes over a long period of time 

strongly suggested his overwhelming concentration on the 

tragic substance of life. Novel after novel has been shown 

to deal with the chasm existing between delusion and 

reality; alienation, the quest for money and love, are 

subjects which also received a large share of the novelist*s 

attention. The strife between duty and desire, in addition 

to other moral and ethical struggles of conscience, equally 

fascinated him. This Investigation pointed out that 

Fortunata y Jaclnta. being his masterpiece, contained in 

itself many of the major themes dealing with tragedy which 

Gald6s used before and after its publication. In addition 

to those mentioned heretofore, other Important tragic themes 

had to do with ingratitude, misguided religious zeal, 

adultery, and moral hypocrisy. 

Point of view Is closely linked to Gald6s* tragic 

vision, in that it narrows the triangle fomned by writer, 
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character and reader, thereby eliciting emotions such as 

sympathy, empathy, fear, and pity while making the reader a 

true participant in the novelistic scheme. It was further 

singled out in this study that Don Benito might have 

appeared in his work, and might have made use of certain 

themes or persons related to experiences in his own life and 

those of his family. 

The tragic worldview of the writer of Fortunata y 

Jaclnta was suggested to be a synthesis of many components 

previously disclosed; however, his world-vision was shown 

to encompass more than this synthesis, incorporating as It 

did his attitude toward human existence. This tragic vision 

was conditioned by two realities: the responsibility of man 

to himself alone; the impossibility of outside patterns of 

thought motivating and guiding man where intimate passions 

are in conflict with reason. Man must tragically suffer, 

Gald6s tells us, because that is an essential part of the 

human condition. Thus, his worldview expresses his uni

versality and the tragic emphasis of his writings reveal the 

eternal qualities which make his novels as applicable today 

as when they were written. 

In our study we touched lightly upon certain areas 

of Gald6s* novels that merit a full and detailed Investiga

tion. We therefore recommend three areas for future 
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scholarly investigation: (1) a study of the influence of 

classical and traditional tragic theories upon the novels of 

Galdos. Enough evidence has "been uncovered in this study 

to suggest strongly that a detailed investigation would 

discover many other points of contact "between the tragic 

theories espoused by these philosophers of the tragic and 

the narratives of Gald6s. Such a study would make a worth

while contribution to the continuing investigation of 

Gald<5s' tragic essence. (2) a comparative study of the 

novels of Joaquim Maria Machado de Assis and those of 

Gald6s. This could "be a very fruitful inquiry into the many 

similarities and parallelisms that exist in ideology, 

themes, and technique, "between the great Brazilian and 

Spanish novelists. (3) a study of the tragic elements in 

the plays of PSrez Gald6s. Again, the influence of classi

cal tragedies upon these plays could be pursued, or the 

influence of other nineteenth century playwrights, such as 

Ibsen, Chekhov, and Strindberg could be investigated. At 

any rate, there is no question in the mind of this investi

gator that these areas warrant a thoughtful as well as 

thorough scholarly endeavor. 

In summation, there are several singular qualities 

of the tragic import that I wish to point out. First, the 

tragic import contributes to a fuller understanding of 
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Gald6s •-novels. This happens through the appreciation of 

the cognitive components present in tragedy. Tragedy asks 

the great questions- regarding life and its meaning. Thus 

we can appreciate the fact that the tragic vision projected 

by Gald6s* narratives is not necessarily a negative one; on 

the contrary it has certain positive qualities. The tragic 

experience portrayed in his novels can in itself be a force 

for understanding when interpreted by the discerning reader. 

This reader may thus agree with Karl Jaspers* interpretation 

of one function of the tragic experience: "What we 

essentially learn from the tragic knowledge, therefore, is 

what makes man suffer and what makes him fail, what he takes 

upon himself in the face of which realities, and in what 

manner or form he sacrifices his existence.The perceptive 

reader may also add that what we learn from the tragic 

experience is usually precious little, and he may be right. 

But if tragic portrayal Is an attempt to seek out "truth," 

however minute it may be, it is indeed a gain. As Richard B. 

Sewall interprets the question, there is something concrete 

to be had: "It is •tragic* truth—that is fragmentary, 

tentative, and precarious. But truth nonetheless—a gain 

1. Karl Jaspers, "Basic Character!sties of the 
Tragic," Tragedy; Vision and Form, p. 51* 
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and a promise, as at the end of all true tragedy, for the 

human spirit."2 

Secondly, as tragedian, Galdos is Intrigued by the 

mystery of human suffering. How to explain it? Instinct

ively, he realizes that tragedy cannot explain this 

mystery; nonetheless, there it is, and he finds himself 

fascinated with it, unable to resist using it in novel after 

novel. Did he succeed in explaining the mysterious role 

that tragic suffering plays in life? The answer to this 

question is discussed by Anthony Zahareas in his critique 

of Fortunata y Jaclnta: 

It would seem that tragedy . . • despite its unifying 
effect . . . lacks ability to provide an answer to 
this mystery. Gald6s knows that; his answer would 
be that tragedy is no more capable of providing such 
an answer than the other solutions. But tragedy 
seeks for answer relentlessly, and its function as 
a cognitive instrument gives to it a centrality in 
the novel.3 

What Gald6s asserts then, according to Zahareas, is that the 

tragic components present in life defy understanding in 

their relation with the whole of human experience. However, 

another interpretation of what Galdos is attempting to 

elucidate might be put in this fashion: man above all is 

an individual and cannot be reduced to systems, to formulas; 

2. Bichard B. Sewall, "The Tragic World of the 
Karamasovs," Tragic Themes In Western Literature. Edited 
by Cleanth Brooks (New Haven, 1955)* P« 127. 

3. Zahareas, "The Tragic . . . ," 46. 
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therefore, man should "have self-Integrity, that is, be able 

to understand and act within the realizations and limits of 

his Inner world. 

Like human suffering and sacrifice, the apparent 

disorder of much of life is another mystery which the tragic 

experience intends to explain. In probing the chaos of 

human existence the tragic action may discover some element 

of knowledge. This is the opinion of a current critic, who 

has stated: "The tragic action, in its deepest sense, is 

not the confirmation of disorder, but its experience, its 

comprehension, and its resolution. "-5 

Thirdly, there is a didactic element in Gald6s* use 

of tragedy, especially in his early works, that would 

Justify Joaqufn Casalduero's contention that Gald<5s was not 

trying to reform society, but rather Spanish man himself: 

"No cree en la revoluci6n, porque lo que hay que transformar 

es el car^cter."^ Concurring in this opinion is William E. 

Bull, who upon comparing the naturalism of Gald6s and 

Leopoldo Alas with that of fimile Zola, pointed out that 

4. Ibid. 

5. Williams, Modern . . . , p. 83. 

6. Casalduero, Vlda . . . , p. 88. 
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whereas Zola sought to Influence social change through 

political and social institutions, the others sought to 

reform man. ? 

Fourthly, the tragic import is a unifying factor 

in Gald6s* works. It acts as the catalyst "binding together 

the diverse themes which appear in his novels, at the same 

time providing an integrating force, a centrality, about 

which the narrative revolves. This central theme of the 

tragic provides, in addition to its unifying force, the 

release or "purge" of pity and fear at the end, in much the 

manner prescribed by Aristotle. 

Fifthly, in the evaluation of the worth and sig

nificance of the tragic, its relation to crisis must not 

be overlooked. In this respect the political, social, and 

religious background against which Gald^s framed his novels 

becomes of paramount importance. In a sense the Spain of 

the last century was a microcosmos of twentieth century 

Spain. Viewed historically, the crises and civil wars of 

the nineteenth century were a preview of the large-scale 

confrontations which were to take place in the twentieth, 

culminating in the bloody and disastrous Civil War of 

1936-1939. Therefore, in retrospect, Gald6s in his era 

had the vision and capacity to see the tragic results 

7. William E. Bull, "The Naturalistic Theories 
of Leopold© Alas," PMLA« LVII (19^2), 5^3. 
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emanating from the crises of his day and to depict them in 

his narratives. Murray Krleger has commented upon the role 

of the tragic and its relation to crises: "Now of course 

the tragic is not the only vision projected by our serious 

literature and philosophy, nor is it necessarily the pro-

foundest vision. But it is surely the most spectacular, 

and the most expressive of the crisis-mentality of our 

time."8 

While all the possibilities listed beforehand 

certainly are visible in the many-faceted glimpses of the 

Galdosian tragic essence, the prime motivation for its use 

(and for the use of all the creative devices in his novels) 

is to reveal man stark naked and vulnerable to the world. 

Gald6s, himself, in his Academy speech of acceptance, 

reveals the cognitive role that tragedy plays in his novels 

when he states: 

Perdemos los tipos, pero el hombre se nos revela 
mejor, y el Arte se avalora s6lo con dar a los 
seres imaginarlos vlda m£s humana que social. 
Y nadie desconoce que, trabajando con materiales 
puramente humanos, el esfuerzo del ingenio para 
expresar la vida ha de ser m£s grande, y su labor 
m£s honda y dlficil, como es de mayor empeno la 
representaci6n pl£stlca del desnudo que la de 
una figura cargada de ropajes.9 

8. Krieger, The Tragic . . . , p. 1. 

9. Gald6s, Discursos . . . , pp. 2^-25• 
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Gald<5s made no secret of his purpose In using the tragic in 

his novels, just as he never concealed the intent of any of 

his novelistic endeavors—he was trying to expose the 

essence of man, Hla desnudez humana," in all its aspects: 

moral, metaphysical, and societal. Nevertheless, he had a 

special place reserved for tragedy, just as he had for 

religion, the other great Interest of his life. This omni

present, all-pervasive factor of the tragic is evident not 

only in the novels discussed in this investigation, but in 

many others not touched upon.10 

Undoubtedly the most important significance of the 

tragic import in his novels is its contribution towards 

making them universal and eternal in scope. The stressing 

of these aspects places Gald6s in the long tradition which 

in Western Culture begins with the tragedies of Euripides 

and Sophocles, and continues with representative figures 

in every age. Shakespeare, Cervantes, Goethe, Balzac, 

Flaubert, Dostoievsky, Tolstoy, Thomas Mann, Hemingway, 

Faulkner, Pasternak—all these and many other outstanding 

writers of their time have cultivated the tragic glnero. 

10. Tragic elements enter into these novels: 
La sombra (1870), El doctor Centeno (I883), la Incognita 
(1889) 1 Trlstana (1892). La loca. de la casa (1892), 
El abuelo (1897)* and Casandra (190 5 H 
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Gald<5s, therefore, joins an exalted company of literary men, 

and may rightfully take his place among the outstanding and 

significant writers of modern times. 
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